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Data on counts of shorebirds and information from 

ringing and colour-mar•king studios are examined and 

integrated to })rovj.de detailed information on s ensonal 

changes in dj_ st ri lJuti on 9 and movements o:f' Knot? Bar-

tailed Godwit and Grey J?lover in North- West Jflurope, 

particularly Britaino 

Several factors which may lead to the movernents 

observed, particularly those factors affecting energy 

bal an.ce, are considered. l)ublisb.ed information on 

seasonal changes in weather conditions in Br•i tain and 

illuro1)e, ffild on pre~r abundance in different est us J:'i es, 

is rev:Levred and sup11lemented ·by s tud:Les fr•om Mor•ecambe 

Bay and the 'l'ees and Humber estuarieso It is suggested 

that late autumn movements of Knot and Bar-tailed Godwit 

from the eastern Nox>th Sea to BrHain i)Grmit birds to 

avoid severe winter weatlwr conO.J.tions. ~.'Iovement s of 

many Knot northwar•d fr•om the Wash along t11e east co as JG 

of Br·ltain also occur in November, per•haps to reach 

estuaries less influenced by cold sir masses from Europe. 

':Che reasons :ror most other• movements are tmcleare No 

evidence WflS found of major differences between estuaries 

in the timing of breeding ox• growth rates of invei'tebra te 

prey, whtch mieht l1ave led to the di:fferenees in t:'Lmlng of 

.PG<ik IJrey biomass for shorebirds to ex_plo:Lt. 

Di:f:'fer•ences/ 
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Differences have been found in the seasonal patterns 

of depth distribution of :rvTEl£.Q_ltl§ J2£!.11hicn between 

Morecambe Bay, the Wash and HumrJer. However, the timine 

of movements of' Knot betv:reen these estuaries could not be 

Pelated to these di:.fferences in availabLLity o:.f pPey • 

.Availability o:f.' ,N.§,£.Q.!!]Q on Morecambe Bay in spring is high 

and may partly explain why high numbers of Knot collect 

there to put on pre-migratory fat reserves. 

Movements of Knot through the T~es estuary appear 

to be unrelated to changes in prey abundance or 

availability. '.rwo alternative survival strBtegies 

are suggested for this species: (1) itineracy~ visiting 

two or more British estuaries after moult, and (2) 

sedentary behaviour, visiting only one estue.ry after 

moult, or staying on the moulting area. 

Seasonal use o:.f the Tees estuary by, Bnd movements 

to Bnd from there of, Grey Plover were studied in 

relation to spacing behaviour and prey availability. 

Two strategies of use of space by Grey Plover were found. 

Territoriality was shown to be particularly advantageous 

during periods of severe~ particularly windy, WBather. 

Flock feeding was adopted by some birds which could not, 

and by some individuals which chose not to, obtain a 

teri'i tory. S orne movements of Grey Plover from the 

estuary were probably determined by social status. A 

few of those which were unable to obtain a territory in 

autumn left the estuary. No evidence of movement in 

relation to prey availability was obtained. 

lilincUngs/ 



li1 indings of' the study are d1Bcussed :Ln terms of 

lH'oxlmate and u1 t:Lmate factm:s deternining the t:i.ming 

and survival value of nhorebircl movements. 

v 
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At the end of the breeding season in June and July 

each year many hundreds of thousands of shorebirds 

migrate from their• arctic, and north temperate breeding 

grounds to moult on the coasts of North West ~urope (e.g. 

see Root~ 1966; Evans, 1981). Others stop here only 

br:iefly to renew their :E'at reserves before moving further 

south to moult t:u1d winter j_n southern ::Tiurope and South 

and V!est Africa (Ivl1nton 1 1975). At the end of autumn, 

on completion of moult, many birds also move further 

south (Boere, 1976). However, many x•ema. tn to pass the 

winter on the coasts of the Nor•th and Ir:lsh Seas. In 

spring, birds which have wintered furthDr south return 

north, often stopping in North West Europe to rest and 

renew enert;y reserves befox·e moving on to the bJ:eeding 

grounds (Ifinton, 1975; S'mith and Greenhalgh, 1977). 

At this time birds which have wintered in North ~Nest 

lnuPope also move northvvards. 

This description of migration from and to the 

breeding areas is similar to that of many other groups 

of palaearctic migratory biPdr.>, e.g. pnsBerines (T-.'iorenu, 

1972); many SGf:1birds nnd wildJ'owl (Cramp and Simmons, 

1977). However, within the past twenty yea:r:s it has 

become evident that even within North West Europe, 

paPticular areas are used at particular stages of the 

seasonal migration cycle of shorebirds. In autumn~ not 

only do "bj_rds/ 



birds move south after moult, but within North West 

~urope they may move from one coastal area where they 

have moulted to others where they winter. Similarly, 

in spring some birds leave areas where they have wintered 

and move to other areas where they moult into breeding 

plumage and lay down fat before migration. 

2 

J~ven more recently, as studies at Durham University 

have examined shorebird movements, it has become evident 

that the movements which occur are considerably more 

complex than previously thought. Even in mid-winter, 

outwith the conventional peak migration times, shorebirds 

have been shown to move between estuaries. Thus 

published information and more recent observations suggest 

that many shorebirds use (and may possibly require) not 

just one, but a network of estuaries each winter. 1ftlhy 

these movements occur and what mechanisms control them 

are not understood at present. rl'his thesis forms a 

preliminary investigation of these two questions. 

My investigation has taken the form of three related 

studies. 

(1) Analysis of available information on seasonal 

changes in shorebird use of, and movement between, 

estuaries in North West Europe, and particularly in the 

British Isles. 

(2) Examination of regional variation especially 

within Britain, and seasonal changes, in those factors of 

importance/ 



importance in the energy balance of shorebirds which may 

be potentially correlated with shorebird movements. 

'J~hese include climatic features, such as temperature and 

wind speed, and prey abundance. 

(3) Detailed investigation of one shorebird species, 

the Grey Plover Plgy!~li~ .~g~~ on the Tees estuary 

in North East England, in order to examine at first hand 

seasonal movements and the factors to which these may be 

related. 

In studies (1) and (2) attention has been confined 

to three shorebird species: Knot Qg1i££i~ ~~g~, Bar

tailed Godwit 11~ }.§U2.l2Qniqa and Grey Plover. Of 

3 

these shorebirds which regularly use British and European 

estuaries in large numbers each year, these three species, 

together with Dunlin Q~ligris Q~Qin~, obtain almost all 

their food intake from intertidal estuarine mudflats. 

Among other wader species, Curlew Nurg~l@ .§r~,!g and 

Golden Plover E.lgyialis .§J2,£icarig many use neighbouring 

pastures in large numbers (McLennon 1979; Townshend 19fl:IB). 

Redshank 1!1rrE§ ~Q.!~§ also use areas of pasture and many 

subsidiary freshwater-feeding areas (Tubbs and Tubbs 1980). 

Oys tercatchel'S fl~matq,I2US ..2§.!£.§leg_g§. and Turns tone 

~,~i.~ in,!~~ also use fields occasionally but obtaj_n 

most of their daily food intake in many estuaries from 

mussel beds and rocky shores. Sanderling Q§J~ _a1J:2.13 

obtain most of their intake from san0y marine beaches. 

Thus, the use by these other shor~bird species, of areas 

other/ 
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other than intertidal mud makes considerably more complex 

and tenuous any analysis of movement which could be 

performed. For example, reduction in number of Curlew 

using certain estuaries may not indicate movement to 

another estuary but simply movement to adjacent pasture. 

Also, although any proven movements of Curlew between 

estuaries could be due to depletion of intertidal food 

resources, they may also be due to depletion of prey 

stocks in the pastureland, or on nearby rocky shores. 

Investigation of these problems is clearly possible but 

in the present study it was decided to concentrate on 

species for which information on both movement of 

individuals and prey abundance was available. Dun lin 

were excluded from consideration in this study because 

very little information is available from any estuary on 

seasonal variation in abundance of the wide range of small 

invertebrate prey species of major importance in their 

diet (Evans et.al., 1979). 

Further justification for the intensive investigation 

of Grey Plover on the Tees estuary is given in Chapter 3. 
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c:q_~te~-~k~~'!~....§.:g£_~n t -2.L§.hO£~bi ~-..!Y.~ 

~~Lf2Jl~~~-i!l_th~::£E_ee9_:!:_l2_8..~9!l• 

I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N 

In the past ten years several authors have reviewed 

seasonal use of British estuaries by shorebirds, 

described monthly change in numbers and suggested origins 

and destinations of birds aPri ving and departing. Wilson 

(1973) examined ringing and count data relevant to 

Morecambe Bay and concluded that Knot which moult on the 

Wash and Dee move to Morecambe Bay in mid-winter, as do 

Bar-tailed Godwit from the Ribble. Smith and Greenhalgh 

(1977) concurred with these views but added that Knot which 

moult on the Ribble also may winter on Morecambe Bay. 

Minton (1975) reviawed the results of shorebird ririging 

on the Wash and supported the idea that many Knot which 

moult on the Wash winter on the west coast of Britain, 

especially on Morecambe Bay, the Dee and the H.ibble, but 

he also concluded that others moved south to France. 

He suggested that Knot which moulted in the Waddenzee 

arrived on the Wash in November to winter. Prior to 

these studies, Evans (1968) made radar observations of 

inter-estuarine movements of shorebirds. He described 

south-easterly movements from the Forth estuary in August, 

but southerly and southwesterly movement in September. 

lilrom Teesmouth, southwestePly movements to the Ribble were 

recorded. 

As a result of these analyses of counts, ringing data, 

and/ 
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and radar observations the direction and time of movements 

between a few of the major estuaries are known. However, 

to date, no attempt has been made to amalgamate the 

information presented in these studies with counts and 

ringing data from other estuaries. Yet, such a synthesis 

of available information forms an essential framework 

from which to consider the reasons for inter-estuarine 

movement of shorebj_rds and the factors which may control 

their timing. In this Chapter I present such a synthesis. 

METHODS 

poun:!!.§ 

To determine major seasonal change in the distribution 

of shorebirds within Britain, count data from the Birds 

o:E' J!:stuaries Enquiry of 1970-75 have been examined. ~rhis 

~nguiry organised jointly by the British Trust for 

Ornithology, the Royal Society for the Protection of B1rds, 

and the Wildfowl Trust is the only attempt so far to 

document comprehensively the use of British estuaries by 

shorebirds. During the E:nquiry counts were made each 

month from August to Apr11 and supplemented, when possible, 

with counts in July and May. Whenever possible counts 

took lJ1ace at highwater on spring tides when the birds were 

assembled on roosts or flew to these sites. On all major 

estuaries, counts involved a team of observers, each counting 

one particular section at the same time on each day, in the 

hope that this would prevent the omission or duplication of 

birds (Prater, 1971). However, the counts from the Birds 

of Ii1stuaries ITinguiry, although of great value, are subject 

to/ 



to many sources of error, and little in:formation is 

available for periods between monthly counts. Thus, 

a low count made on a day of poor visibility may be a 

true indication of low numbers of birds but may also be 

entirely a consequence of poor visibility and consequent 

observer error. In more intensive studies although 

similar poor observing conditions are encountered the 

count can be checked within a few days when visibility 

improves. Similarly on at least some estuaries, such as 

the Tees and Humber, birds may change roost site from 

one side of the estuary to the other, from day to day. 

Frequent visits to the estuary increase observer awareness 

of these changes and early detection of any new roost sites 

used. In contrast, the one-monthly Birds of Estuaries 

JiJnquiry counts do not allow such observer awareness to 

develop and the possibility of oversight, during a count, 

of an inaccessible or previously unused roost site arises. 

Consequently, in some areas at some times of year, 

fluctuations in total numbers of 'birds counted may reflect, 

not change in population size, but change in visibility or 

roosting habit. Thus although in most years of the Enquiry 

most of the major estuaries were censussed the accuracy of 

the counts must be treated with CAution. It is not possible 

to claim that small changes in observed population size on 

an estuary reflect true changes in numbers of birds 

present on that estuary. Consequently in mv-analysis 

of these count data I have consider•ed only major seasonal 

changes/ 



changes in shorebird distribution on British estuaries. 

'I1he data do not permit definite conclusions as to which 

movements occur between which estuaries. ~Po investigate 

this recoveries of ringed birds were analysed. 

BdDBlD£_Re~g~1~~· 

Where possible I have considered only recoveries 

on one estuary of birds ringed on another during the 

8 

same non-breeding season, as only these provide definite 

proof of change of area within a winter. Other recoveries 

concern birds recaptured some years later than that of 

first capture. In these cases the presence of the same 

individual on another estuary after the year of first 

capture does not allow definite conclusions to be made. 

While it is possible that the individual in question has 

followed the same route as in the year of first capture, 

this need not necessarily be so, as will be shown :E'or 

some Grey Plover (Chapter 3). In view of the ambiguity 

of these data they have been excluded from the analysis 

(with the exception of those for Bar-tailed Godwit where 

this ambiguity does not influence the conclusion from the 

data). 

Not only is the proportion of ringed birds which 

have been recovered on another estuary within the same 

non-breeding season very small, but also on only a few 

occasions can the time of movement be determined to 

within one or two months. Yet, the timing of each is 

crucial/ 



crucial to an understanding of the advantage accruing 

from movements • 

.Q.Q;!; q u r::..rr!§.!'ll.!lli • 

In order to identify more precisely both the times 

and routes of some movements a programne of colour-dyeing 

of Knot was started on the Tees estuary in 1978-79 and 

expanded to include the Wash in 1979-80. The most 

important advantage of dyeing over conventional ringing 

as a method of studying inter-estuarine movement of 

shorebirds is that identification of the origin of an 

individual does not require recapture, but can be 

determined by colour and/or· position of the dyemarks. 

Birds caught on the Tees in 1978-79 were marked on the 

underparts with a green, resin-based dye which pe~sted 

9 

on the plumage for about eight weeks. In addition some 

birds in December 1978 were marle::.ed with temporary coloured 

P.v.c. leg flags (Goodyer et.al. 1979) which also allowed 

iden tj_fi cation of origin of an indi vidua 1 without requiring 

reca.i)ture. In 1979-80 birds on the Tees were marlzed with 

a yellmv dye (Pic rie J\cid). 'ro distinguish between 

catches those birds caught in November wei'e marl\.ed on the 

breast and those caught in Janua11 y on the l'Ump. J3ii'ds 

caught on the Wash were mai'ked vvi th the green dye, on the 

rump before 1st January and on the breast after this date. 

Sigh tings o:r marlzed birds were obtained from research 

workers and bird watchers who had been notified of the 

dyeing program~e by letter and/or through ornithological 

societies and bulletins. 

available/ 

Because of the limited time 
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available for the dyeing study no attempt was made to 

ach:Leve I'e[)'u1a:e coverage of all major sites. Consequ-

ently absence o~ records from an estuary does not 

neeessar:Lly j_ncHcate fJ.bsence of movemoD.tD to that s:Lte. 

Similarly, it is likely that the absence of regular 

coverace, particularly on larger estuaries may result 

in oversight of marked individuals for several weekso 

Consequently the accuracy of estimates of arrival dates 

is unknovm and may be low. However despite this some 

sightings in other estuaries were ~ecorded within a few 

weeks of marking. Consequently the aocu racy of estimates 

of time of movement of these birds is higho 

'rhus, the following accounts of seasonal movements 

of Knot, Bar-tailed Godwit and Grey Plover are syntheses 

of data available from counts, conventional ringing and 

colour-marking schemes. 

ill.t:£QQ.£.lism 
Almost all K.not which occLH' in Britain in the 

non-breeding season breed in Greenland and north east 

Canada (I\Iinton, :1.975). Adult bj_pc]s reach DJ:'ibJin in 

July and August snd conceniirnte on the Wash, lUbble, Dee 

and Morecambe Day (PI'ater, :1.974). Other adults arrive 

at this time in tll.e Da:n:i.sh, German. and Dutch \'Vadclenzee 

where birds which breed in the western PaJ.earctic and 

Holarctic 1nix with birds :from the S j_bex•ian breeding 

})Opulation (Dick et. alo :1.976). Juveniles clore :P.lrst 
,, 

seen/ 



seen in Britain in mid August and early Septem"ber 

(Minton, 1975; Smith and Greenhalgh, 1977). 

M2Y~~g!§_fr~~D2-intQ_lpe_W~§h. 

l1 

Most ringing of Knot has been done on the Wash (ca. 

30,000 between 1959-1978), Dee (ca. 3,000) and Morecambe 

Bay (ca. 7,000 until 1973). Recoveries within the same 

winter of adults ringed during moult, ie. from July until 

the end of October (Minton, 1975), are shown in Fig. 1. 

Recoveries within the same winter of adults ringed after 

October are shown in Fig. 2. These data indicate that 

most movements of adults from the Wash occur at the end 

of moult and few later. Although ringing data are 

subject to many biases it is likely that the predominance 

of post-moult movement is a genuine result. Although 

most Knot have been caught on the Wash during autumn many 

thousands have been caught there at other times of year. 

Clearly the likelihood of detection of movement depends 

upon the length of winter left in which both to move and 

to be caught at the destination. It also depends on the 

activities of ringers and ease of capture in different 

months at these sites. Thus it is not surprising that 

most movements recorded are of autumn caught b:Lrds. 

However, despite the considerable length of tj_me that a 

bird may remain on an estuary before being captured, 

many of the movements have "been detected wj_thin two months 

of capture on the Wash. Thus if movements occured 

throughout the winter, birds caught on the Wash in November, 

Decem"ber/ 
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Fig. 1. Recoveries in Britain within the same non-breeding season 
as that of ringing, of adult Knot ringed In Britain during 
the moult period i.e. August until the end of October. For 
each bird,estuary, month and year of ringing and month and 
year of recovery are indicated at the estuary of recovery. 
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Ribble - Schleswig Holstein XI .72 - 7 .73 

'! ,-,sh XI .68 XII .68 

Dee XI .68 - XII .69 
I .7o - rr .71 

Ribble XI .72 - XII .73 

SolWC?.Y II • 70 - rr . 71 
II .75 - III .76 

Tees -Schleswig Holstein II .79 - 7 .7;. 

Fig. 2~ Recoveries in Britain and Schleswfg~Holstein within the 
same non-breeding season as that of ringing, of adult Knot 
ringed In Britain after moult i.e. after 31st. October. 
Explanation as for Fig. 1. 



December, ana January should have been represented in 

catches in the spring. 'rhis has occurred very rarely 

ana indicates that, most movements do occur in the 

au tunm and early winter. 

Movements of j,t1Veni1es follow a similar pattern to 

that observed in adults (Fig. 3) but data are too few 

to permit a detailed comparison between adults and 

juveniles. However Minton (1975) concluded that most 

juveniles pass through the Wash by mid-October and 

winter in France, Iberia ana possibly West Africa. 

In autumn juveniles form only a small proportion 

of the total population and by winter usually less than 

5% of the Knot on the Wash. Conseguent1;y the overall 

picture given by counts is likely to reflect adult 

movements, irres}.)ect1ve of the juvenile pattern. 

Counts on the Wash reinforce the conclusion from 

the ringing data that an exodus occui'S in late October, 

at least in some years. In three of the five years for 

which data are available the number of Knot present on 

12 

the Wash rose steeply in July ana August to a peak in 

September and October but dropped again befor•e numbers 

rose for a second time in November and December to a 

winter maximum (Fig. 4). In the other two years no peak 

was evident in September. In 1971-72 numbers in September 

were as high as in those year's in wldch a September peale 

was/ 
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M. B8y X .70- II .71 

Wash - Ireland 
IX .63 - XII .63 

- \TIII .62 - III .63 

DeG 

[W~sh IX .63 - X .63 
- VIII .-72 -IX • 72 

x-r • 68 - '"":r-r ..,
.i\..J_ ..L 

III .. 64 

._63 Juv'? 

Fig •• 3. Recoveries in Britain within the same ·non-breeding season as 
that of ringing, of juvenile Knot ringed in Britain. Explanation 
as for F i g. 1. 
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was recorded, but they continued to rise to November. 

A drop in numbers was apparent in December but an 

increase again in January (Fig. 4). These data suggest 

that in 1971 the same number of birds arrived but that 

no departure occurred until December. However, the 

13 

count data do not allow examination of any turnover of 

individuals on an estuary. It is possible that, although 

numbers appeared to rise continumwly from September to 

November in 1971, many of' the individuals present in 

September may have departed before November. Indeed 

the monthly intervals between counts mean that rapid 

fluctuations in numbers could be missed. Unfortunately, 

no large captures of Knot were made on the Wash in 

October or November of 1971 and consequently the extent 

of any turnover cannot be investigated. 

1\t!.QY~!D!!.E t §.._~]:ggg_ t b~~-~.§~L-22.§£!.!. 

At the same time as numbers of J\.not on the Vlash 

rise in November and December, following the October 

decrease, numbers using the estuaries on the east coast 

of Britain, north of the Wash, increase greatly (Fig. 5), 

often continuing to do so when the numbers on the Wash 

(Fig. 4) leve1 off e.g. in 1972-73; 1974-75. It is 

like1y that birds which arrive in Britain at this time have 

moulted on the eastern North Sea coast. Numbers of 

Knot on both the German and Dutch Waddenzee fall at 

this time (Prater, 1974). However, six of the within

year recoveries indicate that some of the birds which 

use/ 
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use the north-east coast estuaries during, or after, 

October have spent the earlier part of the autumn 

moulting on the Wash. Of these movements two to the 

Humber and one to North-East Scotland occu~ed before 

the time of the major influx on the east coast. The 

other three were also ringed before this period of 

influx but recovered after. Thus is it not possible to 

conclude precisely when, in relation to the time of 

the large influxes on the east coast, the movements 

occun"ed. Only for one dye-marked bird can the time of 

movement, in relation to the time of the influx on the 

·:~ees estuary be determined. 'fhi s individual, dyed on 

the Wash in October, was seen on the Tees in November, 

a few days after the first influx of Knot on the Tees 

occured. (Fig. 6). On the Tees estuary the small area 

and regular observer coverage at this site mean that it 

is very unlikely that a marked bird would have been 

missed for more than a few days. Jh1rthermore, in 

October and November each year there are only ver3r small 

numbers· of adult Knot (less than fifty individuals) on 

the estuary (Fig. 6). Consequently it is very 

unlikely that the dyed bird was present, but was missed, 

before Uw first influx at the beginning of November. 

'l'he very low number of Knot present on the estuary prior 

to November each year (see Fig. 7) also suggests that 

the ringed bird caught on the Wash in August 1977 and 

retrapped on the Tees in February 1978 also arrived on 

the estuary after the beginning of November. 

'fhus/ 
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'I'hus it is lik.ely that at least some of the birds 

arriving on the Tees estuary in November originate from 

the Wash. This may be true of those arriving in 

November on other east coast estuaries. It should be 

noted that the two marked birds which moved from the 

Wash to the Tees had been present on the Wash since 

August and October, and had not arrived t11ere with the 

November influx. 'J~hus at the time of the November 

influx on the Wash, there was considerable turnover of 

birds there. Whether the northward movements of birds 

which have moulted on the Wash is voluntary or through 

displacement is not known. 

It is possible that some birds go directly from the 

Waddenzee to the estuaries of the north-east coast of 

Britain j.n November. Certainly, if all birds move 

through the Wash turnover must be very rapid. Per 

example, i:E' turnover had occurxed in 1972-73 the 25,000 

birds which arrived on the north-east estuaries between 

October and November must have left the Wash within a 

maximum of one month of the arrival of 20,000 birds (by 

which amount total numbers on the Wash increased in this 

month) on the Wash during this period. Similarly, the 

25,000 arriving on the north-east coast between November 

and December must have left the Wash within one month of 

the arrival of another 20,000 (i.e. assuming 

25,000 birds did move from the Wash to the north-east 

coast between November and December 20,000 birds is the 

size of the influx which must have occured on the Wash 

to/ 
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to account for a decrease of only 5,000 birds there 

between November and December) on the Wash between 

November and December. However, such rapid onward 

movement, although involving much smaller numbers of 

birds, occurred at this time on the ~L,ees, as documented 

below. Thus similar rapid onward movement might 

possibly accompany the turnover which occurs on the 

Wash. Consequently at the present time it is not known 

how much, if any, movement to the north-east estuaries 

is direct from the Waddenzee. This may be solved by 

dye-marking on the Waddenzee. 

In 1979-80 dye-marking of Knot in November provided 

evidence of turnover and rapid onward movement from the 

Tees. Of 270 birds colour-dyed on the Tees on 14-11-79 

three wer•e seen along the Northumberland coast fifteen 

days later and one seen on the Forth estuary after one 

month. Over this period numbers of Knot on the Tees 

remained approximately constant (Fig. 6). However, 

16 

the percentage of colour-marked birds in the population 

decreased, which indicates that a small exodus of Knot, 

replaced by a small inf'lux, had occcy.red (Table :l.). If 

all 270 birds dyed on 14-:11-79 had remained on the estuary 

during November and December when the total number of 

birds on the estuary was approximately 4,000, the actual 

proportion of birds dyed would have been 6.89£. However, 

over this period the mean percentage of birds observed 

which were colour-marked was 5.4~. Thus assuming random 

mixing/ 
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Table 1. Proportion of Knot on the Tees observed to 
be colour-dyed in November and December, 1979. Flgures 
given are the mean number of colour-marked birds seen in 
flocks checked on each date. 

Date No. of flocks Mean flock % of birds colour-
checked size marked 

-
X S.E. 

18.11.79 2 63 4.1 0.2 
23.11.79 6 156 5.0 1.:L 
26.11.79 1 110 9.1 o.o 
6.12.79 7 83 5.8 0.7 
10.12.79 1 162 4.3 0.9 

Nov. & Dec. 17 112 5.4 0.6 

] _______________ .. ---------- ---- . 



using the Yv'addenzee decline. It is not known how many, 

if any, of the blrds arriving on each of the north-east 

estuaries arrives directly from the eastern liorth Sea. 

This would require north-west movements which have not 

been seen by radar in autumn (P.R. Evans, Pers. Comm.). 

Certainly some of the birds 8rriving on the Tees and 

Humber at this time spent part of the early autumn on 

the Washo It is possible that rapid turnover and 

northward movement from the 1f! ash occur. There is 

considerable evidence of much onward movement out of 

the Tees estuary chiefly to the north, but also south 

and even east across the North Sea. 'l'hese exoduses 

were accompanied by balancing influxes of Knot on the 

Teeso It is not clear whether birds were farced out or 

left voluntarily. 

Movements to the west coast. 
\ ------.-----

In the five winters for which d8.ta are available, 

at the time of the autumn clecrease in numbers a:" Ynot. 

on the Wash, numbers increased on Morecambe Bay (Fig. 9) 

where most of the ringing recoveries within the same 

non-breeding season have been obtained. However, much 

o:f.' this increase in numbers on t:o:recambe 3ay might be 

explained by mov?ments from other ·west coast estuaries 

alone. At the same tir:1e as bircs le~nre th; ·.-~Rsl·l, the 

increase. On the Dee, a similar early autu11m peak 

occurs. but in most years it is much smalJer than 

19 
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to that on the Ribble (Fig. 12). J?urthermore, there 

are recoveries on Mor•ecambe Bay in vdnter of birds ringed 

both on the Dee and the Ribble a few months earlier. 

During this period when number•s on individual west coast 

estuaries are changing, the total population on the west 

coast remains fairly constant, rising gradually in some 

years but decreasing slightly in others (Fig. :L3). 

20 

Thus any post-moult movement from the Wash to the west 

coast would need to be approximately balanced by 

emigration from the west coast at this time. Consequ

ently it is not possible, from count data alone, to obtain 

even a minimum estimate of the numbers of birds moving 

onto the west coast at this time. It is therefore not 

poss~ble at present to say with confidence how great or 

regular is the movement from the east to west coasts in 

November. Similarly it is not possible to calculate 

precisely the relative size of the southward movements 

from the west coast and the Wash at these times. However, 

whereas there are many records:jn southern Burope in 

winter of birds ringed in autumn on the Wash, only two 

are known from the west coast estuaries. But fewer Knot 

have been ringed on the west coast in autunm. 

Thus some birds which spend the early autu.nm moulting 

on the Wash, move in some years to the west coast by 

mid-winter. Other individuals move in some years to 

southern Europe after moulting on the Wash. It is not 

clear whether a constant proportion of birds moulting on 

the/ 



the Wash use the two destinations in all years. 

However, the predominance of :r.ecoved. en from southern 

Europe in years when none were obtained from the west 

coast (Table 2) suggests that they may be alternative 

destinations for many individuals. 

}V~_Qvemen ts_in_ S.J2£.t9£_iMar£,h_~.Q_Ma;y:). 

There is little det13i led information on moverre nts 

of birds in spring. In some years. e.g. 1970-71; 

21 

1973-74 and 1974-75, numbers on Morecambe Bay rose 

steeply (Fig. 9) when numbers on the east coast declined 

(Figs.4,5). This decrease in numbers on the east coast 

as numbers rose on Morecambe Bay may reflect movement 

from the east to west coast at this time of year. 

However, there are no recoveries, of ringed birds within 

the same non-breeding season, to confirm this. In 

contrast, there are two recoveries (one of a bird ringed 

on the Tees in January, and one ringed on the Ribble in 

November) in Schleswig-Holstein in May, within the same 

non-breeding season. Indeed between Febrouary and April 

numbers on the east coast have always declined (lrig. 14), 

while those on the whole of the west coast have also 

declined or remained constant (Fig. 13), and total 

numbers in the whole of Britain have declined sharply 

(Fig. 15). Numbers of Knot increase on the Waddenzee in 

spring (Prater 1974). 'fhus, although many 'birds, most 

probably those wintering on the west coast, go to 

Morecambe Bay for _pre-mig1•atory fattening (Prater and 

Wilson, 1972), many others, mostly from the Wash and 

estuaries/ 
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Table 2. Recoveries on Morecambe Bay and in southern Europe within the same non-breeding 
seas on of K..""l.ot ringed on the Wash. 

Adults 
Vlash to !iLoreca.rnbe Bay Wash to ·southern Europe 

Year Month of Month of No. of Month of Month of' No. of' 
capture recovery birds capture recovery birds 

1964-65 Sept. Nov.· 1 
nov. Dec. 1 

1968-69 Aug. Nov. 1 
Aug. Dec. 10 
Oct. Dec. 6 
Nov. Dec. 1 

1969-70 Sept.- Feb. 1 . 

. • 1970-71 nov •. Dec. 1 

1972-73 July 1ti~r. 2 
Se.!_)t. liar. 1 
Oct. Dec. 1. 

1973-74 Aug. Oct. 1 

1974-75 July Feb. 1 

1975-76 Sept. l~eb. 1 
Sept. April 1 

1976-77 Aug. Jan. 1 

Juveniles 

1969-70 Aug. Sept. 1 

1973-74 Sel)t. ..,. oc\. 1 

. 

.. 

·I\) 
;>,:) 

·-- ---- ··- ·-··--·----------------· 
~ 



J?igs. 9-:L5. Monthly counts oJ: Knot. Symbols E.\S :i.n 
P1g. 4 J?lus A 69/?0. 

Pig. 9. 

Pig. :LO. 

Pig. :ll. 

J?1go 12. 

l~'ig 0 13. 

ld,ig. 14. 

ll'ig ~ 15. 

l;Ioreccunbe Bay. 

Ribble. 

8 olway. 

All n~jor estuaries on the West Coast~ 
combined • 

.All major estut=1r:i.es on the East Coast~ 
combinea. 

All major British estuax•ies, combined. 

Note: For the Solway, counts for 1969-?0; 19?0-7:1.; 
1971-72 ana 1973-74 are for the south side 
of the estuary only. For 1972-73 and 1974-75 
counts are of the whole estuary. 
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estuiH'ies on the north-east coast, retur•n to the 

evidence from the dye-maridng study on the '.rees thst 

this movement to the eastern North Sea coast may not be 

direct. In 1979 two birds msrked on tr.te Tees in 

January were seen on the Humber in eerl3r March, a:Lt01., 

numbers h<-,d decreased on the Tees (1~ig. 8). Again in 

1980.? one bil.,d ma1.,ked on the T'ees in January vvas seen 

on the Wo.sh in March, and anotheP, marked s.t the same 

time was seen on the Forth, also in March, after the 

rnajori ty of the birds which used tlle '.roes in mid-vvinter 

had de1)arted ( JPig. 6). Thus it j_s possible that some 

birds ms.y move to snother eas t-coD.s t es tLwry Ill"iol., to 

moven:.ent across the North Elea. Similai' observations 

have been macle of Dunl:i.n fl:'om the i;'orth and Tees 

(Pienkowsld. ancl Clark, 1979 ; J.,.H. Goodyel:', J.?ers. Comm.). 

B A R - T A I L E D G 0 D W I T 
;... 

Unlike I\not, Bar•-tailed God·wi t bJ:>eed only in 

northern Russia, (e.g. see Evans, 1981). After breeding, 

adults move west, the first arJ:>iving in Britain in J·uly 

whel:'e they settle on their mouJ.ti:o.g areas. il.lthough 

some bir>ds are _()resent, m1cl presumably moult 7 on most 

majoi' estuax>1es at this tlm.e e.g. I.incUsf'arne and the 

Forth (Figs. 16~17) the main moulting areas are the 

Wash and l?.:i.bble (:81igs. 18,19) (see also r:Iinton, 1975; 

Smitl'J. and Greenhalgh, 1977) •. J\weni 1e s b egj_n to ar1~i ve 

in late Aueust, but most reach Brltain in September (Mj_:nton 

19?5; Kvans nncl f:lrnlth, 1075) •. HmJever-~ very little 1s 

1·\i'l r·"·T1/ ..... ... n.l 

--- J 



known o:f the extent to which the movements of juveniles 

di:ffer from those of adults. Consequently most of the 

following discussion refers to adults. 

Following the completion of moult in late October 

and early November (:mvans and Smith, 1975), counts 

indicate depai'tures from the Wash and Ttibble and arrival 

on other estuaries (Figs. 20-23). However, only on 

24 

the east coast is thei'e confirmation of direct movement 

between estuaries used for moulting and those used later. 

One ringing recovery and one sighting of a colour-marked 

bird indicate movement from the Wash to the Humber and 

from the Tees to Lindisfarne (1Hg. 24). Thus it appears 

that on the east coast there is some movernent along the 

coast similar to that documented f'or Knot. However, the 

extent to which the increase in numbers on the estua·.r:ies 

of the north-east coast is due to movement from the Wash 

is not known. Indeed, since numbers on other moulting 

areas, particularly the Waddenzee, decline at this time 

of year (Boere, 1976) , many of the birds arriving on the 

estuaries of the north-east coast of Britain might come 

from there. 

On the west coast of Britain the increases on the 

Dee, Morecambe Bay and Solway in October and November (Figs. 

21-23) are only rarely matched by a decrease of similar 

magnitude on the J.?j_bble (Pig. 19). Cons eguently, it seems 

unlikely that many of the birds move after moulting on the 

Ribble to winter on the west coast estuaries. More 

probably these wintering birds come from other moulting 

areas/ 



Wigs. 16"~23. r,'!o:n thly counts of Bcn.•-·toJ.J.e<Y. Godwit;. 

·1-,. 
;i J.g. 16. l,indisf:::u·ne. 

"!_<,ig. 17 0 

Pig. :1.8. Ws.sh. 

})' ig. 19. Ribble. 

}i1ig. 20. No rth-Jilas t 0 oas t. 

J?ig 0 21. l\'Io1•ecambe Bay. 

:J.i':tg. QO 
t:JKJ. Dee. 

p 1g. 23. Solway. 

Note: For the Solway, counts for 1969-70; 1970-71; 
:1.971-72 and :1.973-74: are for the south side 
of the estuary only. Wor :1.972-'73 and 
:1.974-75 counts ax>e of the whole estuax>y. 
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Juvenile 

2nd. year bird 

Tees 
IX.78- III.79 

Wash 
VIII .76- X 1.76 

VIII.77 Cornwall ~ 1.78 France (Brittany) 

VIII. 72 Wash --~ X.72 Spain (Santander) 

fig. ~4. Recoveries, within the sar11e non-breeding season as 
that of ringing, of bar-tailed Godwit ringed in 
uritain. txpldndtion ds for Fig. 1. 



areas, particularly the Waddenzee. However, it is not 

known vvhere birds, wh:Lch do move after moulting on 

the Ribble, winter. Some of the birds present in other 

areas of the British. Isles in autumn have been found to 

the south a few months later (Fig. 24,), so birds :f'rom 

25 

the Ribble may also move south. However, ringing data 

concern only one first year and one second year bird and 

it is possible that only the younger birds move south for 

winter. 

~~here is no evidence of movement, within the winter 

of ringing, of Godwit after moult from the east to west 

coast, or vice versa, as observed in Knot. Indeed, there 

is not even a single record of a bird ringed on one coast 

and recorded on the other coast in subsequent years (Table 

3). One bird ringed in Ireland in August was caught on the 

Wash in October the following year. This may suggest 

that some birds which are present on the Wash in October 

spend part of early autu~n in Ireland. Hovvever, it is 

possible that this ringed individual may have followed a 

different route each year. The absence rf recoveries 

on the opposite coast from that of ring·ing may be l_)artly 

a consequence of the small number of Godwit that have been 

ringed in Britain. 

In the spring of most ~rears numbers of Godwit on most 

estuaries (and consequently in Britain) drop sharply 

between February and March (Figs. 16-23). Very few birds 

remain in April or May to undergo lJre-breeding mouJ.t or 

pre-migratory fattening in Britain. Most of the Godwit 

which/ 



Table 3. Between winter recoveries of Bar-tailed Godwit 
within Britain away from the estuary of first capture. 

Date and place of Pinging Date and place of recovery 

13.3.71 Dee 24.1.73 Solway1 

30.11.70 Dee 3.9.75 2 Morecambe Bay 

14.8.69 Morecambe Bay 13.6.76 Hibble 3 

26.10.73 Roe estuary, 
1lVash2 N. Ireland 18.8.74 

1. Remains found 
2. Controlled 
3. Pound shot 



·which lef:lve British estuaries in l.i1ebruary and MBrch 

probably go to the Waddenzee~ where large nu~bers arrive 

nt this time (Doer·e, 1976). However·, t.here :is no dir'ect 

proof from ringing recoveries of this. 

Immediately prior to the spx•ine decline in numbers, 

count data suggeBt that Bn influx of birds occurs 1n 

most years, at least on some estuaries, particularly 

on the west coast e.g. Ribble (Fig. 19) (see also 

Smith and Greenhalgh, 1977). As discussed for Grey 

Plover in Chapter 3 these birds may come from wintering 

grounds further south in southern Europe or 1J'!est Africa. 

However, once again, there is no ringing data to support 

this. 

GREY PI.OVEH 

All Grey Plover which spend the non-breeding 

season in western I~urope and .Africa breed in Siberia 

(Branson and Minton, 1976). Adults first arrive in 

Britain in late July and early August when numbers 

increase on most estuaries but pal~t:icularly on the Wash 

(Fig. 25-27). Most birds which arrive at this time 

27 

stay to moult. However, some move rapidly on (Minton, 

1975; see also Chapter 3). On the Wash numbers of birds 

decrease rapidly by October (Fig. 25). At this time many 

birds which have completed moult move south to wintering 

grounds in France, Iberia and West Africa (Minton, 1975; 

Branson and Minton, 1976). However, some of these 

derJarting/ 



departing birds may not have completed, but instead 

arrest, moult (Branson and Minton, 1976). Numbers 

also drop on other estuaries after moult e.g. ~ssex 

( "Jl • 0' _[. le;. 26) and on the Tees (see Chapter 3). However, 

birds continue to depart ln late October and November 

from the Tees (Chapter 3) and Ribble (Smith and 

Greenhalgh, 1977). 

Juveniles begin to arrive in Britain in September 

(Minton, 1975; see also Cha]?ter 3) at which time many 

are found on isolated open coastal sites e.g. on the 

Northumberland coast (P.R. Evans Pers. Comm; Pers. Obs.). 

From the Wash, southward passage of juveniles continues 

into November (Minton, 1975). Several weeks after the 

departure of moulting adults from the Wash, count data 

indicate an increase in numbers in the period from 

December to January in three of the four years for which 

data are available (Fig. 25). Similar pealcs in numbers 

in mid-winter occur on other estuaries e.g. the Essex 

estuaries, the South Coast Harbours, the Ribble (Figs. 

26-28) and the Tees (see Chapter 3). However, the 

timing of the increases on different estuai'ies do not 

always coincide, either with one another or with the 

timing of general increases in total numbers in the 

British Isles. For example, although numbers on the 

JTissex estuaries (J.i,ig. 26) peaked in January and F'ebruary, 

at the same time as total numbers present in Britain also 

peaked (Fig. 29), only in one winter (1974-75) did this 

coincide with the timing of the mid-winter peak on the 

Wash (lllig. 25). Thus the time of higl1est numbers in 

mid-winter/ 

28 



l!,igs e 25-29. Monthly counts of Grey Plover. 

1;1 ig. 25. \Vash. 

]1j.g. 26. :mssex. 

li1ig. 27. 

Pig. 28. H.:l bb 1e. 

Pig. 29. ,i\11 major British estum:ies, combined. 
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ntld-winter varies between estuaries. Prater (1971), 

has E2I'£SUOd th~1t U1.e pe8ks h1 Jsnunry And Yebrua:r.'y on 

the i:insex o:::1ttwJ:>j_os re_preBont spring gassnge of 1Jircls 

VJh1ch have vdntered :fur>ther soutb.. JileJ>ns (1977) and 

Smith ancl GI'eenl1algh (1977) have suggested the same 

exphu1ati on for similar rises in numbers on the ~1 evern 

and Ribble. As described in detail in Chapter 3, on 

the Tees estuary, two distinct peaks in nuniliers occur 

during some winters, the second o:f which may contain 

passage birds. However, the first ]!Oak, which I argue 

in Chapter 3 is probably the re:=mJ:I:; of movement from 

29 

the WaC:ioenzee where numbers fall at this time ( Pig. 30), 

has occurred at somewh8t different times in successj. ve 

years, varying between November and li'ebruary. Consegu-

ently it is not possible to conclude that the peaks in 

:n:ssex and the f:)outh Coast Harbours, or on the Hibble, 

are definitely, or even solely, of passage birds. 

Indeed it seruns likely that because the Birds o:f Estuaries 

counts are made only at monthly j_ntervals these r>eaks 

may be the result of several influxes within a few weeks 

of birds from dLL'ferent origins. Indeod the d:::din fr>om 

1972-73 indicate that numbcn,s Ln JTissex and the South Coast 

H<n"bours increased ln both ,Ta:nuar;y nnd Pebrtwry. 'l'hEH3e 

increases may have been the result of two influxes of 

diffel'ing origin. Similarly, although the Ileak in numbers 

of G1,ey Plover on the Vif8sh in November 1)ro"babJ.y represents 

an influx fx•om the Waddenzee, the influxes in .Tanuary or 

li1ebruary could indicate either inm1igra t:L on from the eastern 

North Sea, or passage from wintering areas further south. 

On/ 
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On both the Wash and Hi bb1e, numbers of Grey ::?lover 

rise in late April or May. The use of the Ribble by 

Grey Plover has been reviewed by Smith and Greenhalgh 

(1977) who report that this second spring peak consists 

almost entirely of adults in summer plumage and suggest 

that these are birds from African winter quarters making 

a brie:f refuelling stop en route to the high arotic 

breeding erounds. j\Unton (1975) has suggested a 

30 

similar explanation for the peak at this time on the Wash. 

Neither the Birds of Estuaries counts nor other published 

information provide evidence of late spring passage on 

other estuaries. However, the observation of Buxton 

(re~orted by Smith and Greenhalgh, 1977) of a flock of 

500 Grey Plover on the Dee in May 1975 suggests that this 

may occasionally occur on other estuaries. 

Thus, to summarise, numbers of Grey Plover in Britain 

are highest in autumn when lar{?:e numbers moult on the 

Wash, after which, many birds move further south. However, 

autumn peaks in numbers are also evident on many other 

estuaries, including the Tees, even though total numbers 

are r~latively low at this time. Also in August, on 

both the Wash and the Tees, there is rapid through passage 

of birds which may move fur•ther south before moulting. 

In winter, a number of influxes of Grey PloveJ~ oecur on 

both the east and west coasts. Some are thought to be 

from the Wa.ddenzee but those in Pebruary probably 

represent northward migration. However, the variable 

timing of the former and the low frequency of counts does 

not/ 
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not allow discrimirntion between these influxes to be 

made. There is no definite evidence for within-winter 

movement between British estuaries and clata from the 

Tees suggest that, outwith the periods of major influx 

and departure, little movement of Plovers occurs (see 

Chapter 3). However, more detailed study is required 

to quantify the extent of those movements which do occur. 

In late spring influxes occur regularly on the Wash and 

Ribble, but irregularly and for only short periods on 

other estuaries. It :Ls thought that these consist o:P. 

birds which have wintered further snuth and which stop 

briefly to replace fat reserves before moving to their 

high arctic breeding grounds. 

31 



Q!:!.slll. 't& r _g !.-E c to~~.£ t .i!!£L~£ rgy__ ba l£!l.£~ in 

§.~bird §1..._£~a:hQ£§.h...g~£.~Q.l}al ,varia ti .2.,g. 

I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N 

In order to survive from one breeding season to 

the next every individual shorebird must achieve 

suf:ficient food intake to meet its energy demands and 

to obtain essential nutrients over this period, while 

32 

at the same time avoiding predation. Shorebirds may 

occur at higher densities (during breeding) in the 

Arctic than further south because predation in the 

Arctic is less (Pienkowski, 1980); :li}vans, :1.981). 

However, although there is very little information on 

the risk of predation to shorebirds in North-West 

Europe it is difficult to conceive that, within the 

non-breeding season, shorebird populations move to 

avoid predation as predators will presumably follow 

their food supply. In view of this and the more obvious 

importance of energetic and nutrient demands as factors 

leading to changes in shorebird distribution, the role 

of predation, except where this influences energy 

expenditure, is not discussed further. 

Little is known of any changes in specific nutrient 

demands of shorebirds through the non-breeding season, 

although in both sexes during maul t and in females prior 

to departure to the breeding grounds, protein demands 

must be especially high. 

concerning/ 

The shortage of informs tion 



concerning nutrient demands o:E' the bir•ds and seasonal 

change in body composition of their prey does not 

permit detailed consideration of the potential role 

of these factors in determining shorebird movements. 

However, where relevant they are discussed. 

Bvans (1976) has reviewed the main purposes for 

which shorebirds require energy in the non-breeding 

season. These are:- (1) to maintain body temperature 

and normal metabolic processes including digestion, 

(2) to fly, to and from its feeding grounds, and 

possibly to escape predators, and (3) to cover the 

costs of food gathering. 

(1) The amount of energy required to maintain 

33 

body temperature rises as ambient te m :r;er•EJtur•e decreases .. 

Within the thermoneutral zone no additional energy is 

required as body temperAtm•e is mainklined through 

changes in the insulative capacity of the plumage, 

acccP1J)lished by small muscular adjustments of feather 

postuPe. However', once ambient tempePeture fa1ls 

below the lower critical tempePrture chemical thermo

genesis 1s :eequiPed to maintain body temperatuPe. 

Several attempts are in lH'o[Sress to measure the rate 

of increase of metabolic rate with falling temperatu:re 

and its effects on the energy budgets of wintering 

shoPebirds, but at present data for only two species, the 

I~ittle Hinged Plover Ohar§dril!§. gu"QiU§. and Woodcock 

§.£21.9.r?..§2f £]~icol_g_ hElve been examined (Gavrilov and 

Dol' nik cited in Kend e1gh et. al., 1977). In the 

I.ittJ.e/ 
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I,ittle :Rj.nged PlovGr metab6lic I'ate incJ:>oases by about 

o:r:' Basal Metnbolic :Rr:Jte (B.Ji:;aR.) and in ··roodcock by 

the 1ovver critic sl te.m:perrd;ure of the res.GK'Jcti ve SfleCi es. 

known. Gavrilov And Dol 1nik obtained values of 22°0 
0 

fox• I.ittle Rj_nged )?loveJ:> snd 18 C for' Woodeock. It seems 

likel3r thn t th.e se values o:C both lower' critic~1.l 

:E'alling temJ)ei'otm:e ·below this }Joi:zrc are good 

approximations to these values in other species o:E' 

shorebirds. As suggested by Evans (1976) it is likely 

that most shorebirds wintering horth of the Mediterr-

anean will experience temperatures below this. Indeed 

it is pl"obable that in most ::;Jarts of BPitain tempePatures 

experienced will be consistently ten or more degrees 

below the lower critical temperature. 

'rhe 1ncrease in heat loss and consequently in 

mete:•.bolj.c rate with decreasing temperAttu:e under calm 

conditions is aecentuated in conditions of forced 

convection resulting from an increase in wind speed. 

Again J.j_ ttle infoi•mation is available on the magnitude 

of this increase at d1f~erent wind speeds. However 

Gessaman (:1.973) 1:>eports that metabolic rates o:f Snow;y 

Owls ~tycte§: .§,£8pd;h.§. almost doubled VJhen wind speed rose 

0 -30 c. 

(2) Although large day to clay changes in energy 

needed/ 
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needed for flight seem u..nlikely· :L t is poGs:ible that clur:irJg 

the course of a winter shorebirds may require to fly further 

from the roost to feed as a ·result of prey depletion nearby. 

Hamilton, et.al. (1967) sugeest that the energy expended in 

flying to those feeding grounds may be offset by reduced 

intraspecific competition and/or higher prey availability 

encountered there. However, in only one study (Z1imrts, 1974) 

has evidence been produced to show that shorebirds did 

indeed fly further from the roost later in the wintero 

Consequently it is not possible in the present study to 

consider in any detail the importance of seasonal increase 

in distance of feediDg grounds from a safe· roost site as a 

factor leading to movemen~ts of shorebirds bet-vreen estuaries 

in winter. ·similarly predation pressure and enerc;y 

expended 'in anti-predator behaviour in different areas is 

not kno-vm. However as discussed previously- it is very 

unlikely that preda:tors influence the distribution of 

shorebirds in winter, but rather that the converse is true. 

( 3) Energy costs of food gathering, i.e. those 

incurred in locating, catching and handling the prey, can 

vary greatly throughout the non-breeding season. As ·t;he:· 

density of avaj.lable prey decreases (either because of 

reduction in its accessibility or detectability) the time 

and therefore the energy, required to detect and capture 

individual prey :'L tams increases. 

·Reduction in absolute density may occur through 

predation or other forms of morta.l:i..ty or because of 

migTation/ 
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migration of at least part of the prey population out 

of the intertidal zone. Similarly, in a numbeP of r)rey 

species, including Mg.£.Q!:Q~ :2~I!h.i£§ (L.) and M.~!'ei§ 

.. 91.Y,g!'.§l.2.Qlor 0 .Jil. Muller, seasona 1 reduction in the 

percentage available, occurs as a result of vertical 

migration within the substrate (Reading and McGrorty, 

1978; Muus, 1967). Further to these changes in 

density of accessible prey, day to day changes in 

environmental concli tions can greatly j_nfluence the 

available density by affecting the detectability of 

the prey (Smith, 1975; Goss-Custard ct. al. 1977a; 

Pienkowski, 1980). 

In this chapter I review data relating to seasonal 

changes within Britain and other coastal regions of 

Nor·th-'.Jest Burope, in the distribution and sevePity 

of factors affecting energy balance in shorebirds. 

I diseuse first climatic factors affecting body 

tem1)erature. I tlwn consider, for each estuary for 

which infonn8tion is a·~.railable, ])rey density and prey 

quality. Jrinally I examine both short and long term 

changes in availability. 

F A a T 0 R S A F F E a T I N G B 0 D Y 

T E M P E R A T U R E A N D M E T A B 0 L I C R A T E 

T~ill2~ r a .ill£.~ 

In North-West Europe the seasonal temper8ture 

regime of low lying areas is the product of both 

latitude/ 



latitude and distance from the Atlantic Ocean. In 

winter the ocean is considerably warmer than the land 

and isotherms lie in a north-westerly direction (JJlig. 

:L). Conditions become J!rogress:L vely colde:r along e1 

line from the west of Britain across the North Sea to 

Denma:rk and the Baltic where the proximity to the 

continental airstream has a marked cooling effect on 

the climate. In spring and au tunm when the con tin-

ental land mass is warming and cooling respectively 

the temperature of land and sea at the same latitude 

is about equal. Although the 5°0 isotherms do not 

permit precise compai'is on of Britain and the eastern 

Nor)Gh Sea coast at this time it is apparent that 

temperatures are very similar. In March and October 
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when the winter temperAture pattern is respectively 

receding and developing, the patter·n of isotherms lies 

mid way betvveen that in summer and winter. In summer• 

the land is warmer than the sea. Consequently at this 

time coastal regions in the eastern North Sea experience 

higher temperaturer:; than similar areas at the same 

latitude in Britain (which experience the cooling inf'luence 

of the Atlantic). 

Within the British Isles lowest air temperatures 

ar•e experienced in January and Pebrua ry and highest in 

July and August. However, as discussed above, the 

precise pattern and scale of seasonal temperature 

changes experienced in each area depend greatly upon 

the longitude of that area and the relative strengths 

of/ 



·;_'ig. :La. ;·ontll])/ rrc::8n su:er:'ac:e ~1ir te:l.veratures (°C) 
J·::m.u:J:c•~r tn .Iunc (lS.I::i:J.-60). ~.,:i_cures :rrnm Let. 
(,f{'j_ ce :L 97 5. 



l.i'ig. 1'b. ~~io:nthl~r mes.n surface air temlJeratures ( 0 0), 
July to December (1931-60). Viuures from Met. 
Office 1975. 



of maritime and continental climatic influences. Of 

the coastal a l'eas undei' consideration in the 11resent 

study, those in the south-east, particularly the Essex 

estuaries and the Wash, are most subject to the 

influence o:f:' continental airBtreams ('rout, 1976) and 

those i:n southern Ireland and South-West JiJngland least 

subjecto This is reflected in the January mean 

temperE'l tuPes and more particularly in the mean c1aily 

minima, experienced by these areas. In this month, 

the Wash and the Essex estuaries are on average 

subject to lower temperatures than all other estuaries 

on the east coast south of the Forth. On the west 

coast, only the Salway is coJ.der (Wig. 2). It is 

perhaps surprising that temperatures at more northerly 

latitudes are higher. However, a cold easterly 

airstream falling on the north-east coast of England 

will have cPossed a considerably longer stretch of 

Pelatively warm seA than the same airstream :falling 

on the coast of IGssex, which is much closer to the 

continental land mass. 

However, it may not be the average pattepn (oveP 

20 to 30 years) of winter temperature distribution 

within Britain that is likely to be most important in 
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affecting the evolution of shorelJird movements. Rather 

it may be the pattern of temperature distribution in 

those few winters when conditions are most severe that 

is the most important selective factor. If we 

consider two estuaries (A) and (B), if (A) experiences 

low/ 



2. JanuaPy0 ApPil and October air temperatures 
194,1-70 in C, reduced to sea lvel. 

!
al mean ,January; !bl mean daily m:Ln:l.mum J·anuaPy; 
c mean April; d mean daily minimum April; 
c7 mean October; :r me8.n daily maximum October. 

Figures from Tout, 1976. 
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low January temperatures e.g. a monthly mean ca. 

2e0°C every year it will have a lower average January 

temre rature than (B) ex1)er>iencing mean January 

temperature in most years of ca. 4.0°0. However, 
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if in severe winters (B~ experiences colder conditions 

e.g. -3.0°0 instead of ·o.o0c at (A) it is likely that 

greater mortality will occur at (B). Consequently I 

would expect selection for a pattern of movement away 

from area (B) to area (A) before the coldest months. 

'l'his would not be pred:Lcted from averaec-; tem1Jera ture 

values alone. In the most recent severe wintei's, 

1978-79, 1962-63 and 1946-47, the p~1ttern of 

distribution of mid-winter temperatures (Fig. 3) was 

very similar to the average patteTII fer 1941-70 (Fig. 2). 

More importantly in all three years the areas of the 

Wash, East Anglia and Essex were the coldest of the 

major shorebird wintering areas in Britain. One 

difference, however is apparent between these cold 

winters and the average for 1941-70. 'l'he east coast 

of Scotland, where the mean tempepature for 1941-70 was 

as cold as .the Wash,was warmer than the Wash in all 

three severe winters. The relatively mild conditions 

in these areas in severe winters might have been an 

important factor in the evolution of the northward 

movement of birds from the Wash to these areas, if 

temperature is the most important selective agent. 

In spring, latitude is of mope impor•tance in 

determining average temperatures than longitude (F'ig. 2) 

and/ 



3. Mean ail'' temperature, }?ebruagy 194:7 ( 01;1); 
January, 1963 ancl January 1979 ( a) x•eclucec1 to 
sea level. Sea tem:oerotu:r.>es EtJ.>e shovvn in circles. 
li1 igures :from Met. Office, 1947, 1963, :L979. 
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and highest mean daily minima occur mainly on the 

south and west coasts. In addition, if persistent 

onshore winds occur at this time of year the North 

~1ea can have a marked cooling effect ugon temperatures 

on the east coast. J.i'or example, 'l'out (1976) cites 

the example of 4th April, 1974 when there was a 

temperature gradient of 16°0 from a maximum of 5°0 

at Tynemouth (where the cooling effect of the North 

Sea was evident) to one of 21 °C at Blackpool. 

In October also, the sea has a great influence on 

the temperatures encountered iiJ. different areas. On 

the east coast the cooling influence of the North Sea 

is particularly marked and the isotherms of mean 

daily maximum temperature dip steeply southwards (Pig. 

2) • 

Y!_ in ~J?...~~.9 

Vlind speed, much more than temperature, is 

affected by local topography. Most coastal weather 

stations are on promontories and measure wind speed 

at a height of 30 feet above ground level. Oonsequ-

ently the figures available from these stations do not 

usually refer to the wind speed that shorebirds 

experience while foraging and roosting. In vj_ew of 

this limitation in the data, it is possible to make 

only very broad comparisons of wind speed on British 

coasts. However the west coast is much windier than 

the east oo ast. Throughout the year, winds of force 

5+/ 
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5+, and gales (force 8+) are both much ·more frequent 

in the West (and Nort~) than· in the East (and South)· 

of Britain, (Shella:cd, 1976.; H.I.1.S.O., 1975; P:i.g. L1). 
. . 

Eo1rever in the severe winters of 19.62-63 and '1978-79 (Fig. 5) 

no such clear pattern is apparent. On both east and 

west coasts highest average wine\ speed usually occurs 

in one of the months November to I<.:a:t•ch, most commonly 

in March. However gales are much more frequent in 

January (Shellard, 1976) • 

. Moving north from the Vlash along the east coa.st of 

J]ngland and west to Morecambe :Jay, mean and average 

daily minimum temperatures in mid-winter, increase. 

However wind speeds also increase. 'l1hus from these 

figures alone it is not possible to determine precisely 

·the relative energy requirements for maintenance of 

body temperatures of shorebirds in each area. To 

determine this, comparison of the degrees of wind chill 

is required. HoVJever, calculation of this parameter 

suffers from the same limitation as do the wind speed 

~ata i.e. they refer to wind chill at 30 feet abov~ 

ground level at the site of the weather station. 

Consequently C8re is needed in interpretation of 

published wind chill data. 

Howe (1962) computed mean wind chill using the 

formula developed by Siple and Passel (194,5), 

namely II = ( JIOOV + 10.45 - V) ( 33 ... t) 

where/ 



Fig. 4. Percentage frequency of wind speed of Beaufort 
force 8 or more ( > 34 kt) in (a) January, (b) 
April, (c) July, (d) October. Figures from Met. 
Office 1975. 



JANUARY 1963 

13·9(1) 

JANUARY 1979 
. f~5·0(2) 

11· 9 ( 2) 

lrig. 5. Mean bour·ly viind speed 8.nd number of days 
wi tb gales (fit;urcs in :J)8.rent;beses) in :January 
1963 and 1.9'79. D8t8. from I1iet. Office, :L963, 1979. 
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whoro H J:epresonts heat loss (wino chill) j_n 1d.logT'Elm 

calories per square metro of exposed surface per hour, 

V the r1i:o.d S};leeo in metr'es poi' second r:md t the air 

temperature in degrees Centig:racle. '.!:his foPmula was 

derived from observations of the freezing rate of water, 

sealed in a f.lTIH:l11 l)lastic cylinder, at vax•:i.ous 

t enme ra tu r>es and w :ind s J)e ed s. C onseguen tly the values 

given ar>e of limited relevance to birds which possess 

these may be flattened by strong winas)a However, the 

formula derived by Siple :.:md Passel is very similar to 

that usea by Dugan et. al. (In press), 
1 

namely '.1 = ~i;V2 
vvhere ~f.l is the tem:perature de:ficj_t (of tho mean daily 

temperature below 10°0) and V is tho mean daily vrindSJleed 

(Knots). '.rhis formula :isbased on the findj_ng of 

Gessaman (:.1.973) that ox;srgen consumption of a Snowy Owl 

~ .§..£.§~ increased with the square x•oot of wind 

speed at constant tompor>atm:e. ~rhus tho findings of 

Siple and Passel for water in plastic cylinders are 

not greatly dissimilar :from those for 1J.ving birds. 

Purthei•mox•e, it is the relative severity of wind chD.l 

in cU:fferent sreas, rather than the absolute values, 

which is of most importance to the _present study. The 

data given by Howe (1962) allow such comparisons o:f 

wind chill in di:fforent estuaries to 'be made. 

The iso-cooling lines drawn by Howe (Fig. 6) 

indicate that among the areas under consideration that 

where/ 



Fig. b. i11ean wtndchi 11, Jal)uary 195o ... bl. lso ... cool lng 
lines In K~.:~ cals/M2 Hr. <From Howe, 1962). 
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where average rates of heat loss in mid-winter are 

greatest is the north-east of England. Cooling rates 

for the Humber, ~Vash, Ji;ssex nnd the west coast of 

IGngJ.and all fall within 800-850 KG cals/Ivi2Hr. Thus 

although on average it is warmer on the •rees and 

Lindisfarne in mid-winter than on the Wash, wind chill 

is usually greater. Consequently, even when the errors 

involved in deducing wind ~eeds relevant to shorebirds 

are considered, the possibility exists that northward 

movements from the Wash in November do not take birds 

to areas where energy requirements are less in mid-winter. 

However, the data for 1962-63 suggest that in at least 

one severe wintex· the average pattern may not be 

observed. In January 1963 wind chill was less on the 

north-east coast of England than in Mast Anglia and 

Essex (Fig. 7a). This however was a consequence of 

the very low tem1)eratures in the south of England in 

this month ( Fig. 3) rather than because of higher wind 

speeds there ( J?ig. 5). In January 1979 the 

distribution of wind chill within Britain (Fig. 7b) 

was more s~nilar to the average calculated by Howe 

(1962) than it was in 1963. 
I 

However, wind chill 

experienced in the area around the Wash waB slj_ghtly 

higher than in areas further north on the east coast. 

Thus, these data suggest that wind chill experienced by 

shorebirds in severe winters may be more j_ntense in the 

area surrounding the Wash than further north on the east 

coast. However, much more precise data on wind speed 

:E'rom/ 



Pig. 

I 

. . ~ . ·, . . : . . 

JANUARY 1963 

JANUARY 1979 

7. Wind chill (in EG ca1s/M2Hr) for January 
(a) 1963 (b) 1979. Values were cnlculated using 
the formuJ.a of Sj.J!le r-ma Passel (191,5). Data 
from Met. o~~ice 1963, 1979. 



from the feeding areas used by the birds, rather than 

from weather stations, are required to confirm the 

relative severity of' wind chill experienced by shore

birds in different estuaries. 

~ R lli Y A B U N D A N C E 

,Jn~~.QQ~£~ i og 

In order to examine profitably the data available 

on inver•tebrate prey species as part of the J?resent 

investigation of factors affecting shorebird movements, 

it is necessary to recognise two distinct groups of 

questions:-

(1) 1!Jhat determines the number of shorebj_rds 

using different estuaries? e.g. Why do more birds 

use the Wash than the Severn each year? 

(2) Why is there a seasonal pattern in use of 

particular estuarj_es by shorebirds? Why does the 

pattern differ between estuaries? Why do birds move 

from one estuary to another'? 

Prater (In press) has used data from the Birds of 

:b~stuaries J~nguiry to show a positive correlation between 

numbers of birds and estuary size, among estuaries on 

the east coast of England. Perhaps this is not 

surprising. However, this finding does not hold for 

the large estuaries of the west coast of J.~ngland, wher.·e 

lJeak num·bers of Knot, Grey Plover and Bax•-tailed Godwit 

are not related to estuary size (Table 1). Goss

Custard/ 
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Table 1o :lflstuar-y size and number-s of shore.birds on 
the west coast of Englando 

J]stuary 

Morecambe 
Bay 

Ribb1e 

Dee 

Severn 

'L, t J , 1 . o a .. area 
(hectares) 

289967 

711358 

9,555 

19,700 

Average annual peak count 
Knot B-t Godwit Gr-ey PJ.over 

80892 8432 230 
+1485 +,;L63 +48 

75279 72?:1. :L369 
+6439 +858 -:-262 

364:16 5972 57:1 
+2669 +542 +103 

6668 194 520 
+2025 --r-31 +135 

Note: 1 Ar•ea on spring tides. 

~-



Custard et. al. (1977b) have used data from the Essex 

estuaries to show that densities of Curlew, Redshank, 

Oystercatcher and Dunlin are positively correlated 

with prey density in these sites. However, they were 

unable to correlate densities of Knot with that of any 

of its main ~rey species in these estuaries. Also 

they did not attempt to investigate the relationship 

between Grey Plover and Bar-tailed Godwit and their 

prey because of the range of prey species taken by 

both birds. Thus, although some relationships are 

suggested by these analyses, they hold true only for 

some areas and :fo:r: some species. Much further study 

is required of the mechanisms underlying the correlations 

obtained and the reasons for the absence of any clear 

relationship for some species and some areas. However, 

at present, sufficiently detailed invertebrate information 

does not exist for most British estuaries for such 

analysis to be carried out. J!lurthermore, detailed 

understanding of the relationships between number's of 

each shorebird species and density and availability of 

different prey species is Pequired before a clear 

understanding of the behavioural mechanisms underlying 

the correlations observed can be achieved. Det:=li led 

discussion of factors determining peak numbet::s of 

shorebirds on estuaries must await such infonnation. 

In the present study I have been concerned primarily 

v1i th the second set of questions i.e. wh;y do movements 

occur/ 



occur at the times and in the directions they do? 

'l'he seasonal pattern of use of estuaries and movements 

between these by the shorebirds described in Chapter l 

could result from seasonal changes in prey abundance 

tJ:7 

and differences between estuaries in the timing of these. 

If invertebrate prey species differ~between estuaries 

in the timing of their reproduction, settlement and/or 

growth, differences in time of peak prey abundance 

between these estuaries could be produced. Since it 

appea:;"f; l;ossi ble that trlG most abundant ostuarine 

invertebrates may be reproductively isolated from one 

estuary to another (Evans, 1979), differences in life 

cycles might be expected. 

~in1ing o~-~~~~}emen!_=-~~~-Q~~~i~~ 

In any analysis of seasonal variation in prey 

abundance it is not the abundance of all size classes 

i.e. total abundance, but that of the size classes 

composing the preferred prey of each shorebird species 

that must ·be considered. Purthermore, each shorebiPd 

species does not take the same invePtebrate prey species 

on evepy estuary. On many estuaries e.g. the Wash, 

HibbJ.e and Humber, Knot feed mainly on Ivla.£.2.@§. ]?a,:1-thj.c_§ 

but j_n others, large quanti ties of _Mytilus _edgli.§. I.ra are 

taken in additlon in }liaC.Q!}}.§. e.g. Morecambe Bay (Prater, 

1972), or instead of ~jQ.£9.!!}~ e.g. Tees (Pers. Obs.). 

HoweveP because ~tilld§. is generally found onl~,r on the 

roci<:.y pePiphery of' estuaries j_ t is not normall;Jr 

included in most es tuaPine sampling IJrogra.mmes. 

Consequently/ 



Consequently it is rarely possible, from the results of 

estuarine surveys, to establish accurstely the prey 

resources of Knot on each estuary. 

~~he main prey of Bar-t a5.1.ed Godwit also varies 

between estuaries. On the Ribble it is ~~l§Q.Qill§ 

(Greenhalgh, 1975), on the 'l'ees E~£~is .9.:i.Y~£.§.iColQ£ 

(II: vans e t. a 1. 1979) , and on I,indi sf arne l!E~!}i c .Q,lQ 

1!!,~~ (L.) (Smith, 1975). For Grey Plover the main 

prey species on the '_Cees is 1'L~.~i~ (see Chapter 3) but 

on Lindisfarne _Arel},;i.~.~and §..S.QlopJ.os .§En:!iB'~ and 

and !Igt.Q!ll~_gs ]:§~~ri_Q~l:l.§ are taken (Pienkowski, l98o). 

DiE' :ferent prey species differ in their 1woJ'i tability 

i.e. the net amount of energy obtained per item as a 

proportion of the total amount of energy obtained. 

This varies not only between l)rey :·;pecies but also 

between size classes. Some species of prey may be 

numerous and easily found but be of low energy content 

e.g. 8 . .£.Q1.Q£l,Q,s,. Other may occur at lower densities 

but provide a larger energy intake per i tern e.g. 

Ar~nj_£Q.)-a and ~er~i§l,• However, if the aprJropi'iate 

density data for the size classes taken by each shore

bird were available it would be possible to equate the 

profitability of different densities of different prey 

specj_es. 

')~hus to com.Qa re seasonal change in the value to 

shorebirds of the l)rey populations of d:Lff'erent 

estuaries/ 
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estuaries, data on seasonal change in abundance of dH'foront 

size classes of each prey species taken by the 

shorebirds are required. (In addition, data on 

prey availability are required. These are 

considered in a later section.) However, few 

data of this type are available. One of the original 

aims of the present study was to examine the x•esul ts 

of recent e~nsive and intensive surV>eys of the inter

tidal invertebrate macrofauna in many British estuaries. 

By analysing material from these it was hoped to be 

able to investigate the role of prey abundance and the 

timing of growth and reproduction as factors determining 

the timing and direction of shorebird movements. 

However, during the course of this review, it became 

apparent that, because of the varied aims and methods 

of each survey, the form of the data obtained varied 

considerably. Because of a lack of detail or 

standardisation in the data, very little meaningful 

analysis was possible, and consequently the following 

review is of a very superficial nature. 

Several of ·!;he stu dies, those of Morecambe Bay, 

(Anderson, 1972); the Essex estuaries (Kay and Knights, 

1975); the Dee (Gillham, 1978); Medway (Wharfe, 1977) 

and Severn (Boyden and Little, 1973 and I,i ttle and 

Boyden, 1976) have been concerned primarily with 

distribution of the macroinvertebrates in relation 

to biological, chemical and physical parameters of the 

sediments. 

sampling/ 

These surveys have involved extensive 
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sampling to allow the production of faunal distribution 

maps for each a rea. However, in all these studies, 

not only was each area sampled on only a few occasions 

(and the sampling of dif'ferent sites often carried out 

in dif'ferent months), but in the analyses of the 

material, little or no attention was paid to the 

density of different size classes. Thus few data 

on seasonal change in density are available from any 

large estuaries and in most cases these data refer to 

density of all size classes combined. 

Many more intensive studies have been carried out, 

in which density of' a number of invertebrate species 

has been monitored regularly in a very few specific 

sites on an estuary for twelve months or more. 

However, in some of these studies, as in the extensive 

surveys little attention has been paid by workers to 

the different size classes of' prey e.g. Mar~in (1972) 

in Langstone Harbour. Consequently any changes in 

density of the larger size classes of the macrofauna -

those of most importance to the shorebird species under 

consideration in this thesis - are obscured by annual 

spatfall and mortality. In others, the subdivisions 

of size and age classes that have been effected are 

not sufficiently detailed for the purposes of the 

present study e.g. Chambers and Milne (19?5b); Elliott 

(1979); Evans et. al. (1979). In only a few studies 

are detailed size data presented e.g. those of Chambers 

and Milne (1975a); Ratcliffe (1979). Using these, 

and the data f'rom material on ~Qill~ and IT~ I 

collected/ 



collected during the present study, it has been 

possible. to obtain an indication of the extent of 

year-to-year, and inter-estuarine variation in the 

date of peak densities of prey, both of total numbers 
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and of large size classes only .. Hethods of sampling and 

detailed invertebrate data from the Tees are given in 
Chapter 3 and Appendix8. 

Within each species, although there are marked 

differences in maximum total densities of Ner~~' 

~d§!.coma and H]Ldrobia ulvae (Pennant) between estuaries, 

seasonal changes in density follow a ver,y similar 

pattern in different areas. Peak densities of all 

three species occur in late summer or autumn, normally 

July or August for Nereis and l:l££.Q§,g, and August or 

September for H.XC!££Eig (Figs .. ?-10)" Following the 

peak, numbers decrease steeply through winter until 

spring when lowest densities occur. Inspection of 

data for Nereis from the Severn (Hettam, 1979) and 

'.fees (present study) (Fig. 11) and for Macoma from the 

Humber (Ratcliffe, 1979 and present study) .and Morecambe 

Bay (present study) (Fig~ 12) indicates that the major 

fluctuations in density are due to spatfall and 

subsequent mortality. Percentage changes in densitY 

of large Nereis are as great as among small animals, 

but absolute densities are consistently lower. On 

the Tees, numbers declin~d from .Tt_,ne to }i:arch, the 

greater part of this decline occurring after November 

(Fig. 8). On the Severn numbers of' large Ne~ also 

decreased after July, but after fluctuating in mid-winter 

(possibly/ 



J:l'ig. 8. Seasonal change in density of Nereis di vei'sicolor 
on selected British estuaries. Density 'is- express.ed 
as percentage of maximum recorded during the year for 
which data are given. Where tvvo values o:f 100% are 
given the larger, depicted by closed symbols joined 
by solid lines, refers to total density and the 
smaller, de1):tcted by open symbols joined by dotted 
lines, refer's to density of animals 4 em body 
length. 

Ythan; Chambers and Milne, 1975a. 

']}ees; Herdson Perso Comm. 

Tees (sub-areas 22 & 23); Present 
study. 

Humber (Skeffling); Ratcliffe, 
1979. 

Chalkwell, Essex; Dales, 1951. 

Medway (Colemouth creek); Wharf&, 
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Severn (Caldicot); Mettam, 1979. 

Dee ( Gayton 29); Gillham, 1978. 
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1976-77 1 00)'~==520/m2 
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]!lig 0 9. Seasonal change in density of Macoma balthica 
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Pig. 10. Seasonal change in density of !1lgro}2j.a Q,1va~ 
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Pig. 12. Seasonal change in Clensi ty of Macoma bal thica on 
the Humber estuary, Skeffling (Ratcliffe; f£h9 an:d 
present study), Morecambe Bay, Hest Bank (present 
study) ana the Wash (Goss-Custara et. al., 1977a). 
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(possibly through immigration and emigration) rose 

again after March as a result of growth of smaller 

animals (Mettam, 1979). 

Percentage changes in density of large Macoma 

(Fig. 9) are much less marked than in Ne~. This 

is a consequence of the long (6-7 year) life cycle 

of ,M_gcgm~ compared to the short (2-3_year) life cycle 

of NeEQ!§• The short term fluctuations observed by 

Ratcliffe (1979) of animals in the 9-13 mm shell 

length category are almost certainly due to sampling 

error. 

Where data are available for one estuary in 

more than one year these indicate little variation 

between years in timing of settlement of first year 

animru.s e.gh N~reis (Dee) (Fig. 8); Ma~ (Humber 

and Dee) (Fig. CJ ) • However in 1975-76 on the Dee 
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the time of peak density was noticeably later in all 

three species, N~£ei§, M§C~ and ll~Qro~i~ (Figs. 8-10). 

This suggests that spawning was delayed in all three 

species in this year as a result of unfavourable 

conditions, perhai)S low tem1Jel"a'ture early in the season. 

On the Tees estuary, the time of peak density recorded 

during the present study was much earlier than that 

recorded by Herdson (Pers. Comm.). However Herdson 

determined density by sieving substrate cores (see 

Evans et. al. 1979) and it is lH:.ely that many of the 

smaller size classes ca 2 em were broken up, forced 

through/ 



through the sieve and lost. It seems possible that 

the later peak in density observed by Herdson is a 

consequence of some overwinter growth of these smaller 

individuals, resulting in their retention in the sieve 

several months after settlement. 

Thus the data available do not suggest major 

variation between years in the timings of settlement 

and peak density. Rather, the time of peak density 

is reasonably predictable flr'om year to year. In 
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contrast however, the size of peak density is not 

predictable in the same way. In some years spatfall 

can be very poor, e.g. in 1972 settlement of both 

N~rei~ and Ma~~ on the Dee was very low (Figs. 13,14). 

However, the effect of this poor settlement on the size 

of the population of size classes taken by shorebirds 

is likely to be complex. For the shorebird species 

under consideration in the present study the small 

first year animals which settle are unimportant in the 

diet. Only after growth has occurred do they enter 

the size classes preferred by the shorebirds. 

Consequently only when growth to the size taken by 

shorebirds has occurred will a bad settlement be 

reflected in the density of size classes taken by Knot, 

Bar-tailed Godwit and Grey Plover. Thus the effect of 

poor settlement will become apparent in the population 

of large Nerei~ only in the second winter after settle

ment. In M_gcoma the same effect will not be apparent 

until the third or J.ourth winter after settlement. 

Unfortunately/ 

I 
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Unfortunately Gillham, on the Dee estuary, did not 

sample the macrofauna in 1974 and it is therefore 

not possible to compare densities of Nereis in that ----
year with those in 1972, before the poor settlement. 

However, assuming that the lowest densities immediately 

prior to spatfall are the best indication of the size 

of the population of large Ma£.9.!!1.§); (i.e. because the 

proportion of spat in the population is least at this 

time) the data for .M§.£.2!:!2§ for 1975-76 do not indicate 

any marked change in the density of large animals. 

Although no count data are available for 1975-76, the 

data for autumn 1974 indicate that the average number 

of Knot present on the Dee in August and September was 

the lowest recorded there in these months during the 

Birds of Estuaries Enquiry. This may possibly be a 

consequence of the poor spatfall of M§£Qmg in 1978. 

In 1969-70 the number of Knot moulting on the Hi bbl e 

was lower (Chapter 1, Fig.10), and the number on the 

Dee higher (Chapter :L, Fig.12), than in other years. 

These data suggest a switch of moulting area of many 

individuals in one year from the Ribble to the Dee. 

This change of moulting area may be a response to 

lower prey density, possibly a consequence of poor 

settlement two or three years previously. 

growth rate 

N~.Eeis 

Density data suggest that most invertebrate species 

settle at approximately the same time of year in 

different/ 



different estuaries. Thus, if differences exist in 

timing of IB ak abundance of the size classes taken by 

shorebirds, these must be as a r>esult of differences 
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in growth 1~ate. Mettam (:1979) has reviewed available 

information on growth rate of IT~!::-'lili in differ•en t estuaries, 

concluding that the rates on the Ythan rmd Severn are very 

similar but much lower than that observed by Dales (195:1) 

on the Thames. I?.atcli:ffe ( :1979) reports the growth rate 

of li~E§.i.§. on the Humber to be very similar to that 

observed on ·the Ythan, and in Denmark by Muus ( 1967). 

It is not :possible at present to explain the exceptionally 

fast growth rate reported by Dales. However the very 

large size (20 em) attained by Dales' animals at Chalkwell, 

com:p3. red to those reported on the Humber ( 6 em), Ythan 

and Severn (7 em) and 'J.lees (12 em), and the one-yeal" life 

cycle reported by Dales, rather than a 2-3 year life cycle 

as reported by Mettam (1979), Evans et. al. (1979), 

Chambers and Iviilne (1975) and Ratcliffe (1979), suggest 

that the 'l'hamespopulation was exceptional in a number• of 

ways. ~:he data concerning seasonal changes in density of 

large animals on the '.rees, S evc:;rn and Ythan also indicate 

that no majQr differences in growth rate exist between 

these areas. The times of peak and lowest abundance are 

very similar, i.e. early summer and w:i.nter reapectively, 

in all three areas. Thus, at present it is possible to 

conclude that in most areas studied, growth rates of 

Ji~reis are very similar •. 



Mg£Q~ 

Ma£2m§ is much longer lived than ~rei§• 

Individuals of six years of age are common in most 

areas in North-West J!.lurope (I,ammens, 1967; Chambers 

and Milne, 1975b; Warwick and Price, 1975; Wolff 
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and de Wolf, 1977 and Ratcliffe, 1979). Consequently 

the size range of macoma taken by shorebirds spans 

several year classes. As a result, the density of 

Ma£Q!!!§ of the size taken by the larger shorebirds is 

likely to fluctuate much less than the density of 

Ne£Qis talcen by these shorebirds which come mainly from 

a single year class (2+). (Many smaller Nereis are 

taken by Dunlin and Redshank. However these shorebirds 

are not considered here.) Similarly differences in 

growth rate between estuaries will be of less importance 

in determining the density of the size class preferred 

by shorebirds in these areas. 

Growth rates of M~~ have been reviewed by a 

number of authors, e.g. Gilbert (1973), Ratcliffe (1979) 

and Elliott (1979). Data from these authors relevant 

to North-West Europe, and from the published work of 

Lamrnens (1967), Boyden and Little (1973), Chambers and 

Milne (1975b) and Warwick and Price (1975) are presented 

in Fig. 15. Ratcliffe (1979) considers it likely that 

Larnmens, Boyden and Little, and Warwick and Price failed 

to collect animals during their first winter of life, 

or to recognise first winter rings and consequently 

that/ 
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that their growth curves appear shifted one year to the 

left. Even if this is true, it is clear that within 

Britain growth curves are very stmilar. What 

differences are apparent seem to be ·related to the 

temperatures experienced in the areas studied. The 

growth rates recorded by Warwick and Price, and by 

Boyden and Little, who worked in South-We.st JTingland, 

were the highest. 'I'hose observed by Chambers and Mtlne, 

and Elliott who worked on the east coast of Scotland, 

were the lowest. The growth rate recorded by Lammens 

for the Waddenzee is clearly higher than that observed 

in Britain. Thus differences in growth rate are very 

similar within Britain but lower than in the Netherlands. 

However care must be exercised in interpreting these 

data, as both Green (1973) and Elliott (1979) have 

described differences in growth rate between different 

areas of the intertidal zone within one estuary. 

Unequivocal interpretation of gr·owth data from different 

estuaries requires very precise standardisation of the 

en vi ronmen tal conditions e. g. the substrate type and 

tidal height of the study site. 

Although differences in growth rate between estuaries 

are apparent, Ma£~ has, in most areas studied, a very 

short growing season (Table 2). By August growth in 

most areas has stopped. This suggests that, irrespect

ive of differences in growth rates in different areas, 

the time of maximum weight of individual animals of a 

given/ 
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Table 2. GI'owing season of M£!~ 12.§1~ in dif:E'erent 
geographical areas. 

J:Ustuar•y 

Ythan 

Humber 

'Naddenzeo 

Grevelingen 

Authority 

Chambers and 
Milne, 1975b 

IHliott~ 1979 

:Ratcliffe, 1979 

J,DLnnens.? 1967 

cde i}i J.de' 1975 

Beukema, 197:4 

Wolff and de Wolf, 
1977 

Growing seEts on 

0+ until October 
1+ March-late Octobex• 
2+ March-August. 

1-:- A};lri 1--J·une or> 
AU2,USt 

1+ .March/April -
Au.gust/Sept ember 

2..;- liarch/AJ)ri 1 -
J"u1y/ August 

mainly spring - slows 
in summer - stops in 
winte:t• 

:r_i'ebruary/March
J'Lme/~Ju ly 

mid March-June/July 

0+ little growth from 
settlement until March/ 
April of following year 

1+ max. weight in 
autunm 

> ::1..-:- max. weight ~Tune/J-uly 



given size will be the same in each area. Available 

data tend to support this. ]'or example, peak weight 

of animals of 15.5 mm shell length occurred on the 

lrorth in May to July, on the Ythan in J"une, the Wash 

in August and the Humber in October (Fig. 2Q. '.rhe 
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one major exception is Morecambe Bay where peak weight 

was recorded in December (Fig. 20). (This may be 

due to warmer sea temperatures on the west coast 

allowing a longer' growing season.) 

Thus, slight differences in growth rate are 

ap1)arent between estuaries. J?urthermore, although 

the data suggest that the growing season may extend 

to December on Morecambe Bay, in other estuaries the 

length of the season appears to be very similar, ending 

in late summer. The absence of marked variation between 

areas in these features of growth and the similarity 

in timing of settlement of first year animals in 

different areas, suggest that data for peak density of 

the size classes taken by shorebirds give a true 

indication of the food resources and that this 

relationship is not likely to vary markedly between 

estuaries. Indeed the data for Morecambe Bay indicate 

that the time of peak density is much more important 

than time of maximum body weight of Macoma in governing --
the period of peak biomass. Thus, the peak biomass 

per square metre occurred in June at the time of peak 

density, rather than in December when maximum weight 

per/ 



per individual was recorded (Fig. 12). In contrast, 

on t11e Wash, highest weights of individual animals were 

observed in June, yet peak biomass did not occur until 

November ( Goss-Custard et. al., 1977a). 'rhis suggests 
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tha·t between June and November movement of ±{!a_2om_g into 

the study site may have occurred, to produce the increase 

in "biomass observed over that 1::e riod. (pig. :L2.) 

SEASONAL CHANGE IN NUMBERS 01? 

K N 0 ~r A N D A B U N D !A N C :W 0 P I 'I' S M !A I N 

P R E Y ±{!;z t i 11!§ ~QQ.li§. 0 N 'l' H E T E E. S E S ~; U A R Y 

IJ.11rod,g.£1i.QB• 

In few of the invertebrate studies reviewed in the 

preceding section were the populations of shorebirds 

feeding on a particular prey species monitored. 

Consequently it has not been possible to relate directly 

the changes in numbers of birds to changes in invertebrate 

abundance. However, on the 'l'ees estuary, the main prey 

of Knot is M.l"lil:!:!.§ .§dqli.§. wtJ.ich occurs on rocky outcrops 

at the mouth of the estuary. On spring tides almost all 

birds present on the estuary feed there. In 1978-79 I 

moni tared seasonal changes in abundance of M;z.:!!ilus to 

discover whether fluctuations in numbers of Knot on the 

estuary were related to these. 

Methods 

M;y:tilus we1"e sampled on Coa tham rocks, the main 

mussel/ 



mussel scar in September and December 1978 and in 

February 1979. On each occasion the area covered by 

M~tilQ§, density within this area and size-frequency 

distribution was determined. Using a 1x1 m wire 

quadrat, sub-divided into 100 units of 100 cm2 , the 

percentage coverage of the rocks by Ml!ilQ§ was 

estimated at 20 metre intervals along three transects 

This was done by recording the number of 
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10 em squares which were covered by Ml!ilu~. At each 

20 m interval four estimates of percentage coverage 

were obtained by randomly throwing the quadrat on the 

rock surface. Areas where the M~il~ were spread 

evenly and those where animals occurred in heaps, as 

a consequence of wave action were recorded separately. 

At sites on transects 1 and 2 (Fig. 16) sample cores 

were taken to measure density (core area= 11.00 em~). 

At each site, two cores were taken for clumped and two 

for evenly distributed M~ilu~. In the laboratory, 

the MytilQ§_from each sample were counted and measured 

to the nearest mm. 

E~ 1 t s .§!!_9_9 is c E.§..§d.Q.B 

Although the area covered by MX~~ decreased 

from September to December on two transects it 

increased on the other (Fig. 17). Between December 

and I~ebruary there was no significant decrease in 

coverage on any of the transects (Fig. 17). Similarly 

although the density of 1-5 mm and of 5-10 mm shell 

length Ml.'.thl~ increased through the year on both 

transects/ 
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transects :L and 2, particularly between December 

and :B1 ebruary, density of 10-15 mm and 15-20 mm 

~tilU§ remained relatively constant (Fig. 18 a,b). 

Prater (1972) concluded that Knot took mainly small 

M~ilus ( ~ 5 mm) and casual observations made of 

birds feeding on Coatham rocks agree with this. 

However I have also seen larger size classes 

(5-15 mm) being taken. Clearly a few items of 

this size can contribute the equivalent biomass 

of many smaller individuals. Consequently the 

precise importance of large and small ~ti1£s to 

the energy intake of Knot is not clear. However 

the data do not indicate rapid changes in density 

of either large or sma 11 ,My~iJ!l!! on Coatham Rocks 

of the magnitude necessary to correlate with the 

fluctuation in numbers of Knot observed in 1978-79. 

Clearly sampling was infrequent and some changes in 

the prey population may have occurred without being 

recorded. However the major changes in abundance 

and availability are likely to be due to dislodging 

of ~ti lu£ by 'Nave action during storms. The absence 

of any change in coverage between December and 

February suggest that this did not occur to any 

great extent on Coatham Rocks in 1978-79. 

P' R IiJ Y Q U A L I T Y/ 
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PREY QUALITY 

}~ n t £ o d ll_<l.! i q_:g 

The data presented so far suggest that neither 

major differences in timing of peak density or 

biomass, nor in growth rate, exist between the 

estuaries under consideration in this studye However, 

it is possible that shorebirds might gain an advantage 

in moving if the relative quality of the prey changes 

in different estuaries at different times. During the 

course of a year the body weights of most individual 

prey items are known to change as development of 

reproductive tissue and body reserves, followed by 

their emaciation, takes place. Differences between 

estuaries in the precise timing and extent of these 

changes might thus explain the movements of shorebirds 

feeding upon these species. Ansell and Trevallion 

(1967) have outlined a seasonal cycle of body condition 

for boreal bivalves. 

(1) A winter period of inactivity during which 

gametogenesis proceeds slowly and body reserves are 

used to supply reduced metabolic needs. 

(2) A short period followins the renewal of 

feeding activity in spring when the body reserves are 

renewed, g:rowth recommences and rapid gonad prolifer

ation and gametogenesis occurs. 

( 3) A reproductive period during the summer when 

the temperature rises above a certain threshold level 

and body growth, gonad growth and spawning proceed 

tog·ether. 

'l1o/ 



To these should be added a fourth period during 

which growth may stop if temperBtures rise too high 

in summer. 
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There is now considerable evidence confirming the 

reality oJ' this cycle in a number of bivalve species 

(9.§!rd~ ~1LL•, Hancock and Franklin, 1972; ;Dog~x 

.Yi ttatQ_§ (da Costa), Ansell, 1972; M:a.£Qm?, _bal thic.§!, 

Chambers and Milne, 1975b; 2££.Ql2icularia ~!!!! (Da 

Costa), Hughes 1970), and in polychaetes (Chambers and 

Milne, 1975a). 

It is with parts (1) and (2) of this cycle in 

which no increase in body size (e.g. shell length in 

Ma..Q.2!!1§) occurs, that I am concerned here. (Part ( 3) 

and the later stages of (2) are accompanied by growth 

in shell size. It is this growth period which leads 

to the annual peak in density of the size classes 

preferred by shorebirds. Thus the relevant data has 

already been discussed in the preceding section.) 

M.§!~ 

Data on seasonal change in body condition of 

Ma~ are available for a number of estuaries. 

However, as with data on density, not all the data on 

body condition are comparable. I collected data from 

the Humber estuary and .Morecambe Bay from animals lef't 

in clear sea water f'or 24 hours, to permit them to 

empty/ 



empty their gut contents, and then dried under vacuum 

at 60°0. Values given are ash-included dry weights. 

Of the other studies for which data have been 

obtained, only that of Goss-Custard et. al. (1977a) 

followed the same procedure. Mlliott (1979) left 
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the animals in sea water for only six hours. Consegu-

ently not all guts may have been empty. Animals were 

dried at 60°0, but not under vacuum, and so some water 

may have been retained. Chambers and Milne (:L975b) 

kept animals in sea water for 24 hours but obtained 

dry flesh weights after freeze drying. It has been 

shown that this method is only 95;;~ as efficient as 

vacuum drying (Giese, 1967). Consequently figures 

from the Ythan and lllorth are not directly comparable 

with those from other estuaries, although they indicate 

timings of change in body condition of Iv1a.2..Q.!ng within 

each estuary. 

The data available indicate little seasonal change 

in body weight of smaller animals (those of importance 

to Knot); see for example the 10.5 mm size class (J?ig. 

19). Seasonal changes in larger size classes (of 

importance to Bar-tailed Godwit) are moJ'e mar'ked. 

Among these, p3 ak weight for a given size e.g. 15.5 mm 

(Fig. 19) was recorded in May on the Forth, in June-

on the Ythan, in August on the Wash, in October on the 

Humber and in December on Morecambe Bay. Minimum 

values were recorded in Pebruary on Ivlorecambe Bay, 

April on the Humber and Ythan but in May on the Wash. 

In/ 



19. Seasonal varj_a tion in d x•y flesh vwic;ht of 
Macoma balthica. U:p:per symbols refer to animals 
of-I5:'5mn'1Sheil length and lower symbols to 
those of 10.5 nlll1 shell length • 

..o. Ytho.n, Chambers and Milne 1975b. 

0 li'o~!:'th, Jflll:tott, :1.979. 

0 Wash$ Goss-~Custax•d et. aL :L977a. 

e Morecambe Bay, Present study. 
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In the Waddenzee, Beukema and de Bruin (1977) 

reported maximum weights in .. Tune/July and minima 

These data suggest that the growing season 

begins earlier and lasts longer on Morecambe Bay, 
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and begins earlier on the Forth, than in the Waddenzee, 

Ythan, Humber, or Wash. Despite this, inter-estuarine 

variation in dry weight is not great, a1though more 

evident in the larger size classes. Highest values 

in summer :for a given size class are recorded on the 

Wash and thereafter on Morecambe Bay. However, as 

data fran the Wash are expressed as ash-free dry 

weights, it is clear that differences ln body condition 

between these two areas are not great. 

were always found on the Humber. 

Ne_Eei.§ 

I,owest values 

Data on body condition of IT.Q£§.~8 are available 

from the '.L,ees, Severn and Ythan. However, these 

data are, as for M~£2~' not directly comparable 

because animals from the Severn and Ythan were freeze 

dried (1Vlettam, 1979; Chambers and Milne, 1975a). 

However, the pattern of seasonal change in weight is 

similar in all three areas, with minimum weight in 

December or .January (Fig. 20). On the Ythan and 

Severn low weights were recorded also in autumn. 

':Che dlfferences j_n timing of peak weights are probably 

due to regional differences in timing of gonad 

development I 



l~'1g. 20. Set=tsonal change in dry flesh weight of ~is 
.91 v2 r.§i£.9 12£. 

e Ythan, ChamlJei"'s and Milne, 1.975a. 

0 Tees, Pl"esent; Studyo 

• Severn ( Caldicot), Met tam, 1979. 
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development, to which the rapid rise in weight, seen 

on the Severn between Pebruary and April and on the 

Ythan between May and June, is attributed (Mettam, 

1977; Chambers and Milne, 1975a). 
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Although animals from the Sever•n were freeze 

dried and so retained some water they aPe conslstently 

lower weight than those from the Tees and Ythan. 

The reasons for this are unclear. ~ehe 11 ich nutrient 

source on the Tees estuary (Gray 1976) may contribute 

to high weight there. However, the studies in the 

three estuaries occurred in dlfferent years. Hence 

the possibility of annual, as well as regional, 

differences in body condition cannot be discounted. 

Thus although for Ne!Qi~ the available data suggest 

that differences in body condition occur between areas 

the same pattern of seasonal change in body condition 

is apparent in each estuary. 

P R E Y A V A I L A B I 1 I T Y 

11.9§) elSEO~Q!Q 

'J!he environmental factor which has the greatest 

tnfluence on the daily :pattern of activity of estuarine 

feeding shorebirds is the ebb and flood of the tide. 

In most sr)eci es feeding takes place only when the 

mudflats are exposed. At high water most of the birds' 

time is spent r•oosting, and preening. However' t11e tirnes 

of ex2osure of the feeding grounds do not remain constant 

from/ 
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from day to day. Over a period of a week the times of 

high and low water become progressively later, c11anging 

by a total of ca. 6 hotu•s o li'urthermore, the amplitude 

of the tides and consequently the area of shore exposed 

in gently shelving estuaries also varies on a fortnightly 

semi-lunar rhythm. On some days low water occurs in 

the middle of the day, which allows maximum feeding time 

during daylight hours, while a week later high water 

occurs at this time of day, which allows little time :for 

diurnal foraging, especially in mid-winter. 

In some estuaries, e.g. the '.rees low water in the 

middle of the day occurs during spring tides. Such 

conditions provide the longest feeding periods during 

daylight on the largest feeding areas. The lowest 

tidal levels may contain high densities of tmexploi ted 

prey because they are exposed infrequently. Although 

it has been suggested that for many Grey Plovers on 

the '.rees estuary food intake during darkness is greater 

than during daylight (Dugan, 1981) it remains a basic 

assumption tha·~ for most species in most areas the main 

feeding period is during daylight low water (Goss-Oustard, 

1969; J?ienkowski, 1980; Smith, 1975). Thus, on 

estuaries such as the '.J.lees where low water on spring 

tides occurs in the middle of the day these tides 

provide very good feeding conditions. However, 

because of the weekly cycle of neap and spring 

tides, in these same areas, a week later the 

period/ 



period of neap tides coincides with high water in 

the middle of the daye In these conditions very 

little :feeding time will be available during daylight 

in mid-winter and on a much more restricted area. 
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Thus on the Tees estuary tidal conditions very 

cyclically from providing very good daytime feeding 

conditions on spring tides to very poor feeding 

conditions on neap tides. In other estuaries e.g. 

those in :wssex and Morecambe Bay, low water on spring 

tides occurs in the early morning and late evening. 

Conversely low water on neap tides occurs in the middle 

of the day. Thus in these areas, it is on spring 

tides that little time is available for daylight 

feeding, but the area exposed is still large. On 

neap tides a longer period is available for foraging 

during daylight, but the area exposed is smaller. 

Thus on the Ji:ssex estuaries and Morecambe Bay, although 

feeding conditions vary with the spring-neap cycle, 

the variation is not as marked as on the Tees and Forth. 

In these latter areas, unless birds operated a spr'ing

neap cycle of deposition and utilisation of fat 

reserves, the favourable feeding conditions during 

spring tides would be of little value to them during 

neap tides. Consequently if severe weather' on the '.rees 

coincided with periods of neap tides, it is likely 

that sever'e feeding stresses would occur. 

Assuming that all other factors are equal, birds 

should winter in areas where the risk of feeding stress 

is/ 



is as low as possible. It is likely therefore that 

estuaries where feeding conditions vary least during 

the spring-neap tidal cycle would be favoured over 

those e.g. the ~:ees estuary, where feedlng conditions 

vary greatly during such a cycle. On this basis, I 

would predict that birds should favour areas in mia

winter where the time of low water on spring tides is 

at dawn and dusk i.e. where the variation in feeding 

conditions between spring and neap tides is least. 
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In Britain these conditions occur on the Wash, in Essex, 

on the south and north-west coasts of England and on 

the north and west coasts of Scotland (Fig~ 21). 

Conversely, variations in feeding conditions between 

spring and neap tides are greatest on the estuaries of 

the east and north-east coasts i.e. the Humber, ~rees, 

Lindisfarne and the Forth. 

These arguments indicate that the northward 

movements observed along the east coast of Britain in 

autumn and winter are not a response to more favourable 

tidal conditions on the estuaries of the North-East. 

lrurthermore, on the west coast of }l}ngland tidal 

conditions are very similar on all the major estuaries, 

yet movements occur between them. Therefore it seems 

unlikely that tidal conditions are of major importance 

in controlling the timing and direction of movements 

on this coast also. 

'l1hus, although there is much variation in tidal 

regime between estuaries, and this is potentially of 

great/ 
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great importance for maj_ntenance of energy intake 

by shorebirds, there is no evidence that these factors 

do in :t'act lead to shorebird movemen·bso 

E!.QL._be.h§.Y!2££ 

Sensonal patterns of behnviour which can result 

in seasonal changes in availability of intertidal 

invertebrates are of three main types, (1) migration 

between different tidal levels, (2) vertical migrntion 

within the substrate and (3) activity. 

(1) Naylor (1962) reported downshore migration of 

Carcinus mQ.Qll~~ in autumn and the reverse in spring. 

Also evidence of this temperature related movement has 

been observed in other areas. On the 'rees estuary 

Curlew and Whimbrel NQmeni£§. 1?h§.~QJ2U§. feed in autumn 

on Qg£;i.11!!§. along rocky parts of the intertidal area 

where many small individuals stranded at low water 

hide under stones nnd algae. In winter very few 

Q§£.9.i!:!J:l§ are present in these areas and few birds feed 

there. Similarly Goss-Custard and Jones (1976) reported 

.Qarci.lli:!§ in pellets of Curlew coLLected from the Wash 

in summer and autumn but not from those coi.lected in 

winter. 

In the Dutch Waddenzee the chief food in summer 

of the Greenshank :J::ring.§ Q~£l:!113!'l.E! is ,0!~.9}1 .Y~lgg~is 

which moves offshore in winter (Swennen, 1971). By 

this time most of the Greenshank present in summer and 

autumn have migrated further south although it is not 

known/ 



known whether the decrease in availability o:C C£§..DB.QP: 

is an important causal factor in thj_s. 

Smaller downshore movements in winter• have been 

reported in IT~ri~ £i£ratg1g£ Della Chiaje the most 

important prey of Sanderling Qali_dris _?lba in North-
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East England (Brearey, 1981). However as Evans (1979) 

has discussed this does not lead to absence of !.\[Q~ 

from the diet but may merely aggravate foraging 

dif:ficulties in winter by restricting,on neap tides 

the amount o:r time that it is possible to feed on 

E~if!Q.• Similai' difficulties may also be encountered 

in some areas ·by species feeding on ,Ar~gicola which has 

been shown on the li1orth to migrate down shore on neap 

tides and upshore on spring tides (Darby, 1975) 

and generally downshore in winter. 

(2) Many intertidal invertebrates are known to 

occur deeper in the substrate in winter than in summer. 

Smith (1975) demons tr·ated that at a substrate temperature 

of -1°C the proportion of ~£OlQQlQ§ -~~mi~E in the top 

5 em. fell from about 50 to 30)?; and that this reduction 

in accessibility led to a reduction in their capture 

rate by Bar-tailed Godwit feeding upon them. Several 

authors report that ~I.~~j.s Qi ver§._~£.Q.lQ£ j_s found at 

greater depths in winter than in summer. In Denmark 

Muus ( 1967) found worms at 55 em depth in li1ebPu ary but 

in J·u.ne the maximum bur-rowing depth for all size classes 

was/ 



was 25 em. 'l1hese observut1ons agree well with that 

of Linke (1939) who found individuals at 40 em. deDth 

dt1ring l_Je:eioc!s of fPcst. They have also been cited 

by Townshend (l981a) to explain the movement in 

December of Cui•lew, which capture ~eis by probing 

intb the burrow, from the mudflats of the Tees estuary 

to feed on earthwor•ms in neFJrby pastures. Birds 

which behave in this fashion are short-billed 

individuals (chiefly males) which, Townshend argues, 

in December cannot meet their reguiremen ts because of 

the downward migration and consequent reduced 

accessibility of Nex•eis. Although little information 

is available for Godwit feeding on ~~£ei§. it is likely 

that as they effect capture by the same method they 

experience a similar reduction in prey availability. 

In contrast, the rate of prey capture by short-billed 

Plovers is not affected by this change in depth 

distribution. They re1y on capture of N~~is while 

at the surface either defaecating, or irrigating their 

burrows, activity which does not appear to be affected 

by winter increase in burrow depth (see Chapter 3). 

Seasonal changes in depth distribution of MaQQ!!!.§ 

.Q.§lthica have been described by a number of authors. 

On the Hibble Greenhalgh (1975) reported 14% of the 

total population below 3 em in June/July but 20}~ in 

September/October and 40';£ in January/JJ'ebruary. This 

pattern of change was also found on the Wash where 

monthly/ 
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monthly sampling was carried out. Maximum depth was 

observed in December when, of the size classes preferred 

by Knot (9-13 mm length), only 4~ of the biomass lay 

within probing range ot' a Knots bill ( 33 mm) (Heading 

and McGrorty, 1978). However•, on the Ythan estuary 

in North-J!iast Scotland, Chambers and M:Llne (1975b) 

obsel"ved little variation in depth distribution between 

December and May, but in June a greater proportion of 

large animals were found at deeper levels. 

Thus although in each a rea studied tho depth of 

the population varied ser:1sonally the precise pattern 

observed, although similar on the Wash and Ribble 

differed on the Ythan. In order to investigate more 

fully such inter-estuarine variation in pattern of 

depth distribution I monitored the depth·of Ma£.Q!,lliLOn 

Morecambe Bay and the Humber estuary, once every two 

months between June 1978 and April 1979. A stainless 

steel corer 10 em square and 10 em deep with a slit at 

33 em (the length of a Knots bill) in two opposing walls 

was used. 110 reduce the pos si b:LJ.ity of movement of 

animals within the sample during removol from tll.e mud 

isolation of the two parts or· the sample was effected 

by inserting a stainless steel plate in the slit at 33 em 

while the corer was still in situ. After :eemova 1, 

upper and lower sections were sieved and ~reserved 

s o_parn teJ.;y. S a.mples :fr·om the Itumber were collected at 

Skeffling, the main study site of Ratcliffe (1979). 

Those/ 



Those from I>Torecambe Bay were collected from He-st Bank~·· 75 

Both sites are major feeding areas of Knot on these 

estuaries. Ten samples were collected on each occasion. 

r~he I'2SUJ.t~3 n"" this St!Jdy Of :t;.§CQ0~ indicrte 

thflt the pat tei·n of seasonal change in depth 

distribution of both poDulation density and biomass 

on Morecambe 3ay and the Humber is very similar to 

that on the Wash (Figs. 22-25)e In all three areaa 

tlle population is nearest the surface in summer and 

deepest in mid-winter. However, differences in 

timing of increase in depth are apparent betVleen 

estuar•iese On the 'r/ash and 1.Iorecarabe Bay the 

proportion of the biom.ass of animals in the size 

r·8ne?"e 9-1~~ nrn available to Enot, i'alls between August 

and Oc tcber f.rorr< ca 6(:9; to 10f; .. In contrBst, on 

the Humber the decrease et this t.ime is only from 

94~·; to 82):. Here the co r:"esponding increase in depth 

does not occur until between October and December after 

which there is a rapid rise from Decemoer to February .. 

On Morecambe Bay no, and on the ':.'ash little, . upward 

movement is apparent until after February after which 

this is rapid. 

Readin[ and McGrorty (1978) considered the 

environmental factors to. which se::1sona 1 change in 

de _9th of _Macoma might be :r'(~lated. · Cf these f8ctors, 

that to which the pattern o~ depth dis.trioution Bas 

most closely related was daylength althou£11 they were 

unable to StJg[e3t a 1>8scn f'or this relatirnshig. 



}.i'ig. 22. Density or Macoma ba1thica in the size range 
9-13 mm access:lbleto-Knotealidr•ir:J c~mutus with 
a mean bill length of 33 em:-~·~·----
( 0 ) Morecambe J3Dy; ( e ) IIum1Jel~. 

li'ig. 2 3. PeJ:'centage o:C the popu1EJ.tion o:E' 1Jac.Q.ll§ 
1Ja1thica in the size range 9-:1.3 rmn nccessible 
to Knot-vvi th a mean bi 11 length o:P 33 rnm. Symbols 
as in Fig • 2 2. 

Fig. 

J?ig. 

24. Biomass o:f Macoma ba1thica in the size range 
9-13 mm accessib:fetOKnotvifi th a mean bill length 
o:f' 33 mm. Symbols as in Pig. 22. 

25. Percentage of the biomass of Macoma ba.lthica 
in the size range 9-13 mra accessj.b'J.et"():K'IiOt-wrth 
a mean bill length of 33 mm. 
( 0) Morecambe Bay, ( e ) HumlJer•, ( • ) Wnsh, from 
Reading and McGrorty (1978). 
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Evans (1979~) has suggested that deeper burrowing of 

M£1.2.QQ.@ is an anti-Jp:>edator response, the bivalves 

occurring close to the surface when the knot are 

absent in summer. However this is clearly not true 

for Morecambe Bay from February to April, where 

availability of ~!.§Q...Qm.§. increases at the Bame time as 

do numbers of Knot. 
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Series of mean monthly temperatures are not 

available for Morecambe Bay and the Humber for 1978-79. 

However, mud temperatures on my sampling dates indicate 

that, at both sites, maximum depth was recorded on days 

when temperature was lowest and minimum depth when 

temperature was highest. However these data are too 

few to speculate as to whether this j_s a causal 

relationship. Indeed if this were the case the 

higher biomass available in December on the Humber than 

on Morecambe Bay (where the temperrtture was 6°C higher) 

is difficult to explain. Perhaps the precise extent 

of the burrowing r•esponse is limited by the higher 

density of _MaCQ!!l§. on the Humber. 

One environmental factor which Reading and McGrorty 

did not consider specifically is the depth of the 

deoxygenated layer in the substrate. It is possible 

that Macoma might move u:pward in summer to avoid more 

de-oxygenated conditions in the substrate. 'fhe 

difference in depth distributions between the Humbe:r:• 

and/ 



and rdorecambe Bay ls consistent wlth thj_s hypothesis. 

The substrate on Best Bank is clean sand whereas 

at Skef'fling on the Humber is silty mud wlth a clear 

de-oxygenated layer near the surface. 

on the Humber burrow both deeper and later an.d to a 

lesser depth than on lVIorecarribe Bay lwcause of the 

de-oxygenated conditions in the deeper mud, only doing 

so as the de-oxygenated layer becomes deeper as 

conditions become colder. However this suggestion 

does not explain the observation of Chambers and Milne 

(1975b) that on the Ythan _M.§.Q.Q!l]..§. burrow deeper in 

summer. Clearly the factors controlling the burrowing 

behav~our of Macoma merit further study. ... ... ·--l f • 

Thus, at present it is not known whether the 

seasonal changes in depth of Ma.Q_Q.ma are controlled 

diPectl~r by environmental changes or are under internal 

control, and, if the latter', to what the behaviour is 

adapted. Clearly this distinction is of major 

importance in any consideration of the yeaP-to-year 

consistency of the pattern of availability I have 

described. Hov1ever, of the factors ito which the 

movements may be related i.e. temperAture, daylength 

and depth of the de-oxygenated layer (which will be 

greatly affected by both tempm,ature and sunlight), 

all three vary in a predictable seasonal manner. 

Consequently it is likely that the availability of 

}II a .£2£1~/ 
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M.§£Q!!B will itself be :predictable and therefore a 

factor to which the regular seasonal pattern of 

shorebird movements may be related. 
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'fhe seasonal changes in depth distributions may 

indeed be a factor detePmining the timing and direction 

of the movements of Knot described in Chapter 1. 

Throughout the winter the availability of M.ill!.2rrill to 

Knot is higher on the Humber than on the Wash. 'rhus 

any biPds which leave the Wash in November and move to 

the Humber will encounter not only a higher biomass/m2 

there (Fig. 24) but also higher avaiJ.abi1i ty. Why 

then do not more Knot move to the Humber earlier ln the 

autumn when availability of M.§.£Qill.§ is much higher than 

in mid-wlnter'i' Perhaps adult Knot do. not move at 

this time because they are still in moult. Indeed, 

t)f the proven movements of Knot from the Wash to the 

Humber, the two earliest recoveries, one in September 

and the other in October were of Juveniles (Chapter 1, 

Fig. 3) which would not have been moulting flight 

feathers in those months (Minton, 1975). However, 

as discussed in Chapter 1, the influxes on the 

estuaries of the north-~ast coast occur at a time 

when numbers on the Wash also lnc:rease. Thus, prey 

abundance and availability is sufficiently high to 

support increased numbers on the \11/ash. ~rhis indicates 

that if timed by external factors movement from the 

Wash to the Humber at this time is more likely to be a 

consequence of competition on the Wash rather than 

directly/ 
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directly related to the low prey availability there. 

'I'hus, although the higher availability of MSl£2!.!:!~ on 

the Humber in November and December may be an important 

factor in determining the direction of movement of 

birds from the Jash it seems unlikely that it is 

important in determining the timing of movement. 

Rather the factors which cause birds to leave the 

Waddenzee and arrive on the Wash at this time of year 

may be indirectly the cause of the timing of this 

exodus. Similarly, it is unlikely that changes in 

availability of Mag.Qill.§ on Morecambe Bay are an 

important element in determining the timing and 

direction of movements on the west coast. For example, 

numbers of Knot using Ivlorecambe Bay increased gr>eatly 

from July to December yet availabi1lity of M,gco~ 

declined. Indeed on Hes t :Hank in December and ]'ebruary 

no l\1g£Qill~ in the 9-13 mm shell length size range were 

found within reach of a Knots bill (Fig. 2~. In these 

months Knot feeding on Hest Bank must have taken 

predominantly smaller-sized .M,gg.Qma. It is possible 

that the high availability o:f M£.S£m~ om Morecambe Bay 

in spring is one reasori :for this area's importance as 

a pre-migratory fattening gr>ound. However while an 

increase in availability will increase the number of 

birds the area can support at this time it is likely 

that the observed difference in size of the Knot 

population of Morecambe Bay and the Wash in April 

(Chapter 1, li'ige. 9,4 ) is a consequence primai•ily 

of/ 



of 'the higher temperature regime on the west coast at 

this time of year (Fig. 3). 
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~l:hroughout this discussion I have had to rely 

upon one winters data on depth distribution of Mll9..2~@ 

in each area, but counts of birds from several winters. 

However as argued previously, of t11e factors to w:Flich 

·t11e seasonal change in depth distribution of ~.Q.ill~ 

may be related i.e. temperature, daylength and depth of 

the de-oxygenated layer, all three vary in a 

:predictable seasonal manner each year. Therefore it 

seems likely that the :patt.erns of change in depth 

distribution described will remain constant from year 

to year. Similarly, count data fl"om the Humber (Tasker 

and Milsom, 1979) and Tees (Chapter 1, Figs. 6,8) 

estuaries in recent years (1978-80) suggest that the 

timing of' movements o:f Knot in these years is not 

markedly different f'rom that of' movements revealed by 

the Birds of' Estuaries Enquiry counts from 1969-75 

(Chapter 1). 'l'hus although the data on depth 

d.istri bution of' Macon~ and numbers of Knot were 

collected in different years the consistency between 

years in :patter·n of' both seasonal change in depth 

distribution of' .M.?:QO[!}.E! and seasonal change in numbers 

of' Kr:wt on each estuary suggests that the comparisons 

I have made are valid. 

(3} Changes in availability of prey, through 

changes in their accessibility, are probably gradual. 

However/ 
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However there is also much weather-dependent variation 

in the activity of prey,. and hence their availability. 

Although activity can vary greatly and vary rapidly, 

for example as, air temper~1ture fluctuates during the 

day, the seasonal pattern of temperature and wind 

conditions can also induce seasonal patterns in activity. 

Smith (1975) and Pienknowski (:L9eo) have shown that 

capture rate of Arenicola by Bar-tailed Godwit and Grey '···-----
Plover decreases as temperature decreases and attx•j_bute 

this to a reduction in defaecatory activity of £1£~p.icola 

with a fall in temperature. Similarly Goss-Custard et. 

ale (1977a) have shown that capture rate of Mgcom.§_ by 

Knot decreases as temperature declines. This may 

indicate variat-ion in burying depth with temperature. 

However low capture rates at low temperatures and high 

capture rates at higher temperatures have been 

observed in one day (J.D.. Goss-Custard, Pers.Comm.). 

This suggests that the variation in capture rate is 

due largely to variation in activity, and hence 

detectability, of prey with temperature. Strong winds 

can also affect the detectability of prey. For Plovers, 

which rely almost entirely on visual detection of prey 

at the surface of the mud, it is likely that buffetting 

by strong wind can severely reduce their ability to 

detect movement of prey. Indeed evidence is presented 

in Chapter 3 to show that on the rr,ees estuary Grey 

stop feeding and roost at wind speeds in excess of 

25-30 Knots. rie~cowski (1.980) has also shown a 

decrease/ 
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decrease in capture rate o:r ~r_x11ic.Ql.§ by Grey Plover 

with increasing wind speed. However in this situation 

the effect is not as marked as when :reeding on IT~~ 

on the Tees because of the larger cues used in 

detecting the presence of ~~ni£Qla. Thus during the 

winter as conditions become colder and more windy, not 

only does the energy expended in maintaining body 

temperature increase but the detectability of most 

invertebrate prey decreases at the same time. 

Evans (1976) has also considered the effect of 

wave action on birds foraging at the tide edge. 

Bar-tailed Godwit which often feed in water up to 15 

em deep will be affected by this. However although 

there are little data available on the magnitude o:r 

these effects it is likely that they are less important 

than those of wind and temperature on both prey 

availability and metabolic rate. Similarly it is 

likely that the effects of different substrate type 

upon the energy demands of food gathering discussed by 
I 

Evans (1976) are of relatively little importance in 

causing movements between estuaries. 

D I S C U S S I 0 N 

Moy~~nt~_Qf_§hor~Ei~QE_l!!_£e1~tigg_JQ_f~!Q£§_~ff~g!ina 
~!!~.!'.Sl_ba]:an.2!!• 

Of the factors affecting energy balance in shore-

birds, that to which most movements can be related is 

temperature. The movement of Knot, which have moulted 

in/ 



in the Waddenzee, to the Wash and other east coast 

estuaries occurs at a time (early November) when the 

increasing cooling influence of the continental land 

mass on temperatures experienced on the eastern North 

Sea coast is clearly apparent. Grey Plover also 

leave the Danish Waddenzee at this time. Thus birds 

which make this west;ward movement encounter at their 

destination temperatures less severe than those they 

would have encountered in mid-winter at their point 

of departure. 
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Knot and Bar-tailed Godwit which move northwards 

from the Wash in November encounter, on average, higher 

mid-winter temperatureson the Tees but wind chill may, 

on average, also be higher here. However birds which 

move from the Tees to the Forth in most years encounter 

both lower temperatures and possibly higher wind chill 

at their destination. Thus whereas movement westwards 

across the North Sea in e ar1y winter can be described 

as movement to a region where winter weather is less 

severe, the movement northwards from the Wash cannot 

be described in these terms. However it may be the 

most severe rather than the average conditions 

experienced by shorebirds in winter which are most 

likely to be the major selective factor determining the 

pattern of movement observed. Consequently it is the 

geographical distribution of low temperature and high 

wind speeds during severe winters, rather than the 

average pattern of distribution over thirty or forty 

years/ 



years of mostly mild winters which will govern the 

pattern of movement. Thus it is possible that the 

northward movement from the Wash to the east coast 
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of Scotland, where average January temperatures are 

about the same as those recorded 6n the Wash, has 

arisen because temperature and wind chill in Scotland 

are less severe and shorebird survival here greater 

than on the Vlash ouring severe winters. Thus 

inoividuals which move away from the moulting areas 

(the Wash) before winter will have a selective 

advantage during severe winters. However this does 

not explain the northwaro movement from the Tees to 

the Forth as even in the severe winters temperatures 

were the same, or higher on the Tees than on the F'orth. 

Although the timing of low water on spring tides 

differs between estuaries along the east coast of 

Britain , the variation in feeding conditions over a 

series of spring and neap tioes (and consequently of 

food intake and probably of mortality during severe 

weather) is greater on the Tees, Linoisfarne ana the 

li'orth than on the Wash. Yet birds move from the 

Wash to the north-east coast at the ena of autumn. 

The available invertebrate data do not indicate major 

differences between estuaries in seasonal timing of 

peak biomass densities of prey. Nor are differences 

in timing of changes in prey body weight indicatea. 

It is possible that birds move to particular estuaries 

in/ 



in response to specific nutrient requirements e •<g •. 

protein. However the cycle of biochemical 

composition of invertebrate prey species follows 

that of body weight (Ansell and Trevallion, 1967; 

Beukema and de Bruin, 1977). 'rhus not only is it 

unlikely that major differences in nutrient content 

of particular prey will vary between estuaries in 
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the non-breeding season sufficiently to cause the 

scale of movements observed, but that any such changes 

would be reflected in changes in body weight, whose 

timing does not vary markedly between estuaries. 

Through the winter, considerable differences exist 

in availability to Knot of MQ.£.Q!Iill on the Wash and 

Humber, at least in one year. However as I have 

argued above, although the higher availability on the 

Humber in winter may be an im11ortant factor in 

allowing large numbers of Knot to use the estuary 

at this time, the lower availability on the Wash is 

not the factor which causes the movement to occur, 

as higher numbers of bli'ds 8re present there in mid

winter than in autumn. However, why some birds leave 

the \Vash and some stay at this time is not known. 

Similarly, on the Tees the data do not indicate any 

clear relationship between abundance of ~~!il~~ and 

numbers of Knot using and moving through the estuary. 

On the west coast of Britain there are no seasonal 

differences/ 



differences in temperAture between the Dee and the 

Ribble estuaries and I,lorecaml)e Bay. Hmvever lTitJrked 

seasonal differences in usa.ge of each area do occur. 

I m ve interp:reted these as suggesting that most Knot 

on the west coast in au tunm moult on the Hi bble, and 

afterwards move to the other estuaries, particularly to 

l\i!orecambe Baya Bar-tailed Godwit may also move after 

the moult to other west coast estuaries, but may also 

move to southern Nuro:pe <':lnd '·Von t Af:r.i ca. T l!.e ross ons 

for thls ))Bttern of usage ·of a.reas on the west coast is 

unclear. The invertebrate data roviewed in th~s 

chapter suggost that it is ver~r unlikely that marked 

seasonal differences in timing of peak density, body 

weight or biochemical com2osition of one or more prey 

species occur between these estuaries on the scale 

required to explain the usage by Knot or Bar-tailed 

Godwit. Consideration of other factors also do not 

reveal major differ'ences which can explain the pattern of 

usage observed. ~L'he decrease in a vailabi.li ty o:f M.§.£.Q!lill 

in winter, re1lorted by Greenhalgh, (1975) may reduce 

the potential rate o:f food intake by Knot on the Ribble 

below i.~hat on Morecambe Bay, as, although a similar 

decrease in availability of 1Vla.2..£!!§ occurs on rrorec8ml1e 

Bay, large nrussel beds are also available there and 

are used extensively 'by Knot (PrAter, 1972; Dare, 1969). 

This suggestion is suppor'ted by the increase in nuniliers 

of Knot on the Hibble after mid-winter at a time nhen 

avai lHbi li ty of M[~QQ.!l@ is pr•obably incree.s:lng. 

the/ 

Hov1ever 
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the importance of the role of prey abundance or its 

availability in controlling movement is questioned 

by the minimal use made of Morecambe Bay by Knot in 

autumn, when the totBl abundance of available MQ££mQ 

is almost certainly always very much greater than on 

the Ribble. 

In this review of factors affecting the energy 

balance of shorebirds and the seasonal change in the 

severity of these in different estuaries I have 

considered each factor in isolation. Clearly all 

factors affect shorebirds at the same time in what 

may conceivably be a very complex way. Thus the 

step by step approach adOl)t.ed here may fail to 

investigate these relationships in sufficient depth. 

To investigate this problem more fully a multivariate 

approach could be considered. However before such 
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an analysis could be undertaken much fuller and more 

precise data on prey density, quality and availability 

from most major estuaries are required. However, 

even with such information a multivariate approach 

would tell little of the mechanisms which lead to the 

movements observed. To elucidate these, detailed study 

of the interelationships between shorebirds, their 

prey and different substrates within each estuary is 

required. It is my opinion that a series of such 

studies, although labour intensive, on a range of 

estuaries, are likely to lead to a more sound basis 

of/ 



of information from which predictions on numbers of 

birds and factors affecting movements ca.n be made 

for other estuaries. 

His tQ~__Qf mQY£.ill~. 

Up to this point I have concentrated discussion 

on the distribution at the present time of factors 

which may lead to shorebird movements. However to 

attain full understanding of the reasons for the 

presence of inter-estuarine movements, the extent to 

which movements observed at the present time have been 

pre-programmed through selective mortality in past 

years,rather than occurring in direct response to 

conditions encountered by birds on an estuary in the 

year of movement, must be considered. Clearly iLf 

selective mortality in past years has been of major 

importance in the origin of movements seen at present 

it may not be possible to relate the movements 

observed at present to the present-day distribution 
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of factors affecting energy balance. This might provide 

an explanation for the moulting areas used in North

West Europe. In this region, the Waddenzee, Wash and 

the Ribble are the three most important post-breeding 

moulting areas. The first two are the largest 

estuarine areas in North-West J]urope, but the 

Ribble is relatively small. Movement from the Waddenzee 

after moult can be related to temperature and wind chill. 

However on the Ribble there is no conclusive evidence 

ofj 
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of any factors which explain the great use of this 

area in autumn, but a reduction in its use in winter, 

nor of the lack of use of Morecambe Bay, a much larger 

area in autu1nn. Although data on the seasonal 

abundance of the food supply are lacking it is unlikely 

th8t this changes in such a marked way to result in 

the marked change in usage observed. J?urthermore, 

even if the food supply on the Ribble is particularly 

good in autumn it seems unlikely that it will be that 

much better than on Morecambe Bay (where high densities 

of M§~ are present throughout the autumn) to explain 

the restricted use of Morecambe Bay in autumn. 

Unforturn tely, few data are available on numbers of 

shorebirds using the Ribble ana Morecambe Bay before 

the start of the Birds of Estuaries Enquiry counts. 

Thus it is possible to examine only superficially 

whether the use of Morecambe Bay and Ribble has 

changed greatly during the past 100 years. Counts 

given for the Lancashire coast for 1967-68 and 1968-69 

by Greenhalgh (1969) cannot be used to investigate this. 

Only parts of the coast were counted e.g. only the north 

shore of the Ribble, not the whole estuary. Thus in 

view of the local movements of birds between roosts that 

have been reported it seems likely that the low numbers 

of Knot and Bar-tailed Godwit reported by Greenhalgh 

(1969) for the Ribble may be a result of incomplete 

coverage rather than to small numbers of birds actually 

present. Indeed large numbers of Knot have been 

reported/ 
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reported to use the H.ibhle, especially in autumn, 

since the early 20th century (Oakes, 1953; Wagstaffe, 

1926). In contrast however Holder and Wagstaffe (1930) 

reported that in autumn 1921-29 only about 200 Bar-

tailed Godwit used the Ribble. However it is not 

possible to conclude, without data from other estuaries 

for this period, whether the J.ow numbers using the 

Ribble indicate that fewer birds moulted in Britain at 

this time or whether other British estuaries were used 

instead in auturm1. Thus it seems that the Ribble has 

been used as a moulting area by Knot for at least the 

past 60-70 years but that this may not be true of 

Bar-tailed Godwit. 

Consideration of the evolution of use of the IUbble 

as a moulting a rea rather than the laPger area of 

Morecambe Bay requires lmowledge of the his·!iory of the 

topography and prey populations in each area. The 

Quaternary history of both areas is well known 

(Huddart et. al., 1977). Over this period the size 

of each area has increased and contracted as the sea 

level rose and fell. However the most recent incursion 

by the sea occurred ca. 800 years ago and affected only 

the Ribble (Huddart et. al., 1977). Thus it seems 

likely that since this last incursion the Ribble has 

been or has become a more favourable moulting area 

than Morecambe Bay. However how this may have come 

about is unclear. Although no information on the 

topography or invertebrate populations of the two areas 

is available it is possible that sediments on Morecambe 

Bay/ 
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Bay may have been more mobile more recently and, because 

of this, unable to support large prey populations. 

Thus at some time within the past 800 years birds may 

have used the Ribble as a moulting area and in winter 

moved further south to southern J.!!urope or Africa. 

More recently, as sediments stabilised and prey popul

ations became established these birds may have begun 

to move from the Ribble to Morecambe Bay to winter 

rather than moving further south. However this scenario 

does not exp1ain why birds leave the Hibble at the end 

of mou1t. This may be because of the downward 

migration and decrease in availability of Ma.£2!!1.§; in 

winter. Also the suggestion that at the present time 

birds maul t on the Hi bble, even a1 though prey are 

avai lab1e on Morecambe Bay, because they have not 

adjusted to the recent development of prey stocks on 

the Bay, suggests that shorebirds are very slow in 

adapting to changing food distribution. Yet the 

mobi1ity of Knot described in this thesis and by other 

workers e.g. Greenhalgh (1969) suggests that this is 

unlikely. Pe:C'haps the possibility that birds during 

moult reguire specific types of roost site which are 

not available on Morecambe Bay but do occur on the Rj_bble 

reguj_res more consideration. 

:81urther speculation on the evolution of these 

shorebird movements is not worthwhile as data are so 

limited. However futilire consideration of the persistence 

from year to year of the movement patterns described 

will/ 



will allow more sound hypotheses to be advanced as 

to the evolution of' these movements. In this res1-:Ject 

I suggest that long term monitoring of shorebird 

numbers and their invertebrate food supply in 

selected estuaries, wherever possible combined with 

long-term marking of individual birds, to identify 

changes in seasonal use of estuaries, will provide 

much insight into the problems I have discussed. 

!n21YiQQ§l_Qifferen£g~in illQ~~!-~~!~£Q· 

'-~he seasonal :pattern of use of the 'Nash by Ynot 

cannot be explained by changes in the food supply. 

After birds have maul ted on the Wash, some leave, 
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but more birds arrive in November and December; yet 

no similar fluctuations in the food supply are evident. 

Thus the data suggest that some individuals are pre

programmed to move south after moult on the Wash, 

whereas others from the same area move north, along 

the east coast and at least in some years west to the 

Irish Sea coast. Following this departure othe~ 

individuals which have moulted elsewhere arrive and 

replace them on the Wash. 

The advantBges of moving from the Waddenzee to the 

Wash and from the Wash further south are clear. As 

discussed above, average temper8tures and the risk of 

severe weather are lower on the \,"lash than the Waddenzee. 

However even on the Wash the risk of severe weather is 

considerably/ 
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considerably greater than further south, :for exam_ple 

on the west coast of France. Thus both movements 

take birds to areas where the risk of cold-induced 

energy stress is less than at their origin. Hovvever 

i·!i is not clear in what way birds arriving on the Wash 

from Holland differ from those leaving the Wash, nor 

from those which remain in Holland in mid-winter. 

Possibly those birds remaining in colder areas are 

more efficient foragers i.e. expend less energy in 

gathering a given biomass of food. Also it is likely 

that the effects of such differences will be accentuated 

where dominance hierarchies form. Aggression does 

occur in flocks of Knot (Goss-Custard 1970; :Pers. Obs.) 

although it is not lmown if a constant hierarchy exists. 

Further it is possible that metabolic rates of birds 

which remain in colder areas may be slightly lower 

than of those which move further south. However, 

there are ringing records of birds present on the 'Nash 

in one winter and in France in another at the same time 

as, or earlier than, caught on the Wash (Table 3). Thus 

the individual variation I have suggested may not result 

in movement to the same place every year. However how 

birds choose where to go (or are forced to go) each year 

is not known. 

Similar individual variation in movement pattern 

occurs among Grey Plover. In the study on the Tees 

estuary (Chapter 3) great variation in timing of 

movement was apparent. The data suggest that in 

autumn/ 
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Table 3. Hecoveries in Prance in subsequent years of 
Knot ringed on the Wash. 

Date of' capture 
on the Wash 

Age at 1st 
capture 

Date of capture/ Area of 
recovery in Prance 
}i1 rance 

94: 

27-8-68 Adult 14-8-70 Charonte-

26-·10-68 
13-9-69 

10 ... 1-70 
27-2-71 

7-3-70 

7-3-70 

19-2-72 

22-8-78 

" 
Juvenile 

AClult 

" 
It 

Maritime 

6-9-70 Gironde 

29-l0-71 Calvados 

20-8-72 Gironde 

19-9-70 Gironae 

27-7-72 Gironde 

27-7-79 Gironde 

Note: Only records of recoveries which occurred earlier 
in the year than the date of' first ringing are 
included as these proviCle the best inClication that 
birds have changed their movement patte:r·n between 
years. 



autumn many birds leCJve the estuary voluntarily, some 

after a very short stay, but others after several 

months. However others leave in autumn after being 

unsuccessful in establishing a territory. These 

enforced emigrations can be attributed to differences 

in dominance status. However no information is 

available on why individual variation occurs in the 

timing of apparently voluntary movements. 

':(lhus among shorebiros using each estuary there is 

great intraspecific variation in timing and direction 
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of movement. Some of this variation can be attributed 

to differences in dominance status of individuals. 

However the reasons for most of the variation are unclear. 

It seems possible that different indiviouals may be 

physiologically better aoapted to wintering in colder 

conditions, ana that these stay in North-West Europe, 

while those less well aoapted to survival during cold 

weather move south. However no information is 

available to test this. Hence oetailed study of 

indivioual variation in metabolic physiology of 

shorebirds could prove to be of great value in under

standing the intraspecific variation in movement patterns 

described. 

,M.Q~!l!Q,nt strat~ of Kn.Q.!! gsi,;gg_thSL_T~~~Q.§._!Ua~. 

Movements of birds through the Tees estuary in 

1978-79 and 1979-80 cannot be related to the food supply. 

In/ 
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In 1978-79 the marked fluctuations in numbers of birds 

present were not accompanied by similar fluctuations 

in availability or abundance of ~!ilu~ ~Qddfl the 

main prey species. Similarly, although in 1979-80 
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the prey population was not monitored, movements of 

birds both north and south from the Tees in November 

(within a few weeks of arrival of birds on the estuary) 

did not coincide with the occurrence of storms and 

associated wave action, the factors most likely to 

cause changes in abundance of M~t,!lgs. These fluctuat

ions in numbers and movement of Knot, which are 

apparently unrelated to changes in prey abundance, are 

similar to those described for Sanderling which feed on 

the exposed marine beaches at the mouth of the Tees 

estuary (Brearey, 1981; Evans, 1981) and also reported 

from California by Myers (1980). Evans (:t981) has 

discussed such movements in terms of the predictability 

and constancy of the food resources utilised in these 

areas. The marine beaches are exposed to considerable 

wave action which, when especially severe, can remove 

large areas of substrate and the prey populations these 

contained. Thus it is to a bird's advantage to be 

aware of altern8tive food resources on neighbouring 

areas of coast which may be used in the event of such 

removal of prey occurring. This concept can be 

extended to Knot, although on a larger scale. Birds 

which ar-rive on the Tees in November and then move to 

another area, after a few days or weeks at Teesmouth, 

will obtain knowledge of the status of the prey 

population/ 
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population in several areas. Thus if, for exanwle, 

severe wave action removed all M;yti]:us from the rocks 

on the Northumberland coast individuals which have 

visited the Tees will have experience of whethor prey 

stocks were large there and likely to provide a 

sufficient food supply if they return there. Thus the 

risk to one of these transient (itinerant) birds of 

moving to an area with insufficient resources is less 

than the risk to a bird which did not possess knowledge 

of other areas. It is likely that further long-term 

study of individually colour-marked individuals on 

the Tees would allow investigation of year to year 

variation in time of arrival, length of stay on the 

estuary and location of mobile individuals along the 

Northumberland coast. It is h01)ed this will lead to 

more detailed understanding of the extent of movement 

through the Tees estuary each year, the year to year 

survival of transient and sedentary individuals, and 

allow more confident speculation as to the reasons for 

the behaviours observed. 
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I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N 

Few intensive studies of the dynamics of wintering 

populations of shorebi x•ds have been made. Attention has 

normally been dil"ected towards ringing and biometric 

studies e.g. Minton (1975) or feeding ecology and 

behaviour (Goss-Custard, 1969; Prater, 1972; . Smith, 1975; 

Pienkowski, 1980; 'rownshend, 1981). Rarely has a 

synthesis been attempted of these subjects with popul-

ation parameters such as survival and emigration. 

However, it is readily apparent from Chapters 1 and 2 

that full understanding of the interrelationships between 

shorebird movements and the population parameters of their 

invertebrate prey, environmental conditions and the social 

organisation of shorebird populations during wj.nter requires 

such a synthesis. 

Most previous discussions of population processes in 

wintering shorebirds have been restricted to consideration 

of factors affecting flock density. Goss-Custard (1970) 

reviewed these, concluding that comract foraging flocks 

were formed primarily as an •ntipreaator response, 

wherever this was compatible with the foraging l)ehaviour of 

the birds. Thus birds feeding by touch can afford to 

feed in compact flocks as the cues used to detect prey 

are not suppressed by activity of birds on the mud surface 

whereas the levels of invertebrate activity needed by 

visual/ 



visual predators are depressed and therefore these birds 

are more dispersed over the feeding grounds. However, 

while such mechanisms ar'e certainly of major importance 

in regulating fl6ck density in a particular prey patch, 

little information is available to indicate how such 

studies can be extrapolated to regulation of estuarine 

population size. That behavioural control of flock 
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density may lead to regulation of population size during 

times of food stress has been shown in Woodpigeons Q.QlQ!!}:Qg 

.f?.§lU!!).bU.§. (Murton, 1968) and suggested in Hooks QQ.!:~.§. 

.f£.B£11egu§ (Patterson, 1975). However, although there 

is some evidence of mortality among Grey Plovers at 

Teesmouth, and of other species in other areas (see Evans, 

1976), during severe weather, there is little convincing 

evidence of shorebird movements indirect response to 

either reduced rates of energy intake or increased energy 

demands during such severe conditions (Evans, 1976). 

Further, the social organisation of many shorebirds has 

been shown to be considerably more complex than that 

described in the Woodpigeon and Rook. ll1 or example 

some individuals of many shorebird species have been found 

to exhibit territoriality on some of the wintering grounds, 

but not on others (Myers et.al. 1979a). While many of 

these territories are short term, lasting only a few hours, 

some have been shown, in a number of species, to last for 

several months e.g. Sanderling (Myers et.al. 1979b); Grey 

Plover (Knights, 1979); Curlew and Grey Plover (Townshend, 

1981) and Curlew (Zwartz Pers. Comm.). Although many 

individuals/ 



individuals of the same species may be present in flocks 

on the same wintering site the potential importance of 

territoriality in affecting numbers on a wintering area 
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is clear. However, to date, no studies of this have been 

attempted in any shorebird species. Consequently the 

role o:r territoriality in regulating numbers of shorebirds 

present on an estuary in winter remains open to speculation. 

On the Tees estuary in North East England the number 

of Grey Plovers present in winter varies between 100 and 300 

yet both long term territoriality and flock feeding are 

found. Since 1976 a sizeable proportion of the birds have 

been marked with unique combinations of colour rings 

allowing individual identification. Taking advantage of 

this situation, a study of seasonal change in numbers and 

movements of Grey Plovers using the Tees estuary was 

undertaken with the aim of :furthering understanding of' the 

relationship between these phenomena and potential control

ling factors particularly shorebird social behaviour and 

prey availability. 

j 
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S T U D Y A R E A 

Since the beginning of the nineteenth century much of 

the original intertidal sand and mudflats (2,400 ha) of 

the Tees estuary (54° 37'N 1° 12'W) has been reclaimed 

(Evans et.al. 1979). Today only two major areas, Seal 

Sands (140 ha) and Bran Sands (60 ha) (Fig. 1) remai~, 

of which the former is much the more important feeding 

area for shorebirds. To the north and south, the mouth 

of the estuary is bounded by sandy marine beaches and 

rock outcrops. During daylight hours the majority of 

Grey Plovers on the estuary feed on Seal Sands, although 

when numbers are high some feed at low water on parts of 

Bran Sands and the rocks at the mouth of the estuary. 

However at night more birds feed at the lower tidal levels 

on Bran Sands and North Gare Sands, a marine beach on the 

north side of the estuary (Dugan, 1981). rrhe study of 

Grey Plover reported in this chapter was carried out 

entirely on Seal Sands. 
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A. Inv~rt~brat~.§. 

1. J21:E.~T.ibution 

M E T H 0 D S 

On Seal Sands four species of macroinvertebrate are 

common. These are ~!2£ei§ dive!.§J:£.Q1£.E; ~dr.Q~ia g}yaQ; 

!!'J_gcoma :Q_g;!:_thj.cg_ and OQ£.QJ2h,!~ .Y.Q_lUt§tor (lTivans et. al. 
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1979). However of these species only Ne£~is and ~I~drobi,g 

are abundant. The macrofauna was surveyed extensively 

in June and November 1978 and March 1979, following a 

preliminary sampling in ]1 ebruary 1978. An aluminium 

co~er, diameter 11.0 em and surface area 133 cm2 was used. 

Samples were taken to a depth of 30 em to ensure that 

N~reis which were observed to burrow to this depth in 

mid-winter were not missed. Access to firmer areas of the 

mudflats was achieved by walking, but areas of softer 

substrate were reached by wading behind a rubber dinghy, 

using this as a support. Because of the viscous nature 

of the mud over much of the study area, sieving of samples 

could be accomplished only by use of a high pressure water 

jet which resulted in most ~~reis being broken up, or 

forced through the sieve. As it was important to know 

the length of all the animals sampled, an alternative 

method of invertebrate extraction was developed. Samples 

were placed in 5 - litre plastic containers and clean 

sea-water poured on top to a depth of about 3 ems. They 

were then left for three days. During this period ll~Q£Qbia 

coming to the surface were picked off. After this, 

numbers of ID:.9.£.Qbig coming to the surface diminished almost to 

zero. The sea water was then replaced by salt water twice 

the concentration of sea water (75 ml. salt/litre). The 

samples/ 
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samples were left for a further three days during which 

all IT~!~.~§ and Coro]hi.Q!D- coming to the surface, to escape 

the adverse environment, were collected. Almost all 

IT~_!ei§ were extracted :from the mud in this way. Durlng 

the preliminary sampling the efficiency of this method of 

extraction was determined as c::.a.95% by sieving all the 

samples at the completion of the procedure (Appendix 1.). 

2. ,gua];iti£: 

In addition to the extensive sampling progranme, other 

Ji~is were collected, by digging, from several areas for 

determination of dry weights and calorific values. Worms 

were left in clear estuarine water f8~ 24 hours, killed by 

immersion in alcohol for approximately 60 seconds, measured 

to the nearest millimetre and dried at 60°C in a vacuum 

oven. Animals were subsequently weighed to 0.1 mg. using 

a Mettler balance. J?or each sampling date and for each 

area from which animals were collected regression equations 

relating dry flesh weight to body length were calculated. 

These are given in Appendix 2. 

~grobia collected during the extensive sampling 

programme were prepared in a similar way to~' i.e. 

kept in clear sea water for 24 hours, before drying in a 

vacuum oven. The shells were then removed with dilute 

hydrochloric acid, and flesh dried again before weighing. 

Calorific determinations were made using a Phillipson 

Micro bomb Calorimeter (Phillipson, 1964). 

B./ 



B. Q£!2;z Pl£~· 

1. ~u~. 

a. Ind!viQua±~-~rJ~ird~ 

l04 

Forty five birds were colour marked during the previous 

study (Townshend 1981). This total was increased to 200 

during the present study. 128 were caught in 1978-79 and 

27 in 1979-80. Of these, 153 were caught with cannon nets 

at daytime roost sites and two mist-netted at night. Each 

bird was weighed, measured, rinrred with a numbered metal 

(B.T.O.) ring and given an individual combination of 

coloured darvic rings, before release. Initially, 

combinations of three colour-ed rings wer-e used but this 

was incr-eased to four at the end of January 1979 when all 

unambiguous thr-ee-ring combinations had been used. Loss 

of r-ings, from four-r-ing combinations, which might have led 

to confusion with three-ring combinations, has not been 

known to occur. 

b. Counts 

Only counts of birds (i) at all known high water 

roost sites, (ii) flying to these roost sites, or (iii) 

at pre-roost gathering sites have been used to measure 

total numbers o:r bi:bds present on the estua:ry (See 

Appendix 3 ). The usefulness of low water counts for 

this purpose is limited since it is possible consistently 

to miss large numbers of birds because of the topograph~r 

of the habitat, the creek feeding habit of many individuals, 

the distance over which these counts of some areas have 

to be made and the often restricted visibility during the 

counts. Furthermore, because of day to day changes in 

the/ 
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the location of flock-feeding birds, it was not possible 

to use low water counts to detect and measure accurately 

trends in population size, as birds could not be counted 

with equal accuracy in all feeding sites used by the flock. 

Particularly in winter, it was possible to attempt 

accurate counts of the total population on only a few days 

of each tidal series. :B'urthermore on some of these same 

days, it was necessary to search for colour ringed birds. 

Hence confident accurate counts were made on relatively 

few occasions each winter, and the timings of population 

changes thus cannot be determined vepy ppecisely :t:'rom them. 

To identify the periods of influx and departure it was 

necessary to supplement the counts with data on arrival 

and departure of individually maPked birds (see Appendix 

.. 4.) • Furthermore, these data from marked birds were 

used to determine whether birds moved into and out of the 

estuary at times which were not detectable from count data 

alone (since if immigration equalled emigration no change 

in numbers of birds present would occur). Only in autumn 

was evidence of this obtained. All influxes of colour 

marked individuals in winter' occLJJTed during periods of 

population increase. 

During both years of the study six main periods when 

numbers of birds changed, or remained approximately constant, 

were recognised. Autuwn when numbers fluctuated as birds 

arrived and departed; Post-Autumn - when the population 

remained constant in size; 1st Influx - the time of the 

first large increase in numbers; Post-Influx - when 

following/ 
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following the lst Influx numbers remained constant or 

decreased; 2nd Influx - the time of the second large 

increase in numbers; and Spring - the time of pre-

breeding departure. The precise dates of these periods 

varied somewhat between years, as will be shown later. 

However as descriptions of time periods they are of much 

more relevance than calendar months, to the population of 

Grey Plovers at Teesmouth. Consequently, through out the 

text, these terms are used to describe the occurTmce of 

events within the pppulation. 

All counts of birds feeding on Seal Sands were made, 

by X 15 - X 60 telescope, from a Land Rover, functioning 

as a mobile hide, driven along the reclamation walls along 

two sides of the mudflats. '.rhe route and locations of 

census points are shown in Fig. 2. An 8 x 8 grid of 

colour-coded stakes at 100 metre intervals had been 

erected, during a previous study (Townshend,1981), on 

Central Bank, the largest expanse of mudflat. Using this 

and the natural heterogeneity of substrate type in other 

parts of Seal Sands the feeding area was divided into sub-

areas and the birds in each counted separately. Hovvever, 

after• study of the numbers and behaviour of birds u,Sing 

each sub-area, these have been reduced to nine by grouping 

Areas were measured from aerial photographs 

taken in 1976. 

2. Behaviour./ -------
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Table 1. Description of principal Grey Plover feeding 
areas on Seal Sands. 

Area1 Size 
(ha.) 

1. Eastern Channel 40 
(Jn,oh •. ) 

2. Central Bank. 
l<'ar ~nteJ'omorpha 22 

3. Scalloped Mud 4 
Enst Ridge and 
Creek 

4. Central Bank (mud). 5 
Orange post to 
Central Channel 
(0-C.Ch.). 

.5. Greenabella Bank 27 
+ Central Channel, 
lower tidal levels. 

6. Scalloped Mud 18 
Eain + Side 

7. Central Bank (Mud) 15 
Oranr,e to ~reen 

·posts (0-G). 

8. Central Bank 11 
Sand + :F~nteromol'El!_g 

9. Greenabella Bank. 4 
High tidal levels. 

Description 

Mainly sandy ~ubstrate· 
but finer at north and 
south ends. One deep 
creel~ (Plate 1) runs 
the length of the area 
but ramifies at the 
north~nn end. 

Firm sand underlying a 
shallow covering (ca. 2 
em). of mud on which grows 
a thick sward of 
Entercnornha. Greatly 
disse"cterJ by ride, deep 
creeks (Plate 1). 

A ridr;e of firm mud 2 bordering a deep creek • 

Firm viscous mud ca. 30-
40 ern. deept overlying 
sand and criss-c~ossed 
by small~ narrow creeks 
(Plate 1). . 

Low lying areas of the 
mudflats.· Soft r1uc1 with 
a high water content. 

Predominantly f"i :rm viscous 
mud. 

The area adjacent to 
0-C.Ch. and of similar 
substrate type and topo
gr•aphy, 

Sand, the southern part 
of which is overlain by 
firm mud V8rying in depth 
from ca. 2-1.5 em. on top 
of which grows a thick 
sward of J~nte_Icmor__2ha. 

Firm viscous mud, th~ 
surface of which is criss
crcsGed by na~row creeks 
and dotted with shallow pools 
which retain water for 
several hours aftor the tide 
has receded. 

Notes. 1. These .subdivisions of Seal Sands diffor from 
those described by Ev~ns et.al. (1979). 

2. Area 3 divides area 6 but counts were separated 
because of tbe territorial behaviour of birds 
in 3. 

;j 
~· ' 
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Plate 1. Grey Plover feeding areas 1,2 and 4. 

(a) 1. 

(b) 2. 

(c) 4. 

Ea.stern Channel - showing creek in 
territory of Y Y/0. 

Central Bank, J?ar Iflnteromo£.1?h.§ -
showing one of the de'Gi)creeks vvhi ch 
dissect the area. 

Central Bank, 0-C.Ch. - showing one 
of the small drainage creeks. 

In each area thick vertical white bars represent 
one metre height. Thin horizontaJ. whj_ te lines 
drawn across tile top of each creek allow 
comparison of the de))th of the c1~eeks in each 
area. 
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2. Be[HlYiQQ£ 108 

a. Jfl££~£St~ 

Observations of flock birds were made from a hide 

mounted on a rubber dinghy and beached on the mud on the 

ebbing tide, on different sites on different days. Birds 

showed no adverse reaction to the hide and regularly 

approached to wtthin ten metres. Rates of food intake 

were measured by direct observation (by telescope) and 

recorded bn a portable cassette taperecorder. In view 

of the limited variety of macrofauna each prey taken was 

normally identified with confidence. The sizes of 

;t'f~~i§. taken were estimated by comparison with the bill

lenghts of the birds. Unlike the situation in most 

waders the variation in bill lengths of individual adult 

Grey Plovers is fairly small (x = 30.1 mm ± 0.1, n=852; 

Branson and Minton, 1976). r.rhe estimates of worm length 

made by comparison with bill length are clearly open to 

some error. However, a check on their accuracy revealed the 

error to be small and enabled correction for this (Appendix 

5.) . 

For analysis of food intake rates only birds watched 

for three or more consecutive minutes were used. After 

this point variation in mean intake rate per minute for 

each individual remains relatively constant with increasing 

observation time. (.Appendix .. 6.). 

During all feeding observations the durations of all 

other activities i.e. preening, roosting, aggression and 

anti-predator behaviour were measured and used in construct

ing time budgets. 

b./ 
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'rhe dissected topography of Grey Plover territories 

made the use of a dinghy-mounted hide impractical for good 

observations of feeding birds, since these were frequently 

out of sight in creeks for long periods, or if feeding on 

the high-level mud continually disappeared behind small 

bumps. Por this reason, detailed observations of 

territorial birds were confined largely to those feeding 

within observation distance of the reclamation wall, 

which provided raised vantage points. However, even from 

these positions, many birds in Eastern Channel were 

frequently hidden from view.. Observations, like counts 

were made from a I.and Rover. 

Both the rates of food intake, and the time budgets 

of birds whose intake was studied, were measured in the 

same way as for flock birds. Territory distribution 

within EAstern Channel and activity of these territory 

holders was determined by systematically scanning each 

territory in turn, as frequently as possible, (ca. every 

10 minutes), during one or more 45 minute periods, and 

recording the position and activity of each bird on a 

cassette recorder. Positions of birds were subsequently 

plotted on large scale maps of the area (drawn from 

aerial photographs) and the frequency of each activity 

calculated. During each circuit of territories some birds 

were not visible and it is likely that, as a result, 

observations will be biased in favour of the activities, 

particu~rly aggression, which increase conspicuousness. 

However, as discussed in the appropriate section, the 

effect of this bias on the conclusions from these data is 

small. Also attention was sometimes directed towards 

particular/ 
I 
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particular indi~duals involved in long periods of one 

activity e.g. long territorial encounters. 'rhis may 

also have led to bias in the activity analysis. 

However, the systematic nature of the observations i.e. 

through a series of visual circuits of the territories, 

scanning each equally :frequently within an observation 

period, were designed to avoid such bias. 

C. :JZe~i toriaL bir.Q.JLY.'[L.Q. 

Intake and time budget data were recorded in the 

same way as for flock birds, but observations were made 

from a Land Hover positioned at the tip o:f ]:i;Bstern Channel. 

The position of the territory boundary was recorded both 

while recording those o:f the other territorial birds in 

the area and during :feeding observations. While recording 

:feeding data the position of the bird was noted as 

:frequently as possible using physical features of the 

territory as reference points. 

3. flY.§!! t i f!£~!L.2L en ~g,;y_!_n take. 

a. Jn.:.\!§.k.LQf_Y'£2~· 

Using the regression equations for body wei(2ht of 

J:!~reis against body length, gtven in Appendix 2., mean 

body weights o:f Jl~ei.§ ranging (in -1 bill length divisions) 

from ~ bill length (0.75 em) to 4 bill lengths (12.0 em) 

were calculated. Using· the calorific values for B:~LE:!..iQ. 

appropriate to eaeh sub-area, weights were then converted 

to energy contents of animals, of each body length class 

:for each date on which J;i5.;£~iiL was mm~9led. Energ~r contents 

o:f/ 
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of 1'1:~£ei.~ , corresponding to each date of observation of 

feeding Grey Plovers, were then obtained by extrapolating 

from a plot of seasonal change in calorific content of 

N e_rei.§ in each body length category. In 1979-80 this 

procedure was repeated to obtain data for Eastern Channel 

and Central Bank 0-C .Ch. Values used in calculating 

energy intake in other areas were estimated from the 

previous year's data. 

b. J.g t a~~_gf..Jl;yg£2.1! i a • 

Using values for the average dry weight of each of the 

larger size classes (i.e. 2. 5 - 3. 4 mm and 3. 5 - 4. 4 mm 

shell height), given in Appendix .7., the biomass of 

these size classes per core for Scalloped Mud, Central 

Bank o-C.Ch • , and the higher tidal levels of Greenabella 

Bank, was obtained by multiplying the mean number of each 

size class per core in these areas by average body weight 

and summing the values obtained. This was then converted 

to calories using the calorific values given in Appendix 8. 

The calorific value of an average ~YQ£Q~l~ taken by Grey 

Plovers (assuming that only animals of sizes between 2.5 mm 

and 4. ij, mm are taken) in each feeding area was then 

calculated by dividing total calories per core i.e. 133 cm2 

by the mean number of 2. 5 mm - 4. 4 mm animals per core. 

c. ~of MaQ.Q!!lli 

•rwo sizes of .M.£.£..Q!ll§ were taken by Grey Plover (1) 

slightly greater than1/3bill length and (2) ca. 1/5 bill 

length/ 
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length. Using my da.ta from the Humber, the dry weight 

of a .Ma~ of 11.0 mrn shell length was estimated as 10.5 mg. 

Por small ~qgma (l/5 bill length) dry weight was estimated 

as 2.0 mg. Calorific value was taken as 5.1 caJ.s/mg as 

given by Evans et.al. (1979). Using these figures values 

for calorific content of 54 caJ.s and 10 cals were obtained 

for M.§£OmC\ ca. :1/3 bill length and 1/5 bill length respectively. 

d. rnt.§..t~f Q2£Q£hi_gm 

Millard (1976) gives a value for mean dry weight of 

4-7 mm body length QQ£Q£hiqm as 0.428 mg. Goss-Oustard 

·(1977) assumed a calorific value of 4.35 cals/mg. Using 

these figures a value of 1.9 cals/item was obtained. 

Thus all 0oEO£hium recorded were given a value of 2 cals. 

f---
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NUMBERS OF BII?.DS 

.My data for 1978-80 reveal marked seasonal changes 

in the number of Grey Plovers using the Tees estuary. In 

autumn numbers fluctuated but gradually rose to a peak 

in October, decreased in November and rose again in winter 

when two major influxes occurred (Fig. 3). The autumn 

peak was composed of passage and potential wintering birds, 

both adult and juvenile. Most of the adults moulted on 

the estuary (Table 2). Numbers fell as passage b :i.rds 

left (Table 3). However, not all adult birds arriving 

on the estuary in autumn stayed to moult. Many arriving 

in August and September spent only a few days on the 

estuary and much turnover occurred at this time (Fig. 4). 

It is possible that many of the birds which passed rapidly 

through the Tees in early autumn were in suspended moult. 

Of the birds caught on 18-9-78 five were in suspended 

moult. Of these, four were not seen again after capture, 

which suggests rapid departure. (The fifth was found 

dead.) None of these birds was seen in the following 

autumn and consequently the possibility that they died, 

rather than migrated, after capture cannot be excluded. 

Some evidence suggests that other birds arriving in 

August and September, although staying longer also do not 

moult. Four individuals caught in September 1978 were 

of very high weight and non-moulting (Table 2). Of these 

two were not seen after 9-10-78 and one after 3-ll-78. 

The other bird remained until late in November. 

during/ 
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Table 2. State of moult and body weight of Grey Plover 
C8UEl"lt on the Tees estuary on 18-9-78. 

Age rmd stD;z:e No. of Body Weight (grams). 
of moult birds !tax Min - Sa Eo X 

Adult. Fculting 27 270 207 231 3 

Ac1ult. Arrested 
moult 5 256 216 ~29 6 

Adult. Non-moulting 4 362 273 325 16 

Juvenile 1 193 

TBble 3. Bstimated dates of departure of individually 
colour-mr-Jrkec'! birds present on the 'I' -es estuary in autumn 
only. DRtes given are those on which the individual was 
last sighted. The periods given are those of calculated 
departure time (see Appendix 4.). 

A = Autumn 1st W = 1st ·.tfinter Influx P. I. = Post Influx. 

Indivi<'lual 

L . r;-~' . ~-' 

R L/G 
L G/0 
H 0/I. 
H H/L 
I. G/W 
~-: P../tl 
n w;o 
r( G/1 

'rime of Departure 

1978-79 1979-80 

Date P:;riod D8te Period 

22-9-78 A 15-9-79 A 
31-10-78 A 30-9-79 A 
9-10-78 A 22-10-79 A 
8-11-78 A 25-10-79 A 

18-11-78 A 11-10-79 A 
9-10-78 A 11-10-79 A 
9-10-72 A 11-10-79 A 

30-11-78 A/1 s t'J/P. I. 22-10-79 A 
3-11-78 A/1stW/.t).I. 15-8-79 A 

f 
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during this time it retained the same extent (about one 

third ) of black, smnmer• breast plumage as when caue;ht, 

indicating th8t body moult was suspended. Why birds of 

such high weight and presumed high fat and protein reserves 

did not fully moult their body plumage is unclear. 

The seRsonal pattern of change in numbers was very 

similar in both years of the study. Furthermore the 

composition of each influx and decrease was very similar 

in each year. Only two changes in time of arrival and 

seven in time of departure of colour marked individuals 

were recorded (Table 4). No clear differences between 

adults and juveniles in regularity of time o~ arrival and 

departure were revealed but data are few. The proportion 

of adults and juveniles among birds present on the estuary 

followed a similar pattern in the two years. Initially, 

no, or very few, juveniles were present, the first arriving 

in September each year. ~L'he proportion of juveniles 

present at Teesmouth, as measured by the percentage in 

cannon-net catches, then incr•eased through the winter wl th 

the early and late winter influxes (Table 5). A similar 

increase through the winter in the proportion of juveniles 

present was observed by Townshend (1981). 

Return rates of adult birds were high ('11 able 6). 

A large proportion of both overwintering and autumn passage 

individuals present in one year were seen again O.n the 

Tees estuary in the following year. (These figures are 

equal to minimum survival rate.) In contrast birds which 

departed/ 

___ .J 
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Table 4. Fidelity in time of arrival and departure of 
individual Grey Plover. 

a. 
Arrival 

b. 
Departure 

Time of 
Arrival 

1978-79 

Autumn 

:t:st W:inter 
influx 

11st Vifint er 
influx or 
before 

22nd Winter 
influx or 
before 

Time of 
Departure 
1978-79 

Autumn 

Post 
influx 

Spring 

No. of 
Birds 

Ad. J·uv. 

29 1 

9 0 

31 4 

19 5 

No. of 
birds 

Ag. Juv. 

6 0 

5 0 

55 10 

'I'ime of 
Arrival 

1979--80 

Autumn 
lst Winter 
lnflux 

Autumn 
jst Winter 
influx 

1st Wlnter 
influx or 
before 

2nd Winter 
influx or 
before 

Time of 
Departure 
1979-80 

Autumn 

Post 
influx 
SJ::n'ing 

Post 
influx 
Spring 

No. of 
Birds 

Ad. Juv. 

29 0 
0 1 

1 0 
8 0 

31 4 

19 5 

No. of 
Birds 

Ad. J-uv. 

6 0 

3 0 

2 0 

4 1 

51 9 

Notes. 1. Birds cBught in early and mid-wlnter and which 
may have arrived in the 1st winter influx or 
before. 

2. Birds caught after the 2nd winter lnflux had 
occured. 

The times of arrival and d epBrture of all individuals 
included in the analysis could be identified with sufficient 
precision to be unambiguously assigned to one of the periods 
in the population cycle. li'or simplification and because of 
the short duration of the post autumn period in the two 
years of the study, this interval has, for this analysis been 
lumped with autumn. 

~-
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Table 5. Seasonal change in proportion or juvenile Grey 
Plover caught 1978-79. 

Adult 
Juvenile 

Total 

1 

1 

2 

vs 2 X~ 
VS> 3 x2 

1 
vs 3 X~ 

1 
Autunm 

No % 

38 92.7 
3 7.3 

41 

-· 4 •. 3137 

- 8.4200 

= 0.4636 

2 3 
:81ar1y and Mid- Late 
winter wj_nter 
No c:~ No o/ 

I' /:' 

47 85.5 41 82.0 
8 14.6 9 18.0 

55 50 

p < 0.05 

p < 0.01 

p < 0.01 



-----------

Taole 6. Retes of return of Grey Plover in 1979-80 in relation to tim.e of' arrival/ 
capture and length of stay in 1978-79. 

Only colour-marked inaividuals '#hose time of arrival could be identified with 
sufficient precision to oe unambiguously assigned to one of the periods in the 
population cycle are included in the Table. For simplification and because of the 
short duration of the post autunm period in 1978-79 this interval has :for this analysis 
been lumped with autu~D. 

Adults Juveniles 
Time of Arrival :No. No. % No. No. a:< 

;~ 

(or Capture) and present returned returned present returned returned 
Departure 78-79 79-80 78-79 79-80 

1 Autumn-Auturnn 7 7 100.0 2 0 0.0 
-1 

.J..Autumn-Spring 25 20 80.0 1 1 100.0 

21st Winter-Post im~lux ~2 4 33.3 1 0 o.o 
in:flux 

21st Winter-Spring 44 34 77.3 2 1 50.0 
influx 

2 
2nd V:/inter-Spring 26 18 69.2 11 7 63.6 
influx 

Notes. 1 = Time of arrival 2 = Time of capture. 

!--'
!-'
co 



departed in January or February 1979 (mid-winter) 

irrespective of their time of arrival had a very low 

return rate. However, of the eight birds which did not 

119 

return in 1979-80 three were seen after the severe weather 

in January 1979 had ended. Thus although the data suggest 

that the low return rates of birds which departed in 

mid-winter were at least partially a result of mortality 

of these birds during the cold weather in January, it is 

not possible to conclude that this was definitely so. 

The data for return rates of juveniles are more limited, 

since only a small number of birds were marked. However, 

a similar pattern of high return rates of overwintering 

birds and low rates for birds departing in mid-winter, is 

shown in Table 6. 

The pattern of seasonal change in numbers observed 

in 1978-80 was similar to that observed in earlier studies 

of Knights (1979) and Townshend (1981) (Fig. 5). However 

the precise magnitude and timing of these changes d1ffered 

between years. Most noticeable an10ng these year-to-year 

differences are (1) the v~ry high numbers in October 1973 

and 1976, (2) the occur.rence of two major winter influxes 

in 1978-79 and 1979-f30 but only one, which occu:.ced at 

different times each year, in 1976-77 and 1977-78 and 

none in 1973-74 (although counts were made only monthly 

in this year so that a peak could have been missed) and 

(3) the variation in size of the winter peaks. 

(1) the large autumn peaks in 1973 and 1976 may have 

been due to large numbers of birds moulting on the estuary 

in/ 
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Fig. 5. Seasonal chnnce in nun1bers o:i:' Grey Plover 

using the .Cees estu:3I'Y. Data from 1973_;74 are 
low water counts from Knights (1979). Those 
from 1976-78 are high water counts from Townshend 
(1981). 
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in these years. However, why the number of birds moulting 

at Teesmouth might vaPy from year to year is not lmovm. 

(2) From count data alone it is not possible to 

establish in whst way, if any, the winter peaks recorded 

in 1976-77 and 1977-78 by Townshend (1981) correspond 

to the two distinct peaks observed in both 1978-79 and 

1979-80. However, of a group of birds caught on 12-2-77 

i.e. after the peak had occUli'ed in that winter, six were 

first seen after the peak in the following winter of 

1977-78 (Townshend,1981). Of these individuals five 

were still alive during my study and all of these returned 

in the first winter influxes in both 1978-79 and 1979-80 

(Table 7). These data indicate that the influxes 

observed by Townshend correspond to the first winter 

influxes reported in the present study. 

(3) In 1977-78 the winter influx was smaller than 

in either 1976-77 or the two later years. Seventeen of 

the birds caught in the 1976-77 winter (on 12-2-77) were 

not seen, and probably did not return, in :L977-78. 

However, of these, seven returned at the time of the early 

winter influx in 1978-79 and three returned a second time 

in 1979-80, again all in the early winter influx. 'rhese 

data and those for individuals which did return in the 

first influx in 1977-78 (Table 7) suggest that more birds 

leave from the source of the early winter influx in some 

~ears than others and that when many birds leave it is 

the/ 
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Table 7. Dates or first sighting and periods of return to the Tees estuary of 
colour-ringed Grey Plover first caught on 12-2-77. 

Individual 
combination 

Y 0/R 
Y R/L 

L W/L 
L VI/R 
0 W/0 

Y L/0 

L 0/W 

0 R/W 

0 L/0 

Y L/R 

Y 0/L 

Y R/N/ 

Age at 
capture 

A 
A 

J 
J 
A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

J 

A 

1977-78 
Year 

1978-79 
Date Period Date Period 

31.10 
10.11 

29.8 
N.Ob. 
12.1 

17.1 

13.1 

9.2 

16.2 

30.12 

N .Ob. 

Autumn 
.ll.utumn 

31.10 
24.11 

Autumn 16.8 
20.9 

1st winter 13.12 
influx 

1st winter 3.1 
influx 

1st winter 8.1. 
influx 

1st winter 8.1 
influx 

1st winter 11.1 
influx 

1st winter 8.1 
influx 

8.12 

Autumn 
.Autumn 

Autumn 
.Auturn..n 
1st 
winter 
influx 
1st 
winter 
influx 
lst 
winter 
influx 
1st 
winter 
influx 
1st 
winter 
influx 
1st 
winter 
influx 
1st 
winter 
influx 

1979-80 
Date Period 

4.11 
31.12 

3.9 
13.9 
19.11 

N.ob. 

14.1 

14.1 

23.1 

4.1 

N.Ob. 

Autumn 
Autumn/ 
1st winter 
influx 
Autumn 
.Autumn 
1st winter 
influx 

1st winter 
inf'lux 

1st winter 
influx 

1st winter 
influx 

1st winter 
influx 

!:-" 
ro 
!:-" 



Individual Age at 
combination capture 

Y R/W 

Y G/0 

Y Y/Y 

L L/H 

L 0/G 

0 0/0 

A 
J 
N.Ob. 

= 
~ ...,... 

= 

A 

.A 

J 

J 

J 

J 

Adult 
Juvenile 
Not Observed 

1977-78 
D8te Period 

:N .Ob. -

N.Ob. -
N.Ob. -

N.Ob. -

?T. Ob. -

N.Ob. -

Year 
1978-79 

Date Period 

21.12 1st 
Yvinter 
inf'lux 

8.1 1st 
winter 
in :flux 

10.12 1st 
winter 
inf'lux 

13.:12 1st 
vvinter 
inf'lux 

4.1 1st 
winter 
inf'lux 

8.1 1st 
winter 
inf'lux 

1979-80 
Date Period 

N.Ob. 

r~ .cb. 

1. 2. 

20.1 

N.Ob. 

1st winter 
inf'lux 

1st Yvinter 
inf'lux 

9.1 1st winter 
inf'lux 

f-' 
ro 
ro 
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the same individuals each year which do so. In :1.973-74, 

the absence of a winter influx suggests that no birds left. 

However the counts in this year were made only monthly and 

it is possible that a rapid influx and departure of birds 

may not have been observed. This seems unlikely however 

as in no other year did the numbers return to the level 

observed in autumn within a month of influx. 

The origin of birds in the early winter influx is not 

known. Weather conditions on the eastern North Sea coast 

become very cold in December and movements might occur 

to avoid these. However, numbers of Knot using the Tees 

in :L978-79 and 1979-80 increased markedly at approxima.tely 

the same time as the first winter influxes of Grey Plovers. 

Some, and possibly all, of these Knot come from the Wash 

(Chapter 1) , @uch movements might occur as the result of 

intra-flock competition for feeding space. Por example, 

a flock of subordinate birds displaced to an inferior 

feeding area on an estuary might leave when conditions 

begin to deteriorate in November or December. However, 

there is no evidence that this occurs in Grey Plover. 

Indeed if such a mechanism were operating the constancy 

of composition observed in the first winter influx requires 

thst the composition of the subordinate flock, i.e. that the 

social status of individuals remains constant from year to 

year. It is difficult to see how this will occur. 

Rather the data suggest movement of a discrete population 

of varying social status from another small estuary or part 

of a large one. 
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The two documented changes in time of arrival of 

individuals between years involved the autumn and the :first 

winter influx, and might thus suggest a common origin for 

some of the birds arriving in autumn and those arriving in 

the first winter in:E'lux. For exarnple it is possible that 

some individuals Sl)ending early au tunm in one par•ticular 

part of the eastern North Sea coast move to the Tees in 

a:utunm While others remain until later and then form the 

:first winter influx. The likelihood that this does occur 

is supported by the nature of' the autumn influxes. In 

contrast to the sudden winter influxes which probably 

result from arrival of single large flocks; those in 

autumn result from a serieso:f small flocks (Fig. 3). 

:B1urthermore, .the individual (W Y/Y) which in 1979-80 

returned in the first winter influx (rather than in autumn 

as it had done in 1978-79 (Table 4) returned again in 

autumn 1980-81 (Townshend, Pers. Comm.). This individual 

was observed in Denmark in August 1980 (Pienkowski, Pers. 

Comm •. ). ':Chus some bil"ds arriving on the Tees in late 

autumn probably spend early autumn in Denmark. Asrmming 

that birds which arrive in the first winter influx occur 

in autumn in the same area as some of the birds which 

arrive at 'reesmouth in autunm, this observaion of movement 

of vV Y/Y suggests that at least some of the birds arriving 

at Teesmouth in the first winter influx also originate in 

Denmark. This suggestion is supported by count data. 

Numbers of Grey Plover in Denmark in 1978 decreased 

markedly between November and December (Mel tofte, 1979;· 

see Chapter 1). 

The/ 
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The absence of evidence of birds changing time of 

return from late to early winter or vice versa suggests 

that the origin o:f birds arriving in early and late 

winter may .b;l cHfferent. Indeed Prater ( 1971) has 

argued that a Pebruary influx of Grey Plovers on the 

~ssex estuaries is due to birds, having wintered in 

southern Europe or West Africa, moving north at this 

time. ']~he occurrence of influxes of birds on estuaries 

in some years but not in others is a noted feature of 

passage movements (Smith and Greenhalgh, 1977; Wilson, 

1973). It seems likely that the late winter influxes 

which occurred in 1978-79 and 1979-80 but not in the 

two previous years represent such passage movements. 

However if birds do migrate northwards at this time, 

when severe conditions may still occur on the estuaries 

around the North Sea, the advantage in doing so is not 

clear. At this time the Arctic coast of Russia remains 

inacces si bl e. '11b.us later departure from southern 

wintering grounds could result in birds arriving on the 

Siberian breeding areas (as snow melt occurs) at the 

same time as birds which had left in February or March. 

Siberian breeding Knot do not migrate through the North 

Sea until May ( Dick et. al. 1976 ; Dick, 1979). 

However it is possible that migration in two or three 

movements, well spaced in time and allowing a long rest 

in between each, places a bird at an advantage when it 

finally arrives on the breeding grounds. The precise 

nature of any such advantage is unknown. Clearly birds 

which/ 
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which migrate north earlier have longer to lay down 

body reserves before de]arture to the bree0ing grounds. 

l~vans (1979~) suggested that by moving early to fattening 

grounds there was greater time available both to moult 

into breeding plumage and to lay down body reserves and 

less chance that departure to the breeding grounds would 

be delayed. However laying down of fat and protein 

reserves normally occurs rapidly immediately before 

mj_gration (Davidson, In prep.). 'I1hus it is difficult 

to see how return to northern Europe in lilebruary and/or 

March two months before movement to the breeding areas 

is of major advantage to the birds in acquiring these 

pre-breeding reserves. Rather, the advanta~e of early 

movement north may instead lie in a voiding competition 

at the origins of the movement. Piersma et. al. ~980; 

Pers. Conun.) have suggested that shorebirds win taring in 

Mauritania may have difficulty in meeting energy 

requirements. Measurements in January 1980 indicated 

that the invertebrate prey biomass density was low and 

time spent feeding by all species of shorebirds high. 

If all birds wintering in this area were to wait until 

.April and/or May, before moving north the increased 

daily food requirements related to preparation for 

migration by all individuals would coincide. By 

departing early from this wintering area the pre

migration demands of some individuals would occur 

before those of birds departing later. It is possible 

th8 t two conditions prevai 1 in Mauritania ( 1) that 

absolute prey density is normally low in April, as 

suggested/ 
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1 

suggested by Piersma et. al. (Pers. Comm.), and (2) 

that prey availability does not increase at this time, 

which seems likely as tempet•atur•es are high in winter 

and therefore unlikely to limit availability at this 

time as reported from North-West Europe (Smj_ th, :L975; 

Goss-Custard, et. al. :L977a; Pienkowski, :L980). If 

these conditions do exist in the wintering areas in 

:L2'7 

West Africa then early departure by some individuals in 

ll'ebruary/March may enable these birds to avoid or 

encounter less competition be:fore mj_gra tion than would 

be likely if all birds departed at the same time in 

April. It is likely that subordinate birds which 

encountered such competition would be unable to 

achieve sufficient intake to attain pre-migration 

weight. Consequently it may be to the advantage of 

subordinate individuals to depart early despite the 

risk of severe weather upon arrival in North-West 

Europe. 

F E E D I N G D I S T R I B U T I 0 N 0 F 

GREY PIJOVER ON SEAL SANDS 

JlL re 1 §j ion to _]l:~;y_QJ_ s t Ei.lllilli!! • 

Seasonal use of each feeding area on Seal Sands 

varied in a complex way (Figs. 6,7). In some areas, 

e.g. Eastern Channel, btrds were terr:i.to:eial and 

numbers here remained almost constant throughout the 

winter. In others, e.g. Central Bank, 0-C.Ch., btrds 

fed in a floch:: and nul')ibers fluctuated, but to varying 

degrees and at different times of year. To examine 

the reasons for this pattern of distribution, three 

parameters/ 



Fig. 6. Seasonal changes in numbers of feeding Gl"ey 
Plovers and in density of large Nereis on the 9 
main feeding areas of Seal Sands-In 1'9?8-79. All 
counts were made between low water - 1 hr and 
low water + 1 hr. Figures in parentheses refer 
to tide hej_ght at low water. When sampling ITei'ei s, 
2 or 4 samples were taken from a total of 23 
sub-areas (see text and Appendix 8). Where more 
than one sub-area vras sampled within a Plover 
feeding area, density is expressed as the mean, 
and the standard error given of the average densities 
within the sub-areas. When only one sub-area was 
sampled the mean sample density is given. n =number 
of sub-areas. 
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Fig. 7. ~easonal changes In nurnuers of feeding Grey Plovers 
on the main feeding areas of Seal Sands In 1979-80. 
All counts were made between low water •lhr. and 
low water +lhr. Figures in parentheses refer to tide 
height (In metres) at low water. 



parameters of' the- :prey population have been investigat.ed 

(i) al1so1ute density,, (ii) prey quality, (iii) avaj.lability. 

(i) Consideration of prey densj.ty in different feeding 

areas (l~'igs. 6,8,9) d.oes not explain the pattern of use 

observed. On most days and in most areas of Sea1 Sands 

~i?.T.e.i~ of body length > 4 em co11'tributed at least 607:~ of 

the energy intake of Gr•ey Plover during my study pePiod 

(Table 8). Yet ·although considerable differences existed 

in absolute density of this size class of 1I~.rei§. between the 

major feeding areas, the pattern of seasonal change in 

Ne;r:~eis densj.ty was similar in different areas (Pig. 6). 

Furthermore, although on all days for which data are 
a. ' 

presentedApositive correlation between bird density and prey 

density is reveal eo. these relationships are not signj_ficant. 

Although theseposi tj.ve correlations suggest that some 

relationship ·betvreen bird density and pre-y density exists 

several anomalies in pattern of seasonal use of the nine, 

feeding areas are evident.· For example during much of early 

autumn l'fhen birds first arrived on. the estuary, the high levels 

-' of Greenabella bank held among the highest dehsj_ties of large 

~.ereili, yet this area ;,vas not occupied by plovers tmtil Decembe: 

/ 

In contrast, the lm'fer tidal levels of Greenabella Bank held 

consistently lovwr densi tj.es of large 1T e.E.:~~:i..s., yet the~r wer'e 

used as feedins areas several months earlier. 
clettr 

noAcorrelation exists between the densities of 

or Jl;y.~~~?]2j.B o:nd 'bircl density ('rablc 9) •. 

small Eereis __ n_.,,_,.,.. 

estc:>1J1ishec1 :Ln ITovemoor, :saste:cn CJJ.mnel held the hithest 

to/ 



Table 8. Diet of Grey Plover on the Tees estuary. 

Dnte 

Central Bank 
9.10.78 
21.10.78 
4.1.79 

Greenabella 
Bank 
~). J.79 

Eastern 
Channel 

6.10.79 
2c1ol1o 79 
7 .:1.[30 
9.1.80 
16.2.80 

No. of 
observ

. ation 
periods 

15 
11 
15 

14 

Observ
ation 
time 
{1.Iins.) 

9 
37 
75 
24 
61 

Occurrence in diet (;' calorific intake) 

Nereis 
>4 em 

Nereis 
"< 4 em -X 

77.8 
69.6 
64.0 

67.5 

98.4 
29.6 
92.6 
64.6 
91_.1 

S.E. .X S.E. 

5.1 5.2 2.1 
7.7 17.6 5.1 
7.8 9.1 2.8 

8.8 5.2 3.7 

1.6 
35.6 
6.7 

25.8 
8.1 

Hydrobia 

-X 

8.3 
10.9 
26 .. 9 

24.5 

0.1 
21.5 
0.7 
9c6 
Oo9 

S.Eo 

1.4 
2.5 
7.8 

8 .. 7 

· Coroph:l:_Q!!}_ · 

-
X 

0.3 
1.9 
o.o 

o.o 

o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 

S.E. 

0.2 
0.9 
o.o 

o.o 

Mac.oma 

-
X s. }J. 

8.4 4.9 
o.o o.o 
o.o o.o 

3.0 2.2 

o.o 
13.3 

o. 0. 
0.0 
o.o 

·?igures for central Bank and Greenabella Bank Are the mean of the means of' all cbsorvation 
periods of' 3 or more minutes on ·each ·date. Figures for Eastern Channel are the 
proportions of the inta1ce on each dAte of bir d R V!/G only. All VAlues are given as 
per cent of calori~ic intake~ Discrimination of Corophium was possibl~ only on occasions when 
birds were foraging very close to the observation position. Nisidentifieation is most likely to 
have led to ].ncl'Usion of Corophium as·. sm~ll Nereis. However in view of the limited distribution 
of CorophiUI!l on Seal Sands it is likely that such errors were infreq1ilent. 

1-" 
ro 
([) 



1's.b le 9. ~~he relationships between the density of 
Grey Plover and density of its main prey in each of 
nine major feeding areas on Seal Sands. 

Date 

22-9-78 

4:-10-78 

19-11-78 

5-3-79 

Notes: 

Nereis g~:i.a -->·4 em. ~4: em 

r7 r7 r7 

0.3246 -0.0444; -0.0043 
0.28721 

0.0220 -0.2446 -0.1:1:045 
0 •. 16231 

0.5022 -0.2533 0.1765 
0.5003:1 

0 •. 4694 0.7328 ~-0,4962 

0.4,3131 (p o. 05) 

0 .. 4834, -0.2333 0.4:083 
0.33281 

1 Correlation coefficients calculated for 
only 6 o:r the 9 ar•eEts. :was tern Channel, 
War mntG£..Q.ill.Q.rpha and the lower tidal levels 
of Greenabella Bank and Centrnl Channel, 
areas where the topography resti•icts 
vi si bi li ty and resu 1 ts in counting errox•, 
were excluded from the analysis. 

2 Values on this day are based on 8 areas 
since poor visibility prevented counting 
of lil a r EJn1Ql'.9El.Q££h~ • 

Count data used in the analysis are given in 
Fig. 4. Invertebr~te densities were estimated 
for each date using Figs. 6,8,9. 
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Fig. Bb 
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Fig. 9. Seasonal chAncos in density of ~drobia ulvae 
~ 2.5 mm shell height in Gre;y l'lover feeding 

areas 1978-79 (DatB presented as for l8.rge Ner£1§. 
in Fig. 6). 
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to those on the areos used by the :flocking bix•c1s. 'DJ.e 

VJe:ve alao established, con ai::J tentJ.y he J.d the lowest prey 

density throughout the winteP. 0 leD l"ly tll. e holding of 

ter'l"itorj.es was not Um.:i.tecl to r:J.rons of l:d.£:;11 _pPey donwi.ty. 

(ii) Vartous mensur>os of ;,)J:oy qcwlj.ty e.g. body length, 

body weight, c:md calor•ific value also clid not vary either• 

seasonally or between a. reas in a mmmor wh1ch could explain 

the observed p8. ttern of use o:f.' areas by the plovers. J/or 

example, although the mean body length o:f large NeE2.i.e_ 

1)resent j_n each area did vary thx•ough the year, the lengths 

recox>ded in J:Tovember and MBrch on Oentr>al Bank (0-Y) were 

among the lowest in all areas at this t1me (Table 10). Yet 

in these months, this part of Centr•al Bank was one of the 

most important :feecHng areas. Also 9 whereas the numbers of 

birds using territorial ar>eBs remained almost constant from 

autumn to S11I'ing, the I'elative quality of these areas, j_n 

tePms o:f mean body length o:f' large N et.~i§ in the samples, 

varied markedly. Sample sizes were, however, smnLl.o 

W:i thj.n each size class o:f TI~.e..:1_~, bod;sr weic;ht vws 

consistently higb.er in I~astern Channel, but very· similar 

in a 11 othel"' areas ( I1'ig. 10). The data :foP calorific 

values ai'e more limited, but indicate few significant 

dj_ffePences between habitats (Wie;e :L:J.) o 

(LLi) Cleaply prey availability, I'Dther than absolute 

prey density, is more likely to be a factor to which 

use/ 
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1 2 4.8 052 7 2 7.5 0.7 1 "'!' 4e8 o.o 7 .L 

2 3 5.1 0.4 6 2 6.4 1.0 3 1 7e0 o.o 1 

3 2 5.2 0.5 5 2 6.4 0.2 3 
.., 4.5 o.o 9 J_ 

4 Y-C.Ch. 3 21 5.9 0.3 
7 

8 5c4 0.4 8 0-Y' 11 5.3 0.2 17 5.6 0.3 3 4.6 0.1 

5 8 5.6 0.1 2 8 5.5 0.1 8 7 6.1 0.6 2 

6 5 5.3 0.2 3 5 6.2 0.3 5 4 5.0 0.:1 5 

7 1 4.6 o.o 8 2 7e1 o.o 2 2 3.7 0.1 3 

8 2 4.6 OeO 
,.., 

2 5$5 0.5 8 2 4.9 Oc3 6 0 

9 2 5.7 0 1 1 2 5.8 C.1 6 2 5.7 Oe3 3 o-L. ... 

Note: ?eeding areas a:."'e numbel''ed as in Fig. 2. 
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}.i'ig. 11. Seasonal changes in calorific value of 
Nereis diversicolor from Seal Sands. For both 
~calloped Mud and Central Bank Y-C.Ch. the · 
significance of dif:r'erences between values from 
adjacent samplinG dates was determined using 
students t-test •. Cnly for Scalloved Mud between 
S e.~Jt eniber and lT ovemlv;r VJas this signifi?ant t 10 = 
4.4A3 p< 0.002. ~Die vsJ.ues for Y-C.Ch. J.n · 
September and J:Tovel·!ber are significantly different 
from those for Scalloped Mud t 10 = 2.99 p < 0.02 
and t, = 2.26 p< 0.05 res.l)ect:r:\l'ely. No other 
signiffcan t dif:''oJ:>ences between calorific values 
of H erei s from S callo:.,,ed fviud and Central Bank 
Y-C.ch:-and other areas of Seal Sands were recorded. 
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use of feeding areas is related. 

1.33 

Several authors have 

been able to measure directly the availability of a 

number of prey species. Smith (1975) showed that 

availability of ~l'enico.l§. .ill.§r:lfill to shorebirds foraging 

visually, declined with time after exposure of a site 

by the ebbing tide. Feeding success of Bar-tailed 

Godwit (Smith 1975) and Grey I-)lover (Pienkowski, 1980) 

taking lugworms, declined in parallel. Pienkowskj_ 

(1980) also demonstrated a decline in availability and 

rate o:e capture by Grey Plover of ±!QJ!Qmas.t~ late_£ice:9..§.• 

However no-one has yet obtained direct measures of the 

diurnal activity oJ' IT~££.1§. §.iyersicql.Q.£• Townshend 

(19811;!) has shown, by measuring the search areas of 

territorial Grey Plovers that, at least on some 

occasions, prey availability decreases towards and 

after low water. I have collected similar data for 

Grey Plovers feeding in flocks, but although similar 

trends are apparent, none are statistically significant 

(li1 i~. 12). 

The capture rate of li§reis varied greatly between 

observation days in a manner unrelated to changes in 

prey density over these periods. Ii'or example, the 

capture rate of 1arge Jier~is on the area of Central 

Bank referred to as 0-0.0h., was very low on 21-12-78 

but b~gher on 4-1-79 and 4-2-79 (Fig. 13), even though, 

du:r:ing the period from November to Mar•ch, density of 

large IT£~§. in this area declined (Pig. 6). These 

data suggest that availability of Ne~§. on 4,-1-79 

and/ 



Fig. 12. Area searched by flock feeding Grey Plovers 
in relation to time of low water while foraging 
in area 0-C.Ch. Area searched is expressed 
as number of 1)aces moved between pauses. JJJach 
value refers to one individual. Calculated 
l"'egi•ession lines are drawn. 
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13. Day to day variation in capture rate of large 
( > 4 em) ~is .Qi versicolor by flock feeding Grey 
Plovers in area 0-C .Ch. Rates are expressed pe.r 
minute of feedine time observed. The mean and one 
standard error are given for each individual. 
Minute intervals during which non-feeding activity 
e. g. preening, aegression, occurred were excluded 
from the analysis as were birds wat6hed for less 
than 3 feeding minutes. Temperatures given are 
maxima and minima recorded on each date at 
Hartlepool. 



and 4,-2-79 was higher than on 21-12-78 al tb.ough 

4-1-79 was one of the coldest days of the winter 

(Fig. 13). Thus availability within flock feeding 

areas appeared to vary from day to day, although it 

is not possible at present to measure this accurately 

and independently of captux•e rate. Combining this 

knowledge with the detailed counts presented here it 

is possible to relate the distribution of the flock 

birds to availability of their prey. 

In 1978-79, when birds first returned to the 

estuary and until the first winter influx occurred 

in December, most flock feeding birds fed on Central 

Bank, 0-C.Ch. However on days of spring tides many 

moved to lower tidal levels at low water when prey 

availability in 0-C.Ch. presumably declined (Fig. 6, 

Table 11). These movements were almost certainly 

governed by prey availability on Central Bank rather 

than by tidal height alone, since plover numbers in 

0-C.Ch. were also low on a neap tide on 8-9-78. V/hen 

total numbers on the estuary rose j_n December, birds 

bSgan to use areas which had previously been mostly 

ignored. These were particularly the higher tidal 

levels of Greenabella Bank and Central Bank 0-G, where 

numbers increased markecUy. 

The numbers of birds using Scalloped Mud (Main) 

and Central Bank Sand also increased at this time. 

These areas were previously used mainly on neap tides, 

when/ 
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Table 11. Changes in the feeding distribution of Grey 
Plover in relation to the time and heights (in m. above 
Chart Datum) of low water. 

135 

Date Time Tide 
height 
at low 
water 
(rnetres) 

No. of birds 
0-C.Ch. G-0 

in each feeding area 
Sand/En t Low 

27.8.78 L.W. 
L.W. + 
1 hr. 

L.W. -
1 hr. 

6.9.78 L.W. 
L. VV. + 
1 hr. 

22.9.78 L.w. -
1 hr. 
L.W. 

3.11.78 L.W. -
1 hr. 
L.W. 

2.3 

0.9 

1.1 

0.8 

(4) (7) 

21 

23 

26 
25 

28 

21 
37 

20 
2 

0 

0 

7 
1 

3 

5 
1 

4 
0 

tidaJ. 
levels 

(8) (5) 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 
0 

5 
0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 
0 

1 
37 

Note. Figures in parentheses refer to the number given 
to each feeding area in Table 1. 
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when numbers of birds using Central Bank 0-C.Ch. were 

usually high but when lower tidal levels of Greenabella 

Bank and Central Channel were covered by the tide and 

so unavailabJ.e. 

By January, numbers on CentraJ. Bank 0-C.Ch., and. 

on the lower tidal levels of GreenabeJ.la Bank and 

CentraJ. Channel, had decreased to approximately half 

the autumn levels, although the reasons for this are 

unknown. However at this time numbers of Bar-tailed 

Godwits in both these areas increased dramatically 

(Fig. 14). Smith (1975) reported that, in interspecific 

encounters, Plovers were normally displaced by Godwits. 

Cons eguently, the reduction in numbers of ~lovel"S on 

Ce:ntrs.J.. Bank 0-C.Ch. and at the lower tidal levels o:f' 

Greenabella Bank and Central Channel ma;y have been as 

a result of interspecific competition. Indeed, over 

the period when numbers of Godwits were high, numbers 

of each species in both areas were negatively correlated. 

However the numbers of days on which counts were made 

at that time are very small and correlations not 

significant at 95;0 level (0-C.Ch. r 3 = 0.8515, 0.05 < p > 

0.10; Greenabella Bank and Central Channel lower tidal 

levels r 2 = -0.2854, p > 0.1). Zwarts (1974) has 

ob~erved similar slight negative correlations between 

numbers o:f' Avocets B~.£!::!£.Yir_Qstra avosett..§ and Black-

headed Gulls I,arus ridi bundus. Jifumbers using the areas ------
first occupied in numbers at the time of the first winter 

inf'lux remained high through December, January and 

February, but started to decline, particularly on the 

higher/ 
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See Ap~endix 9 for low water counts of Bar-tailed 
Godvli t Dnd Curlew in other areas. 
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levels of Greenabella Bank, in March. In this month, 

however, larger numbers, occasionally even highm~ than 

in autumn, again used Central Bank 0-C.Ch. 

In 1979-80 the basic pattern observed in 1978-79 

was repeated. However, particularly in the autumn of 

1979, the 1ower 1eve1s of Greenabella Dank and Central 

Channel were used in p:>eference iD Central Bank 0-C.Ch. 

on more neap tides than in the previous year (Fig. 7). 

This difference in use of these areas between years 

:L37 

may reflect lower absolute prey density and consequently 

lower densities of available prey on Central Bank 0-C.Ch. 

or higher densities in the other areas in :1.979-80. 

However no data are available with which to test this 

hYl)Othesis. · 

~rri~ establishment. 

Although consideration of prey avai1ability helps 

to explain some features of the complex pattern of 

changes in distribution of the flock, neither this nor 

prey quality suggest reasons for the area specific 

differences in social behaviour, or for the constancy 

of the number of birds in the territorial areas. 'l'o 

understand this more detailed analysis is needed of 

the pattern of terl"i tory establishment. 

During autumn while the total number of birds 

present on the estuary :fluctuated, the number of 

territorial birds gradually Pose and that of flock 

birds/ 
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birds decreased (~ig. l5). By November, a fevv vveeks 

before the early winter influx, the number of territorial 

birds, in both years, exceeded that of flock birds. 

':Chis gradual increase in the number of territorial birds 

did not resu1t sole1y from new arrivals immediately 

occupying new territories. A1though some birds took 

up ·terri to:r::•i es immediately u110n their arrival (e.g. 

W R/0 (Fig. l6) which was first seen on the estuary 

and in its territory on 3-l::L-79) many spent several 

months in the flock before doing so (Table ::L2). Of 

twelve colour marked birds, present in the flock at 

the beginning of OctorJer ::L978 and which stayed to 

winter at Teesmouth, most had left the flock by mid 

November and only three remained in the flock throughout 

the winter months. Thus, at least during daylight, 

most individuals initially fed in a flock, and 

established territories only late in autumn or in early 

winter. Of these individuals which arrived in autumn 

only a :few continued to feed in the flock throughout 

the vlinter. In contrast, most of those which arrived 

in the first winter influx fed in a flock. At first 

sight, the simplest explanation of these observations 

would appear to be that those individuals remaining 

in the flock are subordinate and are not allowed to 

take up territories. Unfortunately, none of the 

bi1•ds whj_ch remained in the flock a.:rter December was 

obse~cved in aggressive encounters in a utmm1 and 

consequently there is no direct evidence of their 

social status. However, of the birds which did l~ave 

the/ 
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:8'ig. 16. Seasonal change in tor:c>:i.tory distribution in 
Iili3Stern Chmme1. 

Territory boundaries ~---) have been drawn for 
each observation day by surrounding (1) positions 
of birds on each date plotted on large scale maps . 
(see text) and (2) areas not used by an individual 
on that day but used lH'eviously and subsocJlJ.ently 
by j_ t and which on the day in question was not used 
by another Grey Plover. Da~rs marked with an 
asterisk are those on which the area was scanned 
only once. ~~err•i tori.es occupied by unmarked 
individuals have been left blank and those defended 
by colour--markecl bl.rds numbered:-

f
H 0/I.~); 4 (G Y/R) ~ 
G/Y 1:"1/0) ; 8 W I?./0) ; 
J, \7/G) ; 12 ~I?./N H/Y) ; 
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the f'lock to become territorial, the dominant bird 

was last to do so (Table 13). This suggests that 

the remaining birds may also have been dominants. 

Furthermore, those birds that arrived in the f'irst 

winter inf'lux and established territories, did so 

not only by squeezing between, or displacing birds 

f'rom already occupied territories, but also by 

occupying previously unoccupied areas. Thus birds 

remaining in the :flock in November did not do so 

because of' an absolute shortage of' potential terri toties 

i.e. f'lock :feeding was not :forced on these individuals. 

Theref'ore, irrespective of' the relative social status 

of' the territorial and f'lock birds, the disappearance 

of' birds from the :flock and their occupation of 

territories indicates that, at least f'or some individuals 

the benefits of territoriality relative to flock :feeding 

increased as the autumn progressed. This led to 

territoriality in some birds, but others remained as 

flock :feeders, which presumably f'or them, was the more 

profitable behaviour. 

To understand in more detail the reasons for 

territoriality in Grey Plover wintering at 'l1eesmouth 

an investigation of' measureable costs and benefits of 

territoriality and flock feeding wss undertaken. 

0 0 S T B A N D R E N E F I T S 0 F F L 0 0 K-

PEEDING ii.ND TJTIRRITORIAI1ITY 

Introduction / 
----- !.ll 



Table 12. Disappearance of colour-marked birds from the 
flock. 

Date ·'Birds remaining in Flock (%) 

9.10.78 100 

21.10.7(3 92 

22.10. 7f' 92 

20.11.78 58 

22.11.78 42 

21.12.78 33 

3.1.79 25 

4.1.79 25 

15.1.79 25 

4.2.79 25 

Values refer to individually colour-marked birds 
originally seen in the flock in October which were known 

to still feed in the flock on, or after, each date. 
Birds which left the estuary have been excluded from the 
analysis. 

Table 13. Departure of colour-marked birds from the 
flock in relation to dominance status. All aggressive 
encounters involving the individuals listed are included 
in the ~~able. 

Aggressive 
encounters 

No. ~~ won 

10 90 

3 33 

3 0 

1 0 

Y 'H/Yv " 1 0 
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C 0 S T 8 A N D B E N E F I T 8 0 F F 1 0 C K -

F E E D I N G A N D T E R R I T 0 R I A L I T Y 

J.n UQ£:9.£ t i .Qll• 

In recent years the value o~ ~locking in birds 

has been the subject o~ much discussion. 

gained from enhancement o~ food intake e.g. Murton 

(19'71) and increased protection against predators e.g. 

Pulliam (1973), Vine (1971), have received particular 

attention. 

An individual bird may enhance its food intake by 

copying other birds in either of two ways: (1) by 

following mor•e successful birds from a communal roost 

site to ~eeding grounds- the information centre 

hypothesis of Ward and Zahavi (1973); and (2) by 

learning of the location of patches of high prey 

density on the feeding grounds by watching more 

successful individuals in the flock (Krebs et. al., 

1972). Of these two mechanisms however, the former 

is a.n advantage of communal roosting rather than of 

feeding in ~locks. 

As both flock and terri tor•ial Grey Plovers on the 

Tees estuary roost together, it is unlikely thAt this 

behaviour is of major importance in determining which 

feeding stragegy is adopted by individuals. However if 

high densities of available Ne~is occur in patches it 

is possible that flock-feeding birds may J.earn the 

location/ 



location of such patches by watching other individuals 

c.f •. Krebs et. al. (1972). However I have not 

collected data to test this. 

Flocking by shorebirds might give greater 

protection against birds of pre~, which in some areas 

are important predators (Page and Whitacre~ 1975; 

Smith, 1975). The risk of predation may be reduced 

within a flock in several ways: (1) earlier detection 

of predators e.g. Barnard (1980); PulJ.iam (1973) 

(2) confusion of predators e.g. Owens and Goss-Oustard 

(1975); Neill and Cullen (1974) or (3) by reduction 

in the probability that any one individual will be 

caught e.g. Hamilton (1971); Pulliam (1973). 
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The response to avian predators of Grey Plovers, 

whether terl"'i torial or flock.-feeding, is normally to 

crouch in a gully or small depression, rather than to 

fly and form a compact flock. AJ.lied to the scattered 

feeding distribution and consequent difficulty in 

rapidly forming a tight flock, these behaviours suggest 

that avian predation is a relatively unimportant factor 

in determining spacing behaviour in Grey Plovers. 

However, a few indi viduBls ao take flight in res:-ponse to 

alarm calls and mingle with flying flocks of smaller 

waders, particularly Dunlin and Knot. These smaller 

species :fel::;d in the greatest numbers where the flocking 

Grey Plovers feed. Hence, although potential avian 

predators of Grey Plover seloom occur on the estuary, 

it/ 



it is possible that in the past such predation has 

been an imrJortant factor in the evolution of 

interspecific flocking in the species. 
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Mammalian predation may be of much greater import

ance on the •rees estuary and possibly on many other, 

particularly small, estuaries with relatively long 

shorelines. Poxes Y!::!l£2§. YQ1.J2.S!.§. are known to frequent 

Seal Sands regularl;\r Rt night, and the relatively 

isolated territorial birds, many of which feed in creeks, 

must be particularly at risl'~ to predation. However, 

there is no firm evidence that such predation on Grey 

Plovers has oceurred and this suggestion must, at 

present remain speculative. 

Even if a reduction in the ehances of predation is 

a major advantage of flock-feeding, it is unlikely that 

predation pressure on the Tees estuary varies seasonally 

in a manner which alone will explain the seasonal change 

in social behaviour, observed there. Other costs and 

bene:f'i ts of flocking and terri toriali t;\r must also be 

considered. These are, where possible, most easily 

considered in energetic terms. 

TEnillZ~-~~~n d.!_ t u r .Q. 

]1vans (1976) listed three main purposes for which 

a sh.oreoird needs energy :Ln the non-breeding season: 

(1) to maintain its body temperature and normal metabolic 

processes (2) to fly, to and from its feeding grounds, 

and/ 



and possibly to escape predators and (3) to cover the 

costs of food gathering. To these I would add a 

fourth: to defend a territory (or an individual 

distance within a flock). 

(l) In each species of bird there is a range of 

ambient temperatures within which, at rest, the 

metabolic rate is minimal. As ter;1perature falls below 

this a steadily increasing expenditure of energy is 

required to maintain body temperature. In addition, 

with increasing wind speed the rate of heat loss due 

to forced convection (ana, therefore the metabolic 
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rate required to compensate for this) increases further. 

Although the magnitude of these wind induced losses is 

not known, they could, as argued by T.i;vans (l976), 

be considerable. ':[!he metab:5Lic rRte of Snowy Owls 

li:Z.2.~ea .§..£3!!.9.~ . .@; almost doubled, as wind speeds increased 

from calm to 9m/sec at temperRtures of -20° and -30°0 

(Gessaman~ 1973). 

On Seal Sands, as wind speeds rise above about 

25 knots, Grey Plovers feeding in flocks on exposed 

mudflats cease feeding and start to roost (~rable 14). 

It is possible that birds do so because at these wind 

speeds the rate of energy production needed to balance 

heat losses through forced convection is too great to 

be met by the rate at which prey biomass can be obtained. 

However many individuals of other shorebird species -

those/ 



Table 14 Effects of wind speed on feeding by Grey 
Plover on open mudflats. 

Date YVind Speed (kts) od' b" ~ ~P J.ras feeding Sample 
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Size 

18-2·-79 8 100 31 birds 

4:-1.2-78 9 100 6 

18-12-78 10 100 18 

22-10-7B 15 100 l9 

2-2-79 :1.8 100 15 

3-:L:l.-78 21 100 :L4: 

20-11-78 21 100 7 

17-1-79 25 '7+ 15 

22-11-78 31 6++ 17 

14-2-79 36 0 :J)5 

+ Refers to a single individual which fed in the lee 
of an embankment, but with 1ow success in spite of 
the shelter. (Mean intake rate 15 cals minute 
compared wj_th 60 caJ.s/min on 4th December 1978~ 39 
cals/min on 18th Jrebruary 1979 ana 73 cals/min on 
5th January 1979). 

++ Refers to a single individual which tried to feed 
for 10 minutes and then gave up because of lack of 
success. 
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those which feed by tactile means, such as Knot and 

Dunlin - continue to feed in these conditions. 

Purthermore, the response of the Plovers to high wind 

speeds is sudden, rather than gradual as would be 

expected if wind chill were the main causal factor. 

Thus it is likely that Grey Plovers cease feeding 

because buffetting by the wind interferes with their 

run-stop-peck feeding method, as suggested by Evans 

(1976). Davidson (in press) has shown thAt Redshank 

respond to gales by moving to ~haltered feeding sites. 

'.[!his a1so is a sudden response as winds exceed 25 knots. 

The response of Grey Plover to strong winds is a 

resu1t of their dependence on specific visual cues for 

detlection of Ne£~is. 'l,hese are different in other 

invertebrate species; consequently the influence of 

wind on foraging behaviour of Plovers in other estuaries 

may be different from that on the Tees. .At I~j_ndisfarne, 

Grey Plover feed on Ar~ni£Qla and Pienkowsld (1980) has 

shown that, although their prey capture rate was 

reduced at wind speeds over 25 knots, birds continued 

to feed successfully. The implications of this 

variation between estuaries in the effect of wind on 

feeding success is discussed in detail later. 

Territorial areas used by Grey Plover at Tees

mouth differ in topography from those used by the flock. 

They are of firmer substrata and dissected by creeks 

(Table 1). These creeks vary in size from 2m deep 

and/ 



and 4 m across to 0.5 m deep and 0.7 m wide (see 

Plate 1 a,b). During gales, when it is not possible 

for flock birds to feed, territorial birds frequently 

can do so in the creeks (Table 16), where wind speed 

is much reduced (':eable 1o). ~rhus it is possible for 

most territorial birds to maintain a su:fficient rate 

of intake to achieve a net gain of energy during windy 

conditions, whereas most flock birds cannot and lose 

weight (Dugan et. al. In Press). 

(2) The magnitude of' dai l;y energy expenditure 

incurred in flying to and from the roost sites and 

escaping prec1 at ion cannot be quantified accurately. 

However both territorial and flocking Grey Plovers 

use the same roost sites, usually between 2 and 4 Km 

from the feeding grounds. Purthermore, while feeding 

most birds of both behavioural types respond to 

predation in the same manner, viz. by crouching, as 

mentioned earlier. 'J.lhu s these acti viti es are 

unimportant to the explanation of seasona+ changes 

in behaviour of foraging Grey Plovers and need not be 

examined further. 
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(3) As argued by Evans (1976), if prey become less 

available, a bird will take longer to find a given 

quantity of food and will therefore expend more energy 

in finding it. However, as discussed previously, 

availability of IT~rei§. to Grey Plover app9 ars to vary 

independently/ 



Table 15. Calorific intake and rate of' ca};lture of' Nereis by territorial GI'ey Plovers 
:feedi:ng in creeks during gale conditions. --

Individual 
Date 

Nereis capture 
Total Large 

Area 

r!ind Sp~ed 
(Knots) 

Cal. Intake 
Gals/min._ 

No. !\ins. x s· .z. lTo. 1.-Iins. x SeE. X s· aZa 

..,. '7/T L \f -....: 

14-2-79 
Sc. Nud 

R 'J/G 
18-3-80 
E.Ch .. 

36 20 

36 14 

11.0 7.7 11 0.64 0.19 0.09 

313.2 81.7 8 2.50 0.47 1.63 

Note: Calorif'ic intske was calculated f'ol~ total observation time. Rate of J:TeY'ei s 
capture was calculated only for periods of continuous feeding. 

0.9 

0 .. 35 

!--" 
~ 
0) 



T 2ble 16 o ,"i:cl6. s~eed il1 c~")eeks Y.ti tl1ir.:. te:."lr.~i tcl~ies Bl'ld. on tlJ.e 2.1 e8rb3r OlJerJ. rr~ud.=ElB.t = 

0l1 ee};~ .. ~li116. SlJe ~ea 
Above creek In creek Significance o:f 

Ill" p .11.~ Knots m.:GJ.h. Knots Dirference 

P w;n. ...._\,. ,, u 

7.8± 0.3 Tex•ritory 11.0+ 0.4 9.5+ 0.3 6.7+ 0~3 J_ c: 4 
J.? 0.001 Lt1o=o .. _ 

tt 10.0+ 0.5 8.6+ 0.4 4.4+ 0.8 3.8+ 0.7 t 10=6.o Tl 0.001 - - .i: 

Y Y/0 
Territory 10.1+ 0.5 8~7+ 0.4 3.8+ 0.2 3.3+0.2 .J.. 1"" 7 J2 0.001 - - - Lt1o= .l.• 

·;r R/N .. . 
Terri tory 7.6+ 0.5 6.5+ 0.4 7.0+ 0.2 6.0+0.2 t 14=1o11 l'T. S • 

Far 
~romor·;)ha 
Central Bank 9.2+ 0 .. 1 7.9+ 0.1 5.6+ 0.3 4.8+0.3 t,., =11. 3 11 0.001 

0 ..::-

:Note: All mee.surements YJ"ere made with a Casella anemometer. 

i--' 
Ho::, 
~ 



independently of temperature. Thus it seems unlikely 

that, in the situation investigated in this study 1 

major seasonal changes in prey availability exist. 

(4) Intra specific aggression occurred throughout 

the study period from .August to ApriL Vii thin the 

f'lock the highest levels were recoPded in au.tunm. 

However' data are too few to conclude that a seasonal 

1)attern in intensity exists. Ho·wever the time spent 

in~gPession was higher on Central Bank than on 

Greenabella Bank on most days (Fig. 17). In the 

tePritorial area in ~astern Channel, aggression 

declined fr•om autumn onwards (Fig. 18), though with 

much day to day variation in levels. .ll.ftei' December' 

the level stabilised somewhat, at about that observed 

in the flock. Although diffePent methods were used 

to measure the average Pates of aggPession among flock 

and terPitorial biPds, it is unlikely that the 

differences obsePved are a result of thj_s. ·:~he data 

for the terPi toPial bird R V!/G (Pig. 19) were obtained 

in the same way as foP the flock birds, yet the seasonal 

change in aggression wasvery similar in this and other 

territorial birds, except in mid-winter, when the level 

displayed by R W/G was much lower than the mean for all 

territorial birds in thfu area. However, although the 
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method used to mea.sure the activity of all territorinl 

birds (recording the activ~tiy of visible birds at regular 

intervals) is biased towaPds recording aggression, the 

main cause of the difference between R W/G ana other 

territorial/ 



17. variation in level of aggression 
anonc flock bir61 1972~79. ~he ~ire S)ent in 
aggression is ex:9ressed as a 5.0 of' total obser
vation time. The figures are mean values and 
one standard error for all birds watched for 
5 or more minutes on each date. 

Seeson2l 

• Birds feeding on Central Ban~:. 
O Biros feeding on Greenabella Bank. 

Fig. 18. Seasonal variation in level of aggression 

~:? ig. 

among territorial birds in Eastern Channel 1979-80. 
The numoer of aggressive encounters involving each 
colour-me rked individual recorded on each day during 
scans of all territorial birds (see text fo~ details) 
is ex::;Jl''essed as a .l.)ercentage of all sj_.s;:htings on 
thet day of that colour-marked individual. The 
fi:::;ures }resented a:C'e the 1;-:..::an ana one stnnde.rd 
error o::' these values fo1,. coJ.our-r::1ari::.ed individuals 
seen 3 or more tices eurin;:; scans on each day. Only 
days v,hen values wex•e obtained for 3 Ol" more birds 
are included in the figure. 

19. Seasonal varistj_on in-tine SJ}ent in aggression 
b~r R ':J/G, 1979-GO. 'J:'he values are exr;ressed as a 
percentage of total observation time. 

Note. 
As Figs. 17 and 18 are derived by two different methods 
of estimating time-buclgets it is not possible to perform 
rigorous statistical analysis with the small sample size 
available. Further, as in Fig. 18 each point is not derived 
from the same individuals on each day it is not possible 
to analyse statistically the data presented. 
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terri to rial birds VIas the position of R VI/G' s terri tory. 

This was bounded along most of its perimeter by either 

sand dunes or Seaton Channel i.e. unsuitable feeding 

bours against which to de~end its boundary, 6onpared 

with 6 or 7 of some of the. other birds ("t.,ig. 16). 

It seems likely that seasonal variation in levels 

of territorial aggression suggested in Figs. 18 and 19 

was due to seasonal variation in rate of boundary and 

ownership change. During autumn the distribution of 

terrj_tories in ::;;astern Channel was ccntinually being 

Ii10di fied, the rate of chEmge slr">'ing in earl~r rtintel ... 

(~?ig. 16). However when numbers of bir6s on the 

estuary increased Rgain in Decet~'ber, many.chaD,?;es in 

te~ritory distribution oco0rred (Table 17; Fig. 16). 

Some birds established territories by squeezing into 

and reducing the size.of existing territorial areas in . . . .· : 

·:~Gstern Ch8l1l1el (cc!~~pare e.g. the terri tor;y of' ~u R/W 

on 8-12-79 and 7-1-80 (?ig. 16~ Indeed one colour-

marked bird left Eastern Channel at this time i.e. 

L G/1 (Table 1'1'; B'ig. 16). This territorial activity 

resuJted in increased con}lexity cf territory 

dis tri bL1 tion and main t<'l ine'~ aggression at s high level. 

At the tioe of the first Pinter influx of Grey 

:£?lovers 8 fevl inst<:n1ces cf swan~Jing of terri tcrial 

arr,:;as by floc 1 ~ b'.rrJs eJ.sc: <'.::ccurred e.g. G/Y 0/:7 and 

T, --.rja ., " _ Iea 

these/ 

in Jsstern Chcnr::.el once, on 19-1-80, out 



Ta~Jle 1~7e OllB.Ylges 1Il sj_ze 8l~O. loc2tion o:E C+:.~a~~ :f:rJ_o-\re::.~ tei~rj_tcries in :Gsste=en Cll.8.lJ.:."lel 
in the month folloDing the first winter influxo 

Bii•ds vvhi ch maintained 
tel"ri tory size 

R 1'-"/G J. d 

W R/0 
G Y/R 

Birds vihose territory 
was reduced in size 

W R/W 
R/G R/G 
(r Y/o) 

Birds 1r7hich lef't 
their territories 

L G/L 
(Y Y/0) 

Other birds rvhich 1N&e 
recorded in E. Ch. but 
did not establish 
teT•ri tories 

L W/G 
RO/Y 
G/Y 0/i'l 
nj•'r R/V .1:\. ';-J ..!.. 

Note: It is not lr,.nown whether Y Y/0 left its terri tory or whethe:e this was reouceO. 
to an area in nhich the individual was not visible from the observation 

• J.. 
pOSl GJ.On. 

~ 

\..TJ 
1\) 



these incidents were too infrequent to have any 

significant effect on aggression within the area. 

Similarly, on one occasion (4-2-79) one individual 

was observed to defend a territory within the flock for 

only one low water period. 1fhis behaviour is similar 
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to the short-term territor•iali ty observed by Myers et. al. 

(1979b), in Sanderling and may have been the result of a 

patch of high density of available 11rey. However, such 

te1.,ri torial defence is too infrequent to greatly influence 

the level of aggression within the flock. 

In summary, energy spent in aggression by territory 

holders was greatest in autumn •. At this time, such 

birds spent more time than flocking birds engaged in this 

behaviour. However, '):ly winter, aggression amongst. 

territory holders had·declined. At this season territorial 

and flock feeding birds spent approximately equal amounts 

of time in aggression. 

~;z_~ntake. 

No consistent difference in mean rate of prey capture or 

energy intake is apparent between territorial and flock birds 

(J?igs. 20, 21 1 23, 24.) although because of the small sample 

sizes and heterogeneity of the data it is not possible to 

examine this rigorously statistically. 

Hm,rever,. in Eastern Channel foi' most of the winter R v!/G 

/IDaitained a very high energy intake rate, normally higher than 

that recorded in eithe~ flock or for other territorial birds 

O'igs. 22,25). The· extensive data for intake rates of 

R vl/G reveal t-vm peaks of int:::tke, the 

i'irst/ 



Fig. 20. ~easonal variation In rate of energy Intake 
of flock feeding birds. Intake values refer 
to the mean rate, among all Individually 
recognisable birds observed during the low 
water period on each date. Rates were 
calculated for total observation time I.e. 
feeding time plus time engaged In other 
activities such as preening, aggression. 
Only data from birds watched for 3, or more 
minutes, were used. Figures given refer to 
number of birds •. Thick and thin vertical 
lines represent one standard error and the 
total range of values, respectively. 
Symbols indicate values from feeding areas: 

• 4 (1978 ... 79) 

• 4 (1979 ... 80) 
0 9 (1978 ... 79) 
.0 9 (1979~80) 
~ 5 (1979-80) 

Fig. 21. Seasonal variation in ·rate of energy intake 
of territorial birds on Seal loped Mud. 
Explanation as for Fig. 20. Symbols indicate 
birds observed: 

X y W/W 1979-80 
o mean of Y W/W & L W/L 1979 ... 80. 
e mean when 2 or more birds observed, 1978 ... 79 * Y W/W 1978-79 
A W Y/Y 1978,..79 
0 L W/L 1978-79 
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Fig. 22. Seasonal variation in Pate of energy intake 
of H. W/G, a terri to ria 1 Grey Plover in E:astern 
Channel, in :1.979-80. Intake values refer to 
the mean rate during the total period of 
observation on each date. Figures given· refer 
to the number of nrinutes foP which the bird was 
watched on each date. Only data for days when 
this was equal to or exceeded, :1.5 minutes are 
presented. 'rhin vertical lines represent .one 
standard error. 
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~_?ig. 9.~ Sea~cna, -rarJ.·atJ."on J..T' r"~te c..P c~•J+"re o·-=-~ l"'r>cre (>Ll ern l··n l<=>n·-_.+-h) •• .• r:.J 0 -- . ~ \ -- -..!. 0 . .':.... C:l .;_ U i...l • C·.- L;; ..:... l!- e -..l. -- '- ...... [_. v _...," Fe:::-eis --oy :fleck i'eedins oirds. :cixplanation and symbols as for Fig. 20. 

::.'ig. 2 .. :1. Sec=tsons.l variation ill r2.te of' ca_ptu:t'e of largel'~ereis o;y territcrial birds 
on S callCl)ec} Euo. 3.XJ;)lana ~ion ana symbols as for ?:tg. 21. 

Fig. 25. Seasonal variation in rate of' caJ;Jture of' large Nereis by R Vl/G. Explan8tion 
and symbols as :for Fig. 22. 
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Fig. 26. Seasonal variation in rate of' capture of' Nereis of' all sizes by f'lock f'eeding 
birds. Explanation ana symbols as f'or Fig. 20. 
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Fig,. 27. ~easonal variation in rate of capture of 
of Nereis of all sizes by territorial 
uirds on ~calloped Mud. Explanation and 
symbols as for Fig. 21. 
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l<'ig. 28. Seasonal variation in rate of' capture o::: Nereis of' all sizes 'by R W/G in 
winter 1979-80. Explanation and symbols as i'or :B.,ig. 22. 



first in autumn and the second from late December until 

the end of the winter (Figs. 22, 25, 28). It is most 

unlikely that the pattern of seasonal val'ia·l;ion in 

intake observed in this individual is an artefact of 

inadequate da·t;a. J?urthermore, although dry weights of 

Ngr&§, in Eastern Channel in autunm 1979 wer'e high the 

two peaks described are apJ;B rent, not only in calorie 

intake rate, ·but also in capture rate of large ~ei~. 

When R W/G was caught on 18-9-78 it was in moult and 

the autunm peak in intake in 1979 must also have 

coincided with the moult. However, aggression was 

also highest at this time (li'ig. 19) and therefore it 

is not possible to distinguish unequivocally between 

the energy demands of territorial defence and moult. 

Nevertheless in early November, when aggression was 

still high but moult would have finj_shed, the energy 

intake had already decreased suggestj_ng that the hj_gher 

energy in taker DliaYJ:,have been principally due ·t;o moult. 

The low intake b~r R \V/G observed during November• 

and early December was not a result of less time spent 

foraging for that x•emained high (Fig. 29), but to a 

decrease in intake of large 1f~r~~.§ (Fig. 25). In 

contrast, the intake of all J:iere;LE! (and therefore, by 

subtraction, also of small individuals) was highest at 

that time (li1ig o 28) o The increase in energy intake, 

following the November and December low, was due to an 

increase/ 
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Fig• 29. Seasonal change in percentage of time spent :feeding by R W/G in winter 1979-~- o. 

Values ]:lresent the amount of time spent feeding e:x:pressee as e .;."'ercentage of total 
observation time. Single vertical line A indicates the time of the drop in intake 
rate of' R Vl/G. Single vertical line E indicates the time of the December increase 
in intake rate of R W/G. Hatched bar indicates the start of the period of' 
prolonged cold weather. 



increase in capture rate of large, and a decrease in 

that of small, .fereil:l• 

12.;lscussion. 

'·. 

Because of the high incidence of aggression among 

1 56 

r 
territorial birds, :i.t seems possible that,in autmnn, daily. 

energy expenditure under calm <(Ondi tj.ons may be higher 

among these than among flock birds~ However, offsetting this 

greater rate of energy expenditure among territorial birds, 

evidence suggests that high rat~s of energy intake are 

achievable in some territories. In tbe absencG of more 

daylight and detailed: nocturnal observations, the ovex·a11 

advantage and frequency of such high :'i.ntako rates is not 

known. The lovr total calorie intake during d.a.yl:i .. ght ho·m~s 

of most flock and territorial birds indicates that they .. 

must obtain a large proportion of their total intake at n 

night. Observations of radio...;tagged birds at :r:dght are 

consistent with this hypothesis sjnce· they may feed ill 

different areas and on larger prey than by day (Dugan: 1981 ) .. 

Thus assuming that both flock and territorial bJ.rds 

are capable of feeding at night, a high diurnal intake 

must be a true advantage, however s]j_ght. 

Under/ 
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Under very windy concH tions the value of territorial 

possession increases markedly. Shelter is essential 

for efficient :foraging and is available within a territory 

in creeks. Absence of such features in flock :foraging 

areas can lead to stax•vation during prolonged gales and 

periocls of low temperatures (Dugan et. al. In Press). 

Ind6ed, in the winter of 1978-79, of 5 birds which 

disappeared from the estuary in mid-winter, and whose 

social behaviour prior to departure was known, all were 

flock f'eeders. Of these, only one (20%) was seen in 

the following winter of 1979-80, whereas 13 out of 15 

(87~b) of the flock feeding birds which left j_n spring 

returned. However at present with only a few years 

data it is not possible to be absolutely certain that 

all birds which disappeared in mid-winter in 1978-79 and 

did not return in 1979-80 died. ~1hus, although there is 

evidence that flock birds, but not territorial birds, 

disappeared from the estuary during severe weather it 

is not possible to conclude that this was definitely due 

to mortaJj_ ty. More data from future years are required 

to clarify whether mortality during severe conditions 

is greater among flock than territorial birds. 

b • .Q£.:!!ima l_!!§.!L.Q f ~§££i~.QEiS!.§.. 

At times o:t' greatest energy demands, high energy 

intake by R W/G was achieved by increased intake of 

In cont:r:'ast, Pienkowski (1980) has shown 

that among Grey Plover feeding in flocks on f:x•enicgla 

at I,indisfarne smaller proportions of large worms were 

taken/ 



taken under cold conditions. However, the birds 

studied by Pienkowski foraged in the same site in both 

mild and cold conditions, vvhereas in my study, the 

increase in captui·e rate of large :Ne;r:.£1:..§. by R \1/G 

in severe weather was associated with change in use of 

parts of its territory. During the period of low 

intake from 25-:L0-79 to 19-12-79 use by R W/G of areas 

where low calorie intake was achieved averaged 37?:;~ of 

total feeding time. In the period of high intake 

preceding this, the corresponding figure wa.s only 18r~ 

(Fig. 30). After 19-12-79, use of areas where low 

intake was'' achieved decressed to 13% vvi th the onset o:f 

severe conditions (Fig. 31). Furthermore, from 

25-10-79 to 10-12-79 there is a negative correlation 

between area quality snd use (Ji'ig. 32). This becomes 

positive after mid-December (:H'ig. 33). 'l'hese Pela tion

ships are due in paPt to the large size of the pooP 

qua1i ty areas and the negative correlation in Wig. 32 

is reduced when expressed as% per area (r =-0.3095 

p; 0.1). However, the size ana direction of change 
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in the use of the sub-areas between the two time periods 

is significantly positively correlated with the quality 

of the area (Fig. 34) i.e. use of good areas increases 

from 25-10-79 - 10-12-79 to 19-12-79 - 8-3-80 while that 

of poor areas decreases. A similar coprelation is 

obtained when apea guali ty is exLJressed in terms of 

capture rate of large Nereis achieved there ("filig. 35). 

~:'his pattern of terri tory use is not consistent with 

short term optimisation of en:rgy int8ke. ~Phis 

hypothesis/ 
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hypothesis ~redicts that an individual shouJd forage 

in areas of lliehost potential prey intske ir•respecti ve 

of seBDon rmd so minirdse the amount of tlme sJ;ent 

foraging (see for example Schoener~ 1971 ). Clearly 

thls does not occur. Rather, although after 24-10-79 

time spent feeding was consistently high, the data 

indicate that over this period during mild conditions 

the bird t.c.Je~ ~ areas where high intal<::e was possible 
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usinll these only"'/vyhen4 wecd;her.l7co,ndi tinns became ,severe. 1 A 
o.,.e '-"'i-e.r-p"i'4:t .. +to,., t>f ........_; ...-4«14cO.( c...se "b. ""'·7A .;..'i'.iJie """'"e"'J .... .,._,.~ "''dl 
C:O" Jdt0"-1 1J r.(A 'riGt /ut-J.., ANot"J<t,/ {;(e.,.... 

For wintering adult shorebirds the aim is not just to 

survive from day to day, but to survive the whole winter 

and to breed successfully in the following spring. 

Consequently, while wintering, an individual should not 

behave so as simply to maximise rate of net energy gain 

each day, but to minimise its risk of winter mortality 

and of being in poor condition at the beginning of the 

breeding season. Thus a bird which utilises and 

depletes the most profitable prey patches within its 

territory i.e. those yielding highest energy intake per 

calorie expended, during autmnn, when the daily energy 

demands are not high, will not be able to use these 

later in the winter when conditions nre more severe and 

the need :E'or a high rAte of energy intake correspondingly 

greater. Consequently, such a bird will be at a 

disadvanta~e relative to one which reduced its use of 

the best areas in autumn and there:Lore to which these 

will be available later in the winter. This conservB.tion 

of resources in anala.gous to hoarding exhibited by many 

Corvids/ 
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Corvid.s (see e.g. Bm;sema 9 l970) and 1.I'its (J-.H. Kre1)s,Pers.Comm) 

and its occurrence has been sug[ested in breeding 

Sparrowhawlzs Acci~ ,n._i~u~ (I. Newton Per's. Comm.). 

However its existence has not previously been 

d. emo:rn tra ted. 

Although territorial Grey Plovers have occasionally 

been observed to displace :Redshank and Turnstone from 

specific feeding sites within their territories I have 

no evidence that the Plovers attempt to maintain inter

specific territories. Among other shorebirds which 

winter at Teesmouth, both Curlew and Bar-tailed Godwit 

take ~is as their main prey (I~vans et. al. 1979). 

Why, therefor·e, should Grey Plovers at tempt to conserve 

the food supply of their territories if they do not 

exclude other species of shorebirds as well as 

conspecifics? However, most of these other species 

do not atter1pt to defend their territories within the 

Plover territor>ies, and the numbers which feed in the 

areas where Grey.Plovers maintain territories are :fairly 

small (see Appendix 9 ) • Consequently it is possible 

that even if individuals of another species feed within 

the Plover territories it is not energetically worthwhile 

for 2lovers to chase these off as they will eventually 

leave of the 1 r own accord. In contrast most Grey Plover 

would attempt to occupy a territory permanently and 

therefore need to be excluded. Nevertheless if individuals 

of other species which move through Grey I) lover 

territories/ 
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territories feed in those parts within a territory where 

each Plover achieves the highest prey intalce rate, these 

resources will gradually be de1)1eted and not be 

available to the Plover at times of severe weather. 

However, the best feeding areas for Plovers need not 

be the best for other shorebirds. Ji'or example the 

cues used by Plovers and those used by Curlew and 

Bar-tailed Godwit to find and capture :Nereis are 

probably different. The long-billed species do not need 

to vvai t for the ascent of ]i_Qrei§ to the surface, and 

can use the entrances of burrows as indicators of the 

likely IJresence of J1er!2i s, which they can then attempt 

to captuPe by probing into the mud. P1over>s cannot 

do this and require cues which indicate the pr>esence o:f:' 

Ne_r.Qis at the surface of the mud. Consequently the 

location of 11atches of ~~is of highest availability 

for Curlew and Godwit may be different from those for 

Plovers. Indeed, during over forty hours of observ

ations of Grey Plover territories in mid-winter I have 

no records of Curlew or Godwit feeding in the areas 

preferred by the Plovers. In view of this, the absence 

of inter~2ecific territoriality, and indeed the 

possibility of overlapping territories of Grey Plover 

and Curlew, is compatible with the conservation of 

resouT•ces described for H W/G. 

Thus, in summary, possession of a territory allows 

conservation of the most profitable prey resources. 

These/ 
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These may then be used during times of high rates of 

biomass intake. Such an increase in intake rate under 

severe conditions is not ~ossible in the flock and the 

advantage or territoriality is scccntuated at this time. 

c • S e .9£.!lli.2~f_J!~!' j_ t .Q£;L o c c UJ2.§.!! i QQ • 

The incidence of days of high wind speeds, partic

ularly of gales (i.e. > 34 Knots), and of low 

temperatures, when the two princiiJal advantages of 

territoriality described above (namely high rates of 

prey intake and availability of shelter) are greatest, 

increases markedly between Octo1)er and November (1i'ig. 36). 

By November in each year, most occupation of terri torj_es 

has occurred by those birds wbich have arri vecl in autumn. 

•_rhese data suggest that terri torisli ty is a strategy which 

enhances survival during pe~iods of severe weather, 

especially gales. However this does not explain the 

sequence of territory occupation. Why do many birds 

spend the early autunm in a flock and wait until October 

and November before establishing territories? 

Some Grey Plovers establish territories soon after 

they arrive in early autumn. As described earlier, 

those thst do, encounter B high incidence of aggression. 

However, this intense aggression does not a~pear to 

reduce the rate of calorific intake at this time (see 

·the data for early October for R W/G in Pig. 22). By 

Novenfuer, most territorial boundaries have stabilised. 

Thus/ 



Fig. 36. Seasonal change in severity of weather 
conditions in North-J~ast Bngland. 

a. Perceatage of days when maximum tem'1)erature 
< 4,0 P = 4.6°0. Values given are mean and 

one standard error for Hartlepool 1951-75. 

b .. Mean wind speed Durham 1967-78. 

c. Percentage of days with gales. Hartlepool 
1952-80. A day with gales is defined as one 
on which mean wind speed ~ 34 Knots and/or 
gusts ~ 43 Knots were recox>ded. 
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Thus a bird vtaiting unti 1 to November to occupy a 

territory will encounter a lower incidence of intrusion 

within its territory by other individuals. Reduced 

aggression in late autumn may 1 in some way, be 

advantageous e.g. it may reduce "stress" which might 

otherwise reduce an individuals capacity to defend 
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a territory later in the winter. However, there is no 

documentary evidence that such stress occurs. Delaying 

the time of territory occupation until late autumn 

involves the risk that birds waiting until this time to 

occupy a ter:ritory will find most good territories already 

occupied. However if, as suggested earlier, it is the 

dominant birds which are last to leave the flock 1 the~e 

will be abJ.e, if necessary, to clispJme either birds which 

have left the flock earlier to take up territories or 

some o:E' the oj_ rds which occupied territories immediately 

on return to the estuary. Such displacement does occtJr 

e.g. H 0/I, (Wig. 16, 25-10-79 to 3-11-79). Howeve1~, 

none of the j_ndividuals which displaced btrds in Iflastern 

Channel at any time of year had previously been seen in 

the flock. Consequently their dominance status is 

unknown. 

Delayed occupation of a terri tory may also reduce 

the risk of predation. If, as suggested, territorial 

birds are more nt risk to predation_the risk of mortality 

will be reduced by delaying occupation of a territory 

until the risk oA starvation due to severe weather 

outweighs that of predation. 

pattern/ 

Thus I suggest that the 



J.)attern observed on the 1Tees estuary of terri tory 

occu})ation by Gre;y Plovers during the autumn and 

winter is the consequence, for each individual, of 

a balance between minimising the risk of })redation 
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and possibly the degree of stress whilst seeking to 

maximise the chance of survival during severe conditions. 

Im"'ornwtion given by Krebs (1974) suggests that parallel 

strategies may exist in the Great Blue Heron Ardea 

herodi.§§..· In this S})ecies the mean intak.e rate o:C' 

flock birds was three times that of territorial birds, 

which hod to forage ~"'or three times ElS long. 

flock birds fed on an ephemeral food resource, fish 

stranded in tidal pools by the receding tide~ whereas 

territorial birds fed in l)Grmanent freBhvc~ater creeks 

and dj_ t che s • Thus although when food abundance was 

high the :flock birds had a higher rate of intake the 

risk of failure of the food resource and starvation 

was also higher than for territorial birds. 

The preceding discussion does not explain why, in 

November, some terri toPies taken Ul) later in the winter 

rema:i_ ned vacant, yet some birds present during the 

autumn remained to feed in the flock throughout the 

winter. These observations suggest that in mid-winter 

two different strategies exist. In contrast to the 

risks of predation and stress which are present each 

year, severe weather conditions of the type encountered 

in 1978-79, which may lead to mortality, are rare. 

Indeed/ 
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Indeed the winter of 1978-79 was one of the worst this 

century in Britain. Considering the frequencies of 

occurrence of high risks of mortality from predation 

and starvation, dynamic balance between territorial and 

flock-feeding birds within a population (assumed to be 

faithful to a given estuary) can be conceived (Fig. 37). 

Among flock-feeding birds predation risk is low. However, 

occasionally, about every 10 - 20 years, a high 

percentage suffer mortality as a result of severe winter 

weather. 'rlms numbers of flock feeding birds wi 11 remain 

high while winter conditions are mild, and possibly 

increase gradually from year to year if recruitment 

has been good, but fall sharply as a result of a severe 

winter. 

Among territorial birds predation risk is higher 

but survival during severe weather is very good. 

it is likely that these birds will suffer approximately 

constant mortality, probably higher than among flock 

birds, from year to year but be little affected by 

severe winters. At present these suggestions must 

remain speculative. To advance the study further, 

more information on feeding success of both flock-feeding 

and ter•ri torial birds throughout the autumn and winter 

and of relative survival rates from year to year is 

required. Jhtrther for a comprehensive approach to 

this problem the effects on breeding success, other than 

through survival of adults, of winter• territoriality and 

flock-feeding, need to be measured. 

d./ 
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~J:ld s discussion has been concerned primari J.y with 

str'ategy choice when made prior to the onset of winter 

conditions. However, birds arriving in the winter 

influxes m.ust make the same choice. }'or these 

individuals, however, the need for the correct decision 

is much more immediate t.han for those \Vhich arrive in 

autunm .• In autumn, if an individual tries to establish 

a territory and in so doing utilises stored energy 

reserves by spending most of the day involved in 

aggressive encounters, it v'lill talze onl~r a few days 

to replace these. However, fl~om November onwards, 

the risk of a period of gales is high. In these 

conditions the risk is high that a bird, particularly if 

unsuccessful in competition for a terri tor•y, may not 

restore body condition as rapidly as in autumn and may 

dj_e. Purthermore, birds which are unsuccessful in 

obtaining a terr.ttory in autumn may move to another 

estuary in Britain, or move further south to southern 

Ebrope or West Africa. In winter the risks encountered 

in moving to these areas are greater. On other British 

estuaries competit1on for space may be as grea.t as on 

the Tees. Furthe~nore, some fat and protein reserves 

will be used in moving, and u:pon arrival at another 

estusry, an j_ndi vidual may not be any more successful 

in foraging. Hence in moving it may have decreased its 

chances of survival during severe weather. Migra.tion 

further south may also be hazardous, even in autumn. 

Dick/ 
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Diek,<ana:.,lUenklowski (1979) re1Jorted many birc:ls arY.'i ving 

in North Africa in Pn emaciated condi tj_ on in the autumn 

of 1973. In winter, any southward movements would 

normally have to be made dm:>ing more severe conditions 

than in autumn. 1Vinter temperatures, and pal~ticularJ.y 

wind chlll, can at timeD be severe on the Atlantic 

seaboar•d of souttwrn }]urope rmd North J\frica. Thus the 

energy demands of migration are greater and consequently 

the risk of starvation are greater at this time of year. 

However, some b.t rds do d:tsap:pear from the Tees in mid

winter (see earlier section) suggesting that the options 

of movement within Britain, or further south, has been 

taken. Nevertheless, most remain. Consequently it is 

likely that in Novem1Jer the flock is com.Qosed J:ll"imar1ly 

of birds which choose not to establish a territory. 

However after the f1rst winter influx the flock then 

contEJins in adoj_tion, individuals which were unable to 

establish territor1es upon arrival in the first winter 

influx. If indeed, as sGggested earlier, individuals 

which choose not to establish territories in autunm 

are dominant, the birds which arrive in the flrst winter 

influx which are unable to occupy territories will be 

more likely to suffer mortality during severe conditions. 

Of the four flock birds which are thought to have died 

during the cold weather in January and Ji'ebruary 1979 two, 

J:'or which definite arrival periods are knovm, arrived 

in the first winter influx. 

Thus/ 
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Thus to birds arriving in winter, the advantage 

of a terri tox•y remBi ns as high as in autumn, but the 

risk in tr3ring to obtain one is much higher. li'or those 

birds unsuccessful in establishing a territory, the 

advantage of the flock remains as high as in au tunm 

but the rislroare greater. For birds which choose the 

flock in ~reference to territoriality the risks and 

advantages are the same as for birds arriving in autumn. 

D I S C U S 8 I 0 N 

As a result of the processes described, some 

x•egulation of the numbers of Grey Plover on Seal Sands 

occurs. In autumn the numbei' of territories established 

is limited by a combination of the size of the area 

available and the distribution of competitive ability 

within the group of birds present on the estuary. 

Although the area rem~ns constant from year to year 

I assume that the d:i.stribution of competitive abilities 

among the individuals present will vary between years. 

~~hus in 3rears vvhen there is a large number of individuals 

among the birds which arrive in autumn whose ability 

to obtain and maintain a territory is high, a large 

propox•tion of the territories established during au tunm 

will survive until the time of the first winter influx. 

Therefore numbePs present on the estuary before the 

first winter influx will also be high. In other years 

more subordinate birds may arrive in autumn. In such 

years/ 



years, even if the total number of birds ax•ri ving is 

the same as in other years many of these subordinate 

birds may not take up, or lose their territories at the 

expense of larger territories for the more dominant 

incH viduals. Thus in these ~rears the number of 

territorial birds and therefore total population will 

be lower. Dhondt and Huble ... (l968) have shown that 

similar variation in population size occurs with 

variation in age structure of territorial birds in a 

study of the population dynamics of breeding Great 

'.J.li ts Parus !l].§.j.Q£• '11his argument does not necessarily 
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invoke the concept of a superterri tory suggested by 

Verner (1977). Although the initial size of some 

territories is large and these are subsequently 

subdivided as a result of competition e.g. Yf H/W (TI1ig. 16) 

the large initial size of the territory may be interpreted 

as the individual maintaining as large an unexploited 

food r~source as possible for use during severe winter 

conditions. 

'rlms on the Tees estuary much movement out of the 

estuary in early autumn is voluntary. Some birds do 

so in October after moult ~ut others move through 

rapidly in, August and September, presumably to moult 

elsewhere. In contrast, other birds which leave the 

estuary later in autumn are displaced territorial bj_rds. 

Why some individuals are 11 1JreproerammecV' to move out of 

the estuary vm ile many stay, and others attempt to do so, 

is not known. 

In/ 



In mid-winter the population size is determined 

primarily by the size of the first winter influx and 

the size attained in autunm. When tb.e influx occurs, 

the size o:f the incr•ease in the numbei' of territorial 

birds may be limited ·by the competitive ability of tl1e 

indi vid ua.ls. Birds of sj_milar, or greater, abtlity 
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than birds which eEJtf:lblished territories in autumn can 

displace or squeeze in between these earlier established 

individuals (see Table 17; Fig. 16). Those individuals 

which cannot obtain a terri tol~;'ir or are displaced will 

join the flock as will those birds which flock feed by 

choice. In 1979-80 after the first winter influx the 

population remained approximr-'ltely constant, and only a 

little emigration occurred. In 1978-79 the population 

decreased at this time. Some emigration did occur. 

However it is thought likely that some of the decrease 

was due to mortality. 

Thus after the first winter influx some birds 

leave the estuary in both mild and severe winters. 

However it is not known whether birds which leave at 

th1s time do so as a result of competition either within 

the flock or from territorial birds, or if these 

movements are Blso prep;rogrammed. Perhaps Grey Plover 

are sirn:i. lar to Knot ·but w lth only a small lJroportion of 

the birds CJrrl vin.g on an estusry voluntan.ly moving 

to other estuaries soon after Arrival. In the al;sence 

of' informAtion on the destinations o:f' Grey PJ.over which 

leave the TeeB in mi c1-·winter, it is not. lJossi b1e to 

speculate further. 

/l.s/ 



As discussed in Chapter 1 the pattern of change 

in numbers seen fJ t rl,eesmouth is similar to that 

observed on a number of BPitish estuar~Les. However, 

the extent to which the population ppocesses observed 

in this study operate in these other areas, is not 

known. No similarly comprehensive study of G:Pey PlovGrH 

has been attempted else·where although J?ienkowsld (1980) 

studied the feeding ecology of this species on 

I,indisf'arne, N .E. JTingland, and did not find terri tor

iality. However, the hypothesis put forward here is 

that terPitoriality reduceff the risk of mortality at 

times of greatest energy demands. On the Tees estuapy 

these occur when prolonged pm~iods of hj_gh wind s11eed 

prevent feeding. However this need not be so in every 
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estuary. As discussed IJreviously the importent influence 

of wind on foraging capabilities of birds on the Taos 

is a consequence of the dependence of Plovers on 

detecting Nerlli at the surface of the mud. Despite 

several attempts to identify and quantify the cues used, 

it has not been possible to do so and I conclude that 

these are subtle and probably difficult to detect for 

Grey Plover, as well as for a human observer. Hence 

their detection by Plovers is likely to be greatly 

impaired by buffeitting from high winds. In contrast, 

the cues used by Plovers in detecting some other prey 

species are more obvious. Birds feeding on ~~.£.Q1ii.. 

use production of defaecatory casts to indicate the 

presence of the prey at the surface (Pienkows1d., 1980), 

a/ 



a cue which is easily detected by a human observer. 

In view of this it is not surprising that high wind 

speed does not have the same ma-nked effect on 

Grey Plover feeding on :{i~_Qgicol!!; 8S on tll083 :feeding on 

Although intake rate decreases with increasing 

wind speed this remains high at wind speeds of 33 knots 

(Pienkowski, 1980). However as shown by Smith (:L975) 

and Pienkowski (1980) the availabiJ.ity of Ar~ola 

is very dependent Ul')On temperr~ture. In contrast, as 

reported earlier it was not possible to relate 

availability of 1:J:!!£eis, as measured by captm:>e rate by 

Grey Plovers, on Seal Sands to this variable. Clearly 

the in:fluence o:f temiJerature and wind SJ.)eed varies 

:from area to area depending upon the prey species 

present and the nature of the cues used in their 

detection. At Lindisfai'ne it is likely that among 
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birds feeding on Ar~1:.2.Qla ter'ri toriality is more likeJ.y 

to be exhibited where the ef:fects of low tenwerature are 

reduced. However, not only are the effects of low 

tem~rature on feeding success more difficult to avoid 

(being independent of topography) than those of ldgh 

wind speed, the areas where mud temperatures are likely to 

be highest i.e. at low tidal levels, are not in winter 

used by Grey Plovers probably because of interspecific 

competition with Bar-tailed Crodwi t (Pienlwwski, 1980). 

However, a :ftn"ther feature of Aregico]a availability, 

its d~pendence on the stage of the tidal cycle suggests 

that among birds feeding on this prey, territoriDlity 

is unlikely. Cast production by Arenicola is greatest -----
immediately after the substrste surface is exposed by 

tbe/ 



the ebbing tide and thereafter declines. The resultant 

mobility of the zone of peak prey availability makes 

territorial defence unlikely. 

However, while it is not surprising that P:i_enkowsti 

(1980) did not report territoriality among Grey Flovers 

feeciing on £~icg.1.§ he did not study in detail birds 

fee(Jing in other ar>eas at Linclisfarne. Indeed some of 

these are similar in substrate, topogr:::Jphy and 

invertebrate fauna to Seal Sands and it is possible 

that a similar system to that described for Seal Sands 

may exist. This is also true of other areas in Britain, 

particularly the small Essex estuaries. Here, not only 

are there many suitable CI'eeks of the type described 

on Seal Sands which can 1)rovide shelter for foraging 

Plovers, but overall wind sgeed is a1most cert>'linly 

reduced over large areas by the proximity of the 

shorel:tne. In the Brj_tish Isles the highest winter 

concentrations of Grey Plover occur in Essex and on the 

Wash. It would be premature to suggest that the high 

numbers on the :Gssex estuaries are a de:t'inite 

consequence of the features described her>e. However, 

these areas and the Grey Plover wintering thBre are 

undoubtedly worthy of detailed study. The Wash, the 

onl;}' large British estuary with a high mid-winter 

population of Grey Plover is also the most dissected 

o:r the large estuaries. A study of the social 

behaviour of Grey Plover her>e in relation to topography 

and prey distribution would be of great value. 
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~~LD is Q~l§l!_;hgn 

The ecological factors which lead to most long 

distance migrations are falr•ly obvious. J~1 or example, 

the s everi ·[iy of Ju:>ctic winters make the bl~eeding 

grounds of many shorebird species uninhabitable in 

winter. The absence of an abundant insect fauna in 

Northern Temperate areas in winter makes southwar.•d 

migrations of hirundines and many insect-feeding 

passerines essential for their survival. However the 

ecological and behavioural factors which may control 

the distribution, movements and destinations of these 

groups of birds within their wintering ranges are not 

clear and have received little detailed consideration. 

My study has examined some factors which may lead to 

movements of shoreb.irds in North-West Europe within the 

non-breeding season. I now discuss the extent to which 

this study has added to understanding of the eoological 

factors leading to the evolution of the movements 

observed and of the :proximate environmental cues which 

may serve as stimuli for movement. Also I discuss 

differences between adul"lB: and juveniles in pattern of 

movement and reasons for these. Finally, I consider 

fidelity and lack of fidelity to the wintering sites. 

Although much has been written about recur•rence of 

individuals in certain sites little attention has been 

paid to those individuals which change wj_ntering or 

moul·liing area from year to yem" and the possible 

advantage of this. 

Ultimate/ 
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Ultimate factor·s governing nligrAt:lon depend on 

the aim of the migration. Most movements I have 

discussed concern surv1val thPough the vdnter. ':Che 

ultimate factor in response to which Knot, BaP-tailed 

Cbdwi t and Grey J?lover move from the eastern North Sea 

coast to the British Isles is most probably the 

severity of mid-winter condi ·uons at the origin. 

Such weather conditions can affect the energy balance 

of shorebiPds in a number of ways, most directly by 

increasing heat loss, and by preventing birds from 

foraging because of high wind speed, or a covering of 

the mudflats with ice. Also, prey availability and 

hence the density of available ppey may be reduced to 

levels which p1•event birds feeding fast enough. The 

precise importance of each of these };)athways is not 

known in most species. However j_t seems most likely 

that the direct effects are of gPeat importance to all 

species while the indirect effects will have a greater 

effect upon visual foragers, paPticularly plovers. 

It might be supposed that the movements of Knot 

from the Waddenzee could be related to a decrease in the 

availability of Macoma in November and that because of ----
this birds move then rathei' than later in the severe 

weather conditions of Decembe1•, J·anuary and Pebruary. 

1715 

Hovvever for none of the other movements of Knot, between 

British estuaries, is there evidence that changes in 

availability/ 



avai 1a.bili ty of prey are of major importm1 ce in 

doterm:Lning thej_r timing. Consequently it cannot be 

concluded that the movement fl"om the Waddenzee is 

related to changes in density of available prey. 

The regularity of timing of the influx to Britain 

in November of Knot and Bar-tailed Godwit suggest that 

··i:;hese birds use a constant px•oximate cue~ which 

anticipates the arrival of cold weather, to time 
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movements. If an external cue is used it seems most likely 

that this is decreasing daylength. However the 

im:GJortsnce o:f completion of' moult in 'releasing' birds 

to be able to move is not known. 

In contrast to the influxes of Knot and Bar-tailed 

Godwit, the first winter influx of Grey Plover on the 

Tees estuar;sr is not constant in its timing from year 

to year. This suggests that this movement of Grey 

Plover is not initiated by a seasonally regular 

proximate cue such as daylength. Hather it seems that 

these movements of Grey Plovers may be initiated by 

a stimulus which is variable in timing and strength 

between years. This suggests that the proximate 

factor stimulating the movement of IJ1overs might be 

the actual arrival of severe weather (which is also the 

ultimate rensons for the movements). Why Grey Plovers 

alone should wait for the arrival of severe com it ions 

before moving rather than anticipating these conditions 

is/ 
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is not clear. Other plover species~ Lapwing Vanellus -----
.:yan~];.l£§ and GoJ.den Plover J::luyl,,gl:L§. _§£ri.£.§.ria seem to 

behave in a similar fashion. Among many Af:C'ican 

passerines tl1e enviromnen tal change which provides the 

proximate stimulus for movement is also the ultimate 

cause for migration e.g. the beginning and end of the 

rainy season (Jlllgood et. al. 1973; see also Ward, 1971). 

rrhe factors which control movement between British 

estual'ies are not clear. Movement of Knot north along 

the east coast may reduce the risk of mortality during 

cold we,~ther which is more severe on the ~.:vash. The 

regularity of timing of this movement from ;year to 

year sugsests that, if there :i.s external controly the 

proximate cue vvhi ch initiates movement may be change in 

daylength. However as it is thought that much of this 

movement comes after turnover on the Wash in November, 

it is not possible to dis tinguj.sb the extent to which the 

northward movement is initiated by competition on the 

Wasl1. which resuJ.ts from arrival of birds from the 

eastern North Sea coast. 

Thus there is at present, no evidence that movements 

of shorebirds within the non-breeding season are 

contx•olled by seasonal changes in density of available 

:food. In contrc'lst in Africa there are several examples 

of movernents·which it is thought are a .. response to 

depletion/ 
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depletion of food stocks in the source area e.g. 

juvenile Great Spotted Cuckoos .Q.}~ _ _glan~l.s.~~~llli 

arrive from October onwards in Senegal, where they stay 

only until food. abundance decreases sharply from December 

onwards (Moreau, 1972). However present evidence 

suggests that the ultimate factor controlling the 

movements of shorebirds within the area surrounding 

the Nor'th Sea is the severity of wirrt; or weather 

conditions. However precisely how different weather 

conditions affect energy balance aroe not known :for every 

species. 

Some movements, particularly those northwards and 

eastwards in the late winter and early spring have 

normal1y been intex•preted as l)reparation fox• breeding 

(Prater, 1971; Evans, 19~~b). The movements of Knot, 

Bar-tailed Godwit and Grey Plover eastwards across the 

North Sea in March and ADril may a11ow birds to exp1oit 

a food resource that \Nas tmexploj_ ted during the winter~ 

either because it was urn vai1able due to low temperatures 

or because lJ.r ey capture rates wou1d not have been 

sufficiently high to meet the high energy· intske 

required by the birds at this time. However, reasons 

:f'or other northward rnigrations such as those of G x·ey 

Plovers and Bar-tailed Godwit which reach Britain in 

February and March are unclear. The advantage may 

lie in avoiding competition in the Ylintering areas, as 

suggested earlier in relation to birds wintering in 

Mauritania, or may allow early moult into breeding 

plumage/ 



plumae;e to occur before the reguj_pements of pre

migratory fattening. 

Among birds using each estuary or group of 

estuaries, not all individuals respond in the same 

way to changing conditions. Many Knot and Grey Plover 

which have moulted on the ~V'ash move south, while more 

Knot arrive fr•om the ea.s tern North S oa coast and 

replace those which have left. 

estuary differences in migration pattern of individual 

Grey Plovers ha.ve been shown to exist. The reasons 

for these intx•aspocLfic differences in movement pattern 

ar•e at present little known. However the study of 

spacing behaviour of Plovers on the Tees estuary has 

suggested that some of the Grey Plovers which move 

do so because they are unsuccessful in establishing or 

maintaining a territory. I have suggested that the 

advantage of territory possession is ·that these enable 

the owners to a chi eve a greater enex•gy intake during 

cold and windy conditions than would be possi "ble by 

flock feeding. Thus again the uJ.timate reason for the 

movement is the severity of weather com i tions in 

winter. However, the proximate cue which affects 

whether or not a bird moves is its success in obtaining 

a territory. Simj_lar behaviour is displayed by 

Chaffinches Ji~ll.§. .£22leps which remain to winter in 

Scandinavia. Some males establish winter territories. 

'l'hose which cannot do so migrate. S:lmilar behaviour was 

observed in KestreJs ;E.§!)CQ. ~inuncul£.§ in Dumfriesshire 

by Village (1980). 

The/ 
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~Che tvvo groUlJS of' Knot described i.e. those which 

are ( 1) j_ tiner::mt and ( 2) sedentary, represent a 

further incidence of individual variation in movement 

pattern. Studies of other sb.oX'ebirds suggest that 

these two types of individual aPe found in other 

species. However at present the relative selective 

advantage of each behaviour• under different weath<:n~ 

and feeding conditions is not clear. Neither is it 

known whether the strategy employed by Em individual 

varies from year to year, either with or independently, 

of age. 
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Most of this study has been concerned with adults, 

as. counts of total numbers consist predominantly of 

these. J.,ittle is known of the way in vvhich the patter-Ds 

of movements of juveniles differ from those of adults. 

Data indicate that juvenile. K11ot tend to winter fui'ther 

south than adults (Minton, 1975). This may also be 

true of Bar-tailed Godwit. The reasons for this are 

unclear. Pel'ha.ps they move to areas where winter 

conditions are least severe, as survival for juveniles 

is relatively more inwortant than for adults, since 

juveniles have yet to attempt to breed. However this 

does not take account of any cost in migrating. It has 

been argued earlier that the risk of mortality during 

migration may be high, pei'haps higher than the risk of 

mortality during severe winter weather. 

juveniles are less efficient foragers. 

um ble/ 
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urrble to achieve su:fficient intake in North Temperate 

areas in wintex• during cold vleather and therefore may 

have to migrate south even though the risks of 

morta1ity during migration may be high. However 

juveniles may move because they are forced to do so 

through competition. On the Tees estuary observations 

of Grey Plovers suggest that although some juvenile 

birds are of high competitive ability and can chase off 

other Grey PlovePs encroaching on their territories more 

quickly, than can many adults, the majority of juven1les 

were of poorer competitive ability. 

In some species of shorebirds e.g. Bar-tailed 

Godwit and Knot, immature (1st and 2nd year) birds 

move north in summer, but do not go as far as the 

breeding areas (Minton, 1975). Why these birds do so 

is unclear. However it seems possible that in 

Mediterranean and eguatoria l. regions, where these birds 

have ·wintered, high summer temperatures may del)ress 

prey availability (see Evans, 1976). Thus it may not 

be possible to feed there at a sufficient rate in summer. 

These b1rds may then stop northward movement as soon as 

feeding conditions are suitanle. Movement further 

north towards the breeding grounds would take them to 

areas where prey density is low (Evans, 1979). 

I,i ttle is known of chffilges in movement 11atterns 

wj_ thin the life of an indi vi duaJ.. Many juvenile Grey 

Plover return to the 1'ees each year, but others do not. 

Absence o:f some inch vi duals in subsequent years is 

probably/ 



p.x•obably due to mortality but may be due pr:u"'tly to 

change in movement pattern. 'rhe high J:•eturn rates 

of Plovers suggest that such changes are few. However 

the amount of change in movement r)a ttern b etween years 

may be much greater among birds which have wintered 

further south in their first year. 

DBta has been presented to show that some adult 

Knot occur in different wintering and moulting areas 

in different years. Such lack of fidelity may provide 

the same advantage as suggested for i tinerancy within 

a non-breeding season, i.e. that an individual may, by 

visiting different sites j_n different years obtain 

knowJ.edge of areas which may be used if the food supply 

is poor, or weather conditions severe in one area in a 

future year. However lack of fidelity may also be a 

disadvantage~ Birds may be forced to move to different 

areas in different yeax•s as a result of competition. 

As stated above, some Grey Plover did not recur on the 

Tees estuary every year. However most of these cases 

are of individuals which did not return in the first 

winter influx. 'rhe absence of these birds from the 

Tees in one year 1Nas l)robably a consequence of 

favourable conditions in the moulting area (from ··vhich 

it is thought they come to form the fj_rst winter influx 

on the Tees) as a l"esult of reduced competition, high 

prey density, or mild weather conditions. 'l1here j_s 

also some variation betvveen years in time of arrival 

of/ 
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of a few Grey Plovers on the Tees estuary. Some Grey 

PJ.ovei'S have been observed to spend early autumn on the 

tr'ees in some years but have not retm~ned to the estuary 

until later in others, and vice versa. However there 

is no evidence tba t early movement by these individuals 

from the area occupied first in nutumn is voluntary 

and it may be induced either through conwetition OI' 

deteriorating vteather or feeding com itions. i3imi1arly 

j_·[i is not known whether the change of moulting area 

observed for ::.o me Knot is voluntary or enforced. 

Thus at present, although possible advantages of lack 

of :CHI eli ty are ap:oarent, there is no evidence to 

confirm that these advantages are l"eal, IlOJ:' even to 

suggest that lack of fidelity is adaptive. 

The presence of itinerancy during the non-breeding 

season in some shorebird species suggests that the 

effects of reclamation of some of the estuarine areas 

used in mid-winter, on total numbers of these s.oecies, 

may not "l1e great. Some mortality may occuP but the 
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itinerant behaviour observed indicates that these species 

may be px•e-adapted to encountering difficult feeding 

conditions in some areas and be able to move to 

alternative feeding areas (IEvans, 1 98:1). In contrast 

for species such as Grey J?lover, which the evidence 

suggests are more sedentary in mia-winter, it is likely 

that reclamation of sites used in rrdd-winter will have a 

mox•e s er•j_ous effect UlJOD. tota1 numbers. However most of 

both '~tinerant~ and 'sedentary' svecies use predictably 

specj.fic moulting sites. It Beems likely that 
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reclamation of these areas may lead to a serious 

decrease :ln total numbers of these species. The 

precise effects of such reclamation are difficult 

to predict as at present the precise reasons for the 

use of srJecific estuaries as moulting m"eas are not 

known. HovJever if the changes in moulting site 

rerJorted here are, as suggested, enforced in some way, 

tb.is suggests that, at least in some years these 

preferred moulting sites are full. Thus reduction 

in the size of these areas will result in redistribution 

of birds to less preferred moulting areas, and possibly 

in mol"tali ty. 
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§l@!!.lill-:;l 

ThJ.s study reviews published infoPmation on inter

estuaTine movements of Knot, Bar-tailed Godwit and Grey 

Plover in North-West Mu rope, especially Britain. An 

attempt is made to relate these movements to seasonal 

changes in factors, particularly weather com itions and 

prey abundance, o:f importance to the energy ·balance of 

shor•ebi rds. Seasonal changes in numbers ,,and movements 

of Grey Plover using the ~.rees estuary, in relation to 

spacing behaviour and prey availability, are considered 

in detail. 

In early autumn Knot moult mainly on the Waddenzee, 

the Wash and the Ribble estuaries. After moult many 

birds from the Waddenzee move to the Wash. It is 

thought that others go via the Wash to estuaries on the 

north-east coast of England. (Some also move to the 

west coast of England, particularly Morecambe Bay.) 

Prior to the arr•i val of birds from the Waddenzee many 

birds from the Wash move to southern Europe. However, 

the proportions of 1i:li'rlds present in earJ.y autumn which 

move to these areas and the proportion which stay on the 

Wash are not known. It is suggested that a smaJ.ler 

proportion of birds move to the west coast from the Wash 

than has previously been suggested, and that this 

mov-ement may not occur every year. Few precise data on 

movements between west coast estuaries are available. 

It is suggested that most bix•ds which moult on the Ribble 

probably winter on the west coast estuaries, particularly 

Morecambe Bay. 

Colour/ 
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Colour-marking of Knot on the •rees estuary indicated 

rapid onward movements, ·[jo coastEJ.l a r•eas furthei' north, 

of a small proportion of the birds which arrived in 

November. 

Der-tailed Godwit also moult chiefly on the 

1/iaddenzee, "!ash and f?j_bble 9 but others moult on trw 

Porth and at I,:Lndisfarne. SubseqtJ.ent movements are 

not well documented. Counts suggest that many birds 

from the Waddenzee move to Britain, particularly to the 

estuaries of the West doast. Some birds from the Wash 

move to the north-east coast of England, but it is likely 

that at least part of the wintering population in these 

areas moults on the eastern North Sea CO['lst. 

Grey Plover are more widely eli stributed during 

autumn than either Knot or Bar-tailed Godwit. However 

lar•ge concentrations occLH' on the Wsddenzee, Wash, rabble 

and gssex estuaries. After moult, many birds move to 

southern ::flux•ope. Others, probably from the Danish 

Waddenzee, move to British estuaries in mid-wintero 

Numbers in Britain increase in 11'ebr·usx·y - March, probably 

as a result of birds which have wintered further south 

returning nortb .• 

In winter, co:ndi tions on the eas torn North G ea coast 

are more severe than in Britain. Movements of all three 

species after moult, westwards across the North Sea, 

reduces their risk of enc6untering severe weather in 

mid-winter. 

are/ 

Reasons for the other movements described 
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are uncleaJ.•. J~verage wi.nt er tem.Qera tures? and 

temperatures during the last three very severe winters~ 

ai'e higher on the east coast~ north of the Wash, than 

on the Wash itself~ Northward movement of many Knot 

in November may be to avoid the colder conditions on the 

Wash. None of the invertebrate data examined suggest 

that movements are related to inter-estuarine differences 

in timing of peak prey "biomass or abundEmce. Timing 

of larval settlement and growth rates of prey are 

similar in most estuaries for vvhich da.ta are available •. 

No major differences between estuaries in the timing of 

peak qual:lty of .fJrey are apparent. 

In November more MacO!I}.§. are vdthin reach of a Knot's 

bill on the Humber than on the Wash or Morecambe Bay. 

However 1 the absence of KrJ.Ot from the Humber in eu tumn, 

when availability of' Ma~ is even higher, suggests 

that the timing of movement to the Humber in November and 

December is probably not related to a.vailability. High 

a.vailability of' lli£:.£..Qill-§; on Morecarribe Bay in spring may 

however be an inuJortant factor allowing large numbers of 

Knot to use this area for laying down fat reserves before 

departure to the breeding grounds. 
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Birds which move south from the Wash after moult 

pi'obably do so voluntarj_ly, not as a result of competition. 

These are then replaced by birds moving from the Waddenzeee 

The reasons for such intras~ecific variation in movement 

strateg;y are unknown. 

It/ 
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It was not possible to relate movements of Knot 

:from the Tees to changes in abundance o:f' .M,;y!ilg~ ~_£!l!li..§, 

its main ptr.ey. Information from dye-marked birds 

suggest that, after arrival on the Tees from the Wash, 

s orne Knot stay only a few week.s be:fore moving north to 

the Northumberland coast and the Porth estuary. However, 

others are sedentary. It is suggested that the itinerant 

behaviour j_s an adaptation to an unpredictable food sup}!ly. 

Hovvever the reFJsons for l&3Jck of movement by some individuals, 

and the survival rates of each group, are not ~1own. 

Detailed study of Grey Plovers on the Tees estuary 

indicated that in autumn some adu 1 ts move through the 

estuary rapidly, but others stay to moult before moving 

on. These movements are "voluntary". In autumn many 

individuals attempt to obtain territories. Some of 

those which cannot, or are displaced from territories, 

then leave the estuary. Others stay in a flock while 

feeding. It is suggested that territoriality is a 

strategy permitting maintenance of food intake during 

severe, particularly windy, weather conditions in winter. 

The creeks contained in territories provide shelter for 

feeding 1Jirds and parmi t int a1z-_e to "be achieved duPing 

gales. Blrds vvhich cannot obtain tex•J:>i tories are more 

likely to suffer mortality. For these individuals it 

is advantageous to move further south. It is suggested 

that the number of territories established in autumn is 

limited by the distribution of competitive ability within 

the population of Grey Plovers attempting to establj_sh 

territories. The data has also suggested that some 

birds/ 
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rJir•ds which remain in winter do not attenwt to obtain 

territories, but choose to flock feed. A simplG 

graphical model is presented to indicate how the 

proportion of flocking and territorial birds in the 

population Will change, following severe and mild winters. 

1J.l.he reasons f'or movements of shorebirds and their 

timings during the non-breeding season are discussed in 

the light of the findings of the study. 
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~:p~ix 1. ~rable .A1. Success of salt extraction as - -~------------·---...----=-------~----

Details of the procedure are given in the text. 

D~scription No. of Nereis 
of substrate picked from 

surface 

Sand :13 
II 6 
II 15 

Sand/Mud 5 
II 3 

Firm mud 6 
II 9 

Viscous mud 6 
" 7 
II 7 
" 11 

" :l 
Soft mud 4 
" 8 
II l 

No. retained % success of 
in 40 sieve salt extraction 

0 :1.00 
0 100 
0 lOO 
0 100 
:l 75 
1 86 
0 100 
0 100 
0 100 
0 100 
0 100 
0 :LOO 
0 :LOO 
0 100 
0 100 

- + S.E. 97.6 + X ::::. - 1.7 
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;::1,Ependix 2. Table A2.2he values of' terms from t~ ~_!!onsh.!E 1,2g i.9.EX_f'le~.f1~.!· 

in 08·) =a+ o log10 (relaxed "body l~gth in em) for Nereis diversic£12r f'!£~ 

Seal Sands~. 

Area 

Sc:. Liud 
C.Bank (Y-C.0h) 
C.Bank ~Ssnd) 
C "'"' ank 'i'n t) • D ~ ... -

E.Ch. 

G. Bank 

Sc. Mud 
C. Bank (Y-C.Gb..) 
C. Bank (Sand) 
c. Bank (Ent) 
E. Ch. 

Sc. Mud 
C.Bank (Y-C.Ch) 

Sc. Mud 
C.Bank (Y-C.Q'h.,.) 
C.Bank ~Sand~ 
C .Bank Ent.) 
E.Ch. 

C. Bank/ 

Date 

11.9.78 
I! 

ll 

If 

if 

5.11.78 

23.11.78 
u 
!I 

II 

II 

7.1.79 
!I 

1.4.79 
II 

ll 

1! 

!I 

No. animals 
measured 

16 
10 
12 
11 
11 

12 

13 
14 
11 
13 
10 

12 
13 

11 
13 

4 
12 

9 

a 
intercept 

-o.422 
-0.281 
-0.520 
-0.340 
-0.353 

-0.646 

-0.607 
-0.528 
-0.823 
-0.336 
-0.266 

-0.907 
-0.442 

-0.676 
-0.455 
-0.453 
-0.575 
-0.177 

b 
regression 
coef':ficient 

2.459 
2.333 
2.600 
2.365 
2.420 

2. 73.7 

2.560 
2.460 
2.787 
2.255 
2.305 

2.840 
2.330 

2.652 
2.388 
2.359 
2.558 
2.153 

r 
correlation 
coef'ficient 

0.94 
0.98 . 
0.99 
1.00 
0.96 

1.00 

0.99 
0.99 
1.00 
0.98 
0.92 

0.98 
1.00 

1.00 
0.99 
1.00 
0.99 
0.96 

w 
0 
I-' 



AppenC.ix 2./ 

Area Date 

C.:Sank (Y-C.Ch) 
E.Ch. 

G. :Sank 

E.Ch. 

12.12.79 
If 

8.1.80 

22.3.80 

No. animals 
measui'ed 

10 
9 

13 

10 

a b 
intercept regression 

coefficient 

-0.310 2.461 
-0.274 2.458 

-0.381 2.475 

-0.382 2.393 

r 
correleticn 
coe:Eficient 

1.00 
1.00 

1 .. 00 

0.99 

<:o 
0 
ro 



IG8rly tn autumn when the number- of l)irds on t11e 

estuary is small it j_s normall;y possible to check all 

roost sites at high water. Because of this, the 

small number of birds present and the open torJogr'a_phy 

of the roost sites used at this time, accurate counts 

of total numbers present can be made. However, as 

the number of birds increases in October individuals 

begin to use the main winter roost site where, because 

of the rock~r substrate, large numbers are hidden from 

view. Corn equently accurate high water counts are 

no longer possible. 

As high water roost counts become inaccurate, but 

vvhile the numbers on the estuary remained small, counts 

of birds flying from the feeding grounds to the main 

high water roost site were used in measuring the total 

number of birds present. In these months, the num1Jer 

of birds in each flock is sufficientl;y smal1 to permit 

accurate counts. After the feeding grounfJs were 

complete1y submersed, all other birds which lwd gone to 

subsidiary roost sites, and had therefore been missed, 

were counted by visiting each subsidiary roost. 

When numbers incre8sed j_n VI inter the flocks flyi:n.g 

to roost were too large to permit nccurate counts. Jl,t 

this time counts were made at pre-roost gathering sites. 

As the main intertidal area nears complete submersion, 

birds gather on one or both of two small are8s of high 

level/ 
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level mud, close to the reclamatj_on wall, where they 

can be counted quj_c1\.ly and accurstely. Small numbers 

o:r bLPds leavj_ng be:Pore com_pletj_on of the counts were, 

i:l:' not already included, counted as they flew off, or 

when they landed. On occasions when large numbers of 

204 

Plovers flew before being counted the count was abandoned 

because of cU:fficulty in making accurate counts o:r 

large flying flocks of Plovers, since these normally occur 

in association with Dunlin, Knot and Bar-tailed Godwit. 



(1) Influx -
In both 1978-79 and 1979-80, but particularly in 

the later year, large numbers of colour-marked Grey 

Plovers, which had been caught in previous years, 

returned to the estuary. Using sightings of these 

birds only, an 'Index of Influx' was calculated 

( Pigs • .A1,A2) for each date on which 25?~ or more of 

the colour-marked birds known to be present on the 

estuary at thst time, were seen on one of the high 

water or pre-roost sites. The percentage of colour

marked individuals seen on a particular da;y that were 

seen then for the first time in that non-breeding season 

was calculated. 

( 2) De.J2§£t U:£!! 

In 1978-79 the number of colour-marked birds, known 

to have visited the estuary in that winter, that were not 

seen (1) on and after the date of each high water count 

and (2) after a period of influx were determined as a 

measure of the size of a departure from the total 

population on the estuary. 

Clearly not all birds were seen on the day before 

departure. Indeed a few may have rem~ned on the estuary 

wj_thout bej_ng identified for several weeks before 

departure. To take account of this sourc~ of inaccuracy 

two error levels were detei'mined on each count date 

(Pigs. A3 ,A4). 

(a)/ 
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(a) 'l'he numbex• o:f birds J..ast seen 10 days Jn•ior to 

that date. 

(b) JJoi' each individual the maximum 1nter•vaJ. b etwee:n. 

sightings was determined. ~ehe number o:e days in thin 

interval was then added to the date of last sight:i.ng of 

the individual. If on doing this the date I'eached was 

on or after the date for which the error level was being 

calculated, then it was assumed that the bird may have 

been missed and been present on this date. 

1'he procedure was repeated in 19?9-80, but in this 

year only the birds marked befoi'e 1979-80 were used. 

Using these estimates of "error" the munbei' of 

co1our-merked individuals lost from the popuJ.ation was 

compared with the totaJ.. population figures and used to 

identify and/ or• confii•m pe riocls of population decrease. 

rrhis was particularly needed in the Jamwr•y, Pebruary, 

March period of 1979 when no reliable high water counts 

could be made because of severe weather conditions and 

unusual pi'e-j:>oost lJehaviour of the birdso 
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Twenty-five £I!!r~i.§ of a range of body lengths were 

collected. Using forceps hld so that only 3 em (ca one 

Gx•ey Plover bi 11 length) protruded fi'om the hand, an 

assistant picked up and stretched each live animal in 

tm::-n, in order to simulate the observed stretching of 

!J!:.r:eis when pulled fl"om the mud by Grey Plovers. I 

watched this procedure by telescope at 30 metres 

distance 9 and estimated the lengths. Each animal was 

individually bo·t;·tJ..ed ana, on return to the laboratory, 

killed in alcohol, ana measured. The relationship 

betvveen estimated (stretched) and measured body length 

was then determined (J?ig. A5). JTistimatea values were 

then corrected to true length (Table A3) before 

inclusion in intake and capture rate calculations. 
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~.Q~ix .§~~fllith of_gbse.E.Y.§.:th.2rLJ2erioc1 - its ef'fe£:!! 

.QlL.YB ri 51. t ion _i!}_Q!2£~£.Y e d .2.!1 t a lf!LI.:l! t e • 

In order to determine the'mnallest time period 

for wb.ich a bird should be o"bserved to r·educe observed 

variation for e8ch individual to an acceptable level, 

the standard deviation of mean intake rate per minute 

was plotted against increasing number of minutes of 

observation for seven r:>eriods of observations (Pig. A6). 

Variation around the mean, although great both between 

individuals and in the same individual in different 

observation periods remained relatively constant with 

a sample size of three or more minutes. 
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A.£I?endix 7. Table A4. Dry weight ana calorific value§. of' ~drooia ulvae used in 

calculation of energy in.i§ke of Grey Plover§.!_ 

JVIonth Mean dl"Y wt/indi vidual Kean calorific Average calories/ 
+Area shell height (1nm) shell height (mm) value (cals/mg) individual (cals' 

shell height c~m) shell height (m~) 
n 2.5 - 3.4 n 3.5 - 4.4 2.5 - 4.4 2.5 - 4.4 

June 12 0.562 28 1.085 5.62 4.9 
12 o. 562 28 1.085 5.62 3.9 
27 0.342 13 0.715 4.90 2.2 
14 o. 295. 10 0.590 5.09 1.6 

Novem"ber 
29 0.509 22 0.832 5.07 3.3 
29 0.509 22 0.832 5.07 3.3 
10 0.391 18 0.601 5.30 2.4 

March 
15 0.560 20 0.850 5.00 3.6 
15 0.560 20 0.850 5.00 3.6 
28 0.461 16 0.699 5.07 2.7 

5 0.604 5.88 3.5 

Calorif'ic values given are based on single determinations 

co 
0 
'-0 
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Values given in J?igs. 6 and 8, Chapter 3, were 

obtained from data presented here by calculating the 

mean density of ~i§. in the sub-areas within each 

feeding area. Sub-areas from which f!Q~i§. vvere 

collected are shown in li'ig. A7. 

* Values given for these areas are those used in Pigs. 

6 and 8. 

n = number of samples taken in each sub-area. 

Feeding Sub-area 
area 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

1 
2 

3 
4 
5 

9 
10 
11 
:1.2 
:13 
14 
15 
:1.6 

:L7* 

18 
19 

20 
21 

22 
23 

n 

1 
2 

4 
3 
2 

4 

4 

4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

5 

3 
2 

2 
2 

4 
4 

June -X SJ] 

301 
15:1. 

151 
201 
113 

358 

207 

264 
30:1. 
528 
1,),90 
603 
:1.:1.3 
339 
942 

361 

25 
:1.51 

226 
339 

565 
546 

0 
53 

46 
89 
27 

67 

56 

94 
0 

53 
80 
53 
27 

:1.33 
80 

45 

20 
0 

0 
80 

57 
173 

J:Tovember March 
11 x SE n x SE 

2 
2 

2 
2 
4, 

4 

527 107 2 
38 27 :1. 

339 240 2 
0 0 2 

94 62 2 

395 56 2 

76 53 
0 0 

0 0 
0 0 

38 27 

38 27 

4 477 74 4 :1.51 
3 427 109 3 75 

0 
0 

4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
4 
2 
2 

5 

4 
2 

2 
2 

4 
4 

339 36 
113 80 

0 0 
301 160 
264 80 
113 42 
:1.89 27 
226 53 

377 95 

188 62 
75 0 

:1.51 0 
76 53 

4 38 19 
2 38 27 
2 151 0 
2 0 0 
2 113 80 
4 :L32 31 
2 75 0 
2 151 53 

5 105 34 

4 56 16 
2 151 53 

2 11.3 27 
2 15:L 106 

545 126 4 151 46 
188 42 4 132 56 



21:.1_ 

~:~ 8lli_l!~ __ N e .£Gi S ~ 4 em. 

:l1 eed.ing Sub- June November March 
area area n X SJ] n X SIG n X s:m 

1 1 1 301 0 2 0 0 2 58 27 
2 2 75 0 2 151 53 1 226 0 

2 3 4 509 163 2 76 53 2 226 0 
4 3 377 1.63 2 25 0 2 0 0 
5 2 71.6 133 4 19 1.6 2 0 0 

3 6* 4 377 1.73 4 678 14:1. 2 151 53 

4 7*' 4 301 96 4 54:6 165 
8* 4 471 108 3 301 123 3 201 20 

5 9 4 188 68 4 1695 381 4 207 137 
10 2 189 27 2 678 267 2 377 53 
:L:l 2 264 80 2 603 0 2 226 0 
12 2 264 133 2 716 27 2 754 106 
:1.3 2 226 53 2 980 373 2 678 53 
14 2 75 0 4 188 62 4 132 4J_ 
:1.5 2 189 27 2 79:L 133 2 4,52 0 
16 2 151 53 2 565 80 2 339 133 

6 :J_r;* 5 256 50 5 588 157 5 18:L 69 

7 18 3 :L50 62 4 :1.51 38 4 113 62 
19 2 264 27 2 151 53 2 151 53 

8 20 2 76 53 2 415 186 2 226 0 
2:1. 2 904 26? 2 75 0 2 301 0 

9 22 4 320 101 4 1394 371 4 772 200 
23 4 320 86 4 791 221 4 603 208 



• • • 3 • • • • • 
• • • • • • • 
2 

0 1Km 

Fig. A7. Seal Sands, showing sub-areas referred to in 
'l1able A5. 
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Counts were made at the same time (betvveen low 

wster - 1 hr Emd lovv water + 1 hr) as those of Grey 

Plover to allow investigation of the possibility that 

the distribution of Plovers vvas affected by. that of 

Curlew (•c) and Bar-tailed Godwit ( • o ) • Solid symbols 

joined by solid lines refer to feeding birds, open 

symbols jolned by dotted l:lnes to the tote.l number 

present :L.e. including roosting individuBls. 
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